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Preface

This volume contains the Proceedings of the Sixteenth Workshop on Recent
Advances in Slavonic Natural Language Processing (RASLAN 2022) , organized
by the NLP Consulting, s.r.o. and held on December 9th–11th 2022 in Karlova
Studánka, Sporthotel Kurzovní, Jeseníky, Czech Republic.

The RASLAN Workshop is an event dedicated to the exchange of informa-
tion between research teams working on the projects of computer processing
of Slavonic languages and related areas going on in the NLP Centre at the Fac-
ulty of Informatics, Masaryk University, Brno. RASLAN is focused on theoreti-
cal as well as technical aspects of the project work, on presentations of verified
methods together with descriptions of development trends. The workshop also
serves as a place for discussion about new ideas. The intention is to have it as
a forum for presentation and discussion of the latest developments in the field
of language engineering, especially for undergraduates and postgraduates affil-
iated to the NLP Centre at FI MU.

Topics of the Workshop cover a wide range of subfields from the area of
artificial intelligence and natural language processing including (but not limited
to):

* text corpora and tagging
* syntactic parsing
* sense disambiguation
* machine translation, computer lexicography
* semantic networks and ontologies
* semantic web
* knowledge representation
* logical analysis of natural language
* applied systems and software for NLP

RASLAN 2022 offers a rich program of presentations, short talks, technical
papers and mainly discussions. A total of 23 papers were accepted, contributed
altogether by 44 authors. Our thanks go to the Program Committee members
and we would also like to express our appreciation to all the members of the
Organizing Committee for their tireless efforts in organizing the Workshop and
ensuring its smooth running. In particular, we would like to mention the work
of Aleš Horák, Pavel Rychlý and Jitka Nováčková. The TEXpertise of Adam
Rambousek (based on LATEX macros prepared by Petr Sojka) resulted in the
extremely speedy and efficient production of the volume which you are now
holding in your hands. Last but not least, the cooperation of Tribun EU as a
publisher and printer of these proceedings is gratefully acknowledged.

Brno, December 2022 Aleš Horák
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Parallel, or Comparable? That Is the Question
The Comparison of Parallel and Comparable Data-based

Methods for Bilingual Lexicon Induction

Michaela Denisová

Natural Language Processing Centre
Faculty of Informatics, Masaryk University
Botanická 68a, 602 00 Brno, Czech Republic

449884@mail.muni.cz

Abstract. Extracting translation equivalents from parallel data has been
considered the main and most efficient method in the lexicography field.
However, parallel data are not always available or sufficient, especially
for rare and low-resource language pairs. Translation equivalents obtained
from comparable data offer a solution for this problem. This paper com-
pares the performance of some methods that utilize either parallel or
comparable data and demonstrates the results on the Estonian-Slovak lan-
guage combination. We show that comparable data usage aspires to be a
viable alternative for low-resource languages or rare language pairs, and
we propose a new equation for more effective translation equivalents’ in-
duction.

Keywords: Parallel data, Comparable data, Translation equivalents’ ex-
traction, Estonian, Slovak

1 Introduction

Over many years, inducing translation equivalents through parallel data has
been a preferred method among lexicographers. Parallel data often means
parallel corpora or, in some cases, bilingual dictionaries. Current lexicographic
tools utilizing either of those provide an effective and reliable method for
obtaining translation equivalents as they include a lot of context information.[5]

However, rare language pairs or low-resource languages often lack parallel
data, which could mirror in the quality and amount of the resulting translation
equivalents. An alternative offer quickly developing modern approaches from
the NLP field that claim using only comparable data for this task as sufficient.
Among these methods are cross-lingual embedding models requiring monolin-
gual word embeddings and only a few or no supervision signals at all. These
models are evaluated on various tasks, such as cross-lingual named entity recog-
nition, information retrieval, etc. This paper focuses mainly on the bilingual lex-
icon induction task, i.e., the BLI task.

The drawback of the comparable data-based methods is that they do not
involve any context information as they are one-to-one or one-to-many align-
ments. Therefore, in contrast to the parallel data-based methods, they exclude

A. Horák, P. Rychlý, A. Rambousek (eds.): Proceedings of Recent Advances in Slavonic Natural Language
Processing, RASLAN 2022, pp. 3–14, 2022. © Tribun EU 2022
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4 M. Denisová

any phrases or multi-word expressions that are valid parts of bilingual dictio-
naries.

This paper aims to compare the quality of the resulting translation equiva-
lents obtained by chosenmethods that utilize either comparable or parallel data.
We show the results on a rare language combination, namely Estonian-Slovak.
We induce a certain amount of translation equivalents with each method and
evaluate them manually.

Our motivation is to explore whether recent trends favouring comparable
data can compete with standard, widely used parallel data.

In this case, the bilingual dictionary-based parallel data method is repre-
sented by a pivot Estonian-Slovak dictionary obtained from English-Estonian
and English-Slovak dictionaries [8]. Regarding parallel corpus, we manually
evaluated the Estonian-Slovak dictionary extracted from the Estonian-Slovak
parallel corpus EUR-Lex from SketchEngine.[6]

For the comparable data, we picked three currently most cited cross-lingual
embedding models that are often used as benchmarks, muse [7,14], VecMap
[1,2,4,3], and FastText for bilingual alignment [11]. Moreover, we experiment
with different levels of supervision.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the chosen
methods for our comparison anddivide them into comparable andparallel-data-
based. In Section 3, we explain the data we used for the evaluation in further
detail. In Section 4, we present our results and provide a thorough comparison
of the evaluated models. In Section 5, we offer concluding remarks and outline
new ideas for future work.

2 Related Work

This section provides insight into methods used in this paper for obtaining
translation equivalents from either parallel or comparable data.

2.1 Comparable Data

One of the solutions for extracting translation equivalents using comparable
data provides cross-lingual embedding models. Cross-lingual embedding mod-
els have recently become a popular research topic as they can connect meanings
across languages. The monolingual word embeddings of two or multiple lan-
guages are projected into a shared joint space where words with similar mean-
ings obtain similar vectors. Afterwards, translation equivalents’ candidates are
extracted by computing cosine similarity.[15]

Frequently, the methods use various levels of supervision; they can be
strongly supervised, semi-supervised or unsupervised. Supervision signals are
represented by word-to-word dataset and vary from 5,000 words or can be
comprised of similar strings and numerals.

These models offer a good solution for low-resource languages or rare lan-
guage pairs because they do not require extensive parallel data. On the other
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hand, they are still behind their parallel data-based counterparts concerning
multi-word expressions or phrases as they do not include any context informa-
tion.

In the following subsections, we describe three approaches we choose for
our experiment. The reason behind this is that these approaches are stated
in many papers as benchmarks and considered state-of-the-art models among
cross-lingual models.

muse is a framework that combines domain-adversarial settings with applying
the iterative Procrustes algorithm. The model can be trained in a supervised
or unsupervised manner. Furthermore, it provides an option to rely only on
identical strings. Code and pre-trained aligned word embeddings are available
in an open-source GitHub library.1

VecMap is a robust framework that consists of multiple steps, including
iterative refinement and bootstrapping techniques. Similarly to muse, it has
multiple types of training, such as supervised, semi-supervised, training relying
on identical strings and unsupervised training. Moreover, the library and code
are available on GitHub.2

FastText utilizes orthogonalmapping andmodifiedCSLS retrievingmethod.[11]
Script is available on the GitHub repository3 and pre-trained aligned word em-
beddings are available on FastText official website.4

2.2 Parallel Data

As mentioned above, this paper recognizes two types of parallel data: parallel
corpora and bilingual dictionaries.

Parallel corpora usage has been the preferred approach among lexicogra-
phers as it produces high-quality dictionaries. The crucial argument is that paral-
lel corpora contain rich context information, lowering human intuition in build-
ing a bilingual dictionary.[5]

The downside of parallel corpora is that it does not offer enough data for
small languages or uncommon language pairs. The parallel corpora-driven
bilingual dictionaries for such languages do not cover a sufficient amount of
information for their users.

In this experiment, we manually evaluate Estonian-Slovak translation equiv-
alents extracted from the Estonian-Slovak parallel corpus EUR-Lexwith around
300,000,000 tokens. EUR-Lex is a multilingual corpus composed of texts from

1 https://github.com/facebookresearch/MUSE
2 https://github.com/artetxem/vecmap
3 https://github.com/facebookresearch/fastText
4 https://fasttext.cc/

https://github.com/facebookresearch/MUSE
https://github.com/artetxem/vecmap
https://github.com/facebookresearch/fastText
https://fasttext.cc/


6 M. Denisová

the EUR-Lex database5 that includes official documents and law and legislation-
related texts.[6]

The statistics-based method for obtaining translation equivalents from the
EUR-Lex Estonian-Slovak parallel corpus computes the probability that the cur-
rent word pair is a translation equivalent by measuring the logDice association
score.[16] This score considers the frequency of the currentwordpair (the higher
frequency, the higher probability of being a translation equivalent) and the fre-
quency of each word separately (the higher frequency, the lower probability of
being a translation equivalent).[13]

Another option for inducing translation equivalents is to utilize existing
bilingual dictionaries that share a common language. The idea is to connect
meanings from two languages through a third, pivot language. The pivot lan-
guage is usually well-resourced, for instance, English. This offers an alternative
for rare language pairs with no parallel data. However, the resulting transla-
tion equivalents are often polluted by the pivot language causing incorrect align-
ments due to the polysemy of the words.

In this paper, we adopted the results from the Estonian-Slovak dictionary [8]
that was obtained bymerging English-Estonian and English-Slovak dictionaries.
The dictionary was manually assessed on randomly sampled 1,000 translation
equivalents, and the achieved accuracy with parallel data was around 40%.

3 Experimental Setup

In the training process, we experimented with two types of pre-trained mono-
lingual word embeddings, FastText monolingual word embeddings[9] and
SketchEngine monolingual word embeddings.6[10]

Pre-trained FastTextmonolingualword embeddings for Estonian and Slovak
contain around 300,000 words, and we included all of them in the models’
training. In SketchEngine pre-trained embeddings for both languages were
included around 1 million tokens. For our purposes, we worked only the first
300,000 and added embeddings for words with lower ranks that occurred in the
evaluation dataset described in Section 4.

Moreover, we trained muse and VecMap models in a supervised (model-S),
unsupervised (model-U) and semi-supervised mode that relies only on identical
strings and numerals (model-I). FastText model, we trained in a supervised
manner only. In the supervised training, we used our manually created word-
to-word dataset with around 5,000 word pairs. The training dataset contained
only words occurring in both monolingual word embedding files.

4 Evaluation

This section focuses on the data and methodology used in the evaluation
process.

5 https://eur-lex.europa.eu/homepage.html
6 https://embeddings.sketchengine.eu/

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/homepage.html
https://embeddings.sketchengine.eu/
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To evaluate the Estonian-Slovak dictionary induced from parallel corpora,
we randomly sampled 1,000 translation equivalents with two constraints: the
achieved logDice score must be above 10, and the Estonian words’ frequency
must be above 1,000. This limited our choice to 35,528 translation equivalents.
The aim was to eliminate noisy word pairs such as numbers, proper names
from other languages, symbols or words from languages other than Estonian
or Slovak.

Despite the dataset limitation, the manual evaluation revealed many mis-
takes. For example, numbers (’558’ : ’558’), incorrect proper names (’engström’
: ’alfonsi’), website links (’vormis’ : ’http://eur-lex.europa.eu/en/index.htm’),
different languagewords (’nuts’ : ’nuts’). Thus, the resulting accuracywas 16.1%.
The result is displayed in Table 3.

To evaluate the cross-lingual embedding models, we utilized a basic Esto-
nian vocabulary word list. We extracted this word list from the Basic Estonian
Dictionary7 provided by the Institute of the Estonian Language, which covers
basic vocabulary aimed mainly at A2 to B1 CEFR learners.

We assigned the frequency to eachword based on its occurrences in Estonian
National Corpora from 2017. Afterwards, we randomly picked 70 Estonian
words with very high frequency and 30 words with low occurrence. The aim
was to see how each model performs on high- and low-frequency words.

The metric picked for evaluation is Precision at k (P @ k), which is the
proportion of the number of correct translation equivalents to the number of
all extracted translation equivalents where k is the amount of extracted target
words for each source word. [12]

In the evaluation process, we extracted the 10, 5, and 1 nearest neighbour,
their position, and their scores from which we computed two relative scores:
the difference between the highest and current scores and the ratio between
the highest and current scores. We gained 1,000 translation equivalents for 10
nearest neighbours, 500 translation equivalents for 5 nearest neighbours, and
100 translation equivalents for 1 nearest neighbour. Then, we randomly sampled
100 translation equivalents from the first two groups for the manual evaluation.
In the group with 1 nearest neighbour, we evaluated all of them. The results are
stated in Table 3.

Additionally, we excluded all unknown words. These unknown words arise
because they do not occur in the pre-trained monolingual word embeddings
in the first place. FastText did not include 4 of the Estonian words we picked
for the evaluation, i.e., ’dressid’ (soccer jersey), ’kontoritarbed’ (office supplies),
’lastevanemad’ (parents), ’ujumisriided’ (swimwear). SketchEngine contains all
of the words from the evaluation dataset.

During the manual control, we labeled each translation equivalent in two
categories: correctness, whether the translation equivalent is correct or not, and
in the second category,we reasoned our decision. Themotivationwas to analyze
occurred errors. Table 1 summarizes all labels.

7 http://www.eki.ee/dict/psv/

http://www.eki.ee/dict/psv/
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Table 1: Manual controls’ labels and examples.
Correctness Label Example
Yes meanings match ’ammu’ : ’dávno’(long time ago)
Yes inflected word form ’demokraatia’ : ’demokracii’ (democracy)
Yes adjective in different grade ’õnnelik’ : ’najšťastnejší’ (the happiest, correct: happy)
Yes near equivalent or synonym ’sõitma’ : ’šoférovať’ (travel/drive)
Yes additional word needed ’kontoritarbed’ : ’kancelárske’ (office, correct: office supplies)
No different part of speech ’sõbralik’ : ’priateľstvo’ (friendship, correct: friendly)
No antonym ’kiire’ : ’pomalé’ (slow, correct: fast)
No number ’kell’ : ’17.00’ (clock)
No shortcut ’kilo’ : ’kg’
No symbol ’kell’ : ’+’
No meanings do not match ’linn’ : ’radnica’ (city hall, correct: city)

Apart from assessing the quality of the translation equivalents, we looked at
themodels’ performance on the high- and low-frequencywords.Wedivided the
labelled dataset into these two groups and computed their precision separately.

In most cases, models performed worse on low-frequency words; however,
there are some exceptions, i.e., FastText model regardless themonolingual word
embeddings, etc.

Furthermore, we observed big gaps between the precision for the high- and
low-frequency words in some models. For instance, model Muse trained with
FastText embeddings in a supervised mode, etc. All results are stated in Table 2.

Table 2: The comparison of the precision P@10, P@5, and P@1 when separating
words into high- and low-frequency words.

(high-/low-frequency) P@10 P@5 P@1
FastText
Muse-S (%) 26.86/12.12 40/8 58.57/30
Muse-I (%) 28.76/7.4 25/16.66 45.71/13.33
Muse-U (%) 27.27/30.43 43.05/32.14 60/26.66
VecMap-S (%) 43.66/17.24 45.2/29.62 74.28/43.33
VecMap-I (%) 28.04/22.22 46.05/37.5 60/33.33
VecMap-U (%) 28.57/20 36.23/41.93 61.42/ 30
FastText (%) 35.21/17.24 33.8/27.58 72.85/40
———————- ———– ———– ————
SketchEngine
Muse-S (%) 47.05/34.37 39.39/41.17 70/66.66
Muse-I (%) 28.35/27.27 38.15/29.16 68.57/56.66
Muse-U (%) 30.12/23.52 48.64/38.46 71.42/53.33
VecMap-S (%) 39.70/12.5 48.57/46.66 74.28/66.66
VecMap-I (%) 38.88/17.85 47.14/23.33 75.71/63.33
VecMap-U (%) 40/20 39.72/40.74 77.14/60
FastText (%) 13.88/21.42 45.45/47.05 77.14/56.66
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After the assessment of the translation equivalents, we visualized scores
and positions of the correct and incorrect translation equivalents in 6 different
graphs: absolute score and position, absolute score and relative scores (differ-
ence, ratio), relative scores and position, and finally, relative scores against each
other. The graphs of the VecMap trained in a supervised mode with FastText
word embeddings are displayed in Fig. 1.

(a) Absolute/Position (b) Absolute/Ratio (c) Absolute/Difference

(d) Ratio/Position (e) Difference/Position (f) Difference/Ratio

Fig. 1: Various graphs for correct and incorrect translation equivalents extracted
from VecMap trained in a supervised mode with FastText embeddings

According to these graphs, the score line between correct and incorrect
ranges between 0.4 - 0.5. This means that instead of extracting the 10, 5, or
1 nearest neighbours for each Estonian word, we can set the limit based on
the current induced word’s score and eliminate some incorrect translation
equivalents. The limit can be expressed as follows:

𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 = 0.45 + 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 0.01

However, given the Fig. 2 obtained scores with SketchEngine monolingual
word embeddings were higher. Therefore, the score line rose to 0.6 - 0.7. In this
case, the limit can be formulated like this:

𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 = 0.65 + 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 0.01

In the next step, we decided to restrain the score limit of the translation
equivalents, compute precision again, and see how the result changed. The
results are shown in Table 3.
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(a) Absolute/Position (b) Absolute/Ratio (c) Absolute/Difference

(d) Ratio/Position (e) Difference/Position (f) Difference/Ratio

Fig. 2: Various graphs for correct and incorrect translation equivalents extracted
from VecMap trained in a supervised mode with SketchEngine embeddings

Given Table 3, the models’ precision rose significantly after putting a limit
constraint. Moreover, models trained with SketchEngine monolingual embed-
dings performed with and without limit in most cases better than with FastText
embeddings.

Generally, all models achieved the best precision when only the closest near-
est neighbourwas considered. VecMap trainedwith SketchEnginemonolingual
word embeddings was able to ascend the precision up to 72%, which makes it
the best model at P@1.

However, some inconsistencies among the results of themodels’ precision oc-
curred. The reasons could be various. For instance, the random sampling picked
more word pairs with a higher position, the model found better equivalents on
higher positions, or we did not set the limit for extracting word pairs accurately.

The most remarkable gap between the monolingual word embeddings was
in the model Muse-S and the FastText model.

Muse-S trainedwith SketchEngine embeddings found 30word pairs that the
model trainedwith FastText embeddings did not find. Reversely, FastText found
6 word pairs that were not in SketchEngine, and both matched in 11 word pairs.
Table 4 displays some examples.

FastText trained with FastText monolingual word embeddings found 24
word pairs, SketchEngine 11, and both matched in 11 word pairs. In Table 5
are provided some examples.

Compared to the parallel data-based methods, the pivot dictionary signifi-
cantly surpassed the Estonian-Slovak dictionary induced from a parallel corpus
and is still a concurrence to the cross-lingual embedding models. On the other
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Table 3: The precision P@10, P@5, and P@1 of comparable data-based models
(Muse, VecMap, FastText) before and after applying a limit for the extraction of
the translation equivalents compared to the performance of the parallel data-
based methods.

P@10/ Limit P@5/ Limit P@1
Comparable data
——————— ————— ————– —–
FastText
Muse-S (%) 22/ 36.84 32/ 45.94 50
Muse-I (%) 23/ 35.71 23/ 35.29 36
Muse-U (%) 28/ 34.48 40/ 46.05 50
VecMap-S (%) 36/ 45.2 41/ 46.06 65
VecMap-I (%) 27/ 31.57 44/ 50.60 52
VecMap-U (%) 26/ 32.81 38/ 42.35 52
FastText (%) 30/ 40.9 32/ 48.83 63
——————— ————— ————– —–
SketchEngine
Muse-S (%) 43/ 47.16 40/ 49.12 69
Muse-I (%) 28/ 33.33 36/ 54.54 65
Muse-U (%) 29/ 33.33 46/ 52.72 66
VecMap-S (%) 31/ 35.36 48/ 52.17 72
VecMap-I (%) 33/ 37.5 40/ 47.76 72
VecMap-U (%) 33/ 33.76 40/ 58.33 72
FastText (%) 16/ 21.81 46/ 52.56 71
———————- ————– ————– —–
Parallel data
———————- ————– ————– —–
Pivot dictionary (%) 40 - -
Parallel corpus (%) 16.1 - -

Table 4: Comparison of the word pairs that were found or were not found by
Muse either trained with FastText (Muse-S-F) or SketchEngine (Muse-S-S).

ET SK Pos. Score Rank Correct
Muse-S-F laupäev piatok 1 0.621176 34506 No

laupäev sviatok 8 0.578794 34506 No
suhkur cukry 1 0.962491 28078 Yes
samuti rovnako 5 0.500055 108 Yes

———— ——— ——- —- ———– —— ——–
Muse-S-S laupäev nedeľu 4 0.756580 14506 Yes

laupäev Nedeľa 8 0.733683 14506 Yes
laupäev víkend 5 0.756557 14506 No
suhkur škrob 6 0.802334 7490 No
samuti rovnako 4 0.792155 190 Yes
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Table 5: Comparison of the word pairs that were found or were not found by
FastText either trained with FastText (FastText-F) or SketchEngine (FastText-S).

ET SK Pos. Score Rank Correct
FastText-F laul pesnička 0 0.253858 752 Yes

lõplik konečné 4 0.214931 5056 Yes
õnnelik milovaný 1 0.172903 9829 No
sõitma cestovať 0 0.264190 13698 Yes
sõitma jazda 2 0.180665 13698 No

———— ——— ——- —- ———– —— ——–
FastText-S laul hymna 7 0.573021 4021 No

lõplik presný 8 0.522405 6906 No
õnnelik šťastné 6 0.517561 2381 Yes
sõitma viezť 3 0.628647 2734 Yes

hand, the parallel corpus-based method performed noticeably worse than most
of the cross-lingual embedding models.

Importantly, we did not focus on words’ senses and recall of the models. As
we can see from the examples, the cross-lingual models could connect various
word forms, but they perform poorly on different word senses. If we focused on
models’ recall, the parallel data-basedmodels would perform better as they can
capture context information.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

We have compared the precision of the translation equivalents induced by three
approaches utilizing comparable data with two parallel data-based approaches.
We have manually analysed the obtained translation equivalents and have
provided insight into occurred errors. Additionally, we have introduced a new
formula for extracting translation equivalents from cross-lingual embedding
models more effectively.

Although the parallel data are still a competition to the comparable data,
as they contain rich context information, in some disciplines, the comparable
data outperformed parallel data significantly. Moreover, given the amount of
research conducted in the cross-lingual embeddingmodels’ field, they represent
a good alternative and show promising results for the future, either stand-alone
or as supplement data, especially for low-resource languages or rare language
pairs.

Finally, the formula for extracting translation equivalentswas inferredmanu-
ally based on the graphs’ observations. However, everymodel andmonolingual
word embeddings are specific and require different weights for their limit. We
propose for future work to implement an algorithm that would tailor the most
appropriate limit for each model separately.
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Abstract. There are many methods of machine learning. This paper
shows an application of basicmachine learningmethods like bag ofwords,
random forest and naive Bayes on classification task of assigning sentences
to members and parties of the Czech Parliament.
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1 Introduction

Based on the data from the Czech Parliament between the years 2015 and
2019 [1], containing over 1,400,000 sentences of 14 political parties and over
100,000 tokens for 60 members. This work compare the methods of machine
learning that can classify the individual sentences of different members with
more than 100,000 spoken tokens and sentences of different parties of the Czech
Parliament. Among themethods for analysis there are: Decision trees, K-nearest
neighbors, Bag ofWords, Naive Bayes and others, or similar. Evaluation of these
methods will be done by covering 20% of source data for all models. For some
models input in form of word embeddings was chosen. Best models have been
tuned and evaluated.

All source code used for the implementation and evaluation is open source1.

2 Data exploratory analysis

The data [1] was obtained in a ZIP file containing the TEI, conll, and vertical
formats. Manual inspection of a random sample of 500 sentences did not reveal
any errors in typography or technical formatting. In all formats, words, lemmas,
tags, and position of words in a sentence were already precomputed.
1 https://gitlab.fi.muni.cz/xmikusek/czech-parlament-prediction
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3 Data preprocessing

To ease the development and unify annotation schemes of all the datasets, all
datawas reprocessed usingUnitok [5] for new tokenization, Desamb [8] for part-
of-speech tagging and lemmatization and the SET tool for parsing [4]. Original
annotations were not used. Data were split into three parts, test data (20 %),
validation data (16 %) and training data (64 %) with balanced representation of
every member sentences amount. In all models python library scikit-learn [6]
was used, expect models that used word embeddings as input, these models we
also using FastText [3] with external precomputed word embeddings [2].

3.1 Sentences

Since most machine learning methods always expect the same input length,
sentences were transformed with the scikit-learn CountVectorizer, which can
count n-grams in a sentence and transform them into numeric vectors of the
same length (the resulting vector, however, is not unique for each sentence).
Vectors for n-grams of lengths 1 to 3 were created simultaneously.

3.2 Lemmatization

Similar to sentences, the input for methods needs to be the same length. The
solution is the same as in sentences. We use sklearn CountVectorizer to create
vectors from n-grams of lengths 1 to 3.

3.3 Tagging

For tagging, the same problem arose as above, the problem that most machine
learning methods expect each sentence to have the same size of resulting tags.
Since desamb creates tags as pairs of characters, where the first describes the
tags and the second the value, this problemwas solved by preprocessing during
learning by concatenating all the tags and then splitting the characters into
pairs. A vector (of uniform length) representing the number of occurrences of
individual pairs was subsequently created from these pairs. As a result, the
information with which word the tag is associated was lost.

3.4 Syntactic analysis

Similar to tagging, the problem that arose is that most machine learning meth-
ods expects each sentence to have the exact size of the resulting analysis. The
problemwas solved by creating ordered triplets word1, dependency, andword2.
Subsequently, n-grams of lengths 1 to 3 were created simultaneously through
sklearn CountVectorizer.
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3.5 Additional information

The number of words in the sentence and the number of characters from the
set {”.”, ”, ”, ”!”, ”?”, ”−”, ”/”, ”””} [7] were added as additional information for
classification.

4 Classification results

Four types of models were trained (Table 1, Table 2, Table 3, Table 4, Table 5):

1. only from lemmatized sentence
2. only from lemmatized sentence with balanced classes
3. on all parameters
4. on all parameters with balanced classes

On two tasks:

1. party classification
2. member classification

Each table contains identifier of model, that was used as a folder name
containing that model, and model evaluation on validation or test data.

5 Models

5.1 Baseline (Simple bag of words)

This model is only exception and was trained on sentence word vectors (instead
of lemmas) with scikit-learn TreeClassifier to establish baseline.

This model achieved a precision of 29 % and a recall of 9 % on validation
tests in the party classification (Table 1). There are only two parties with higher
recall. First with recall 34 % and second with recall 20 %. The other parties have
a recall of less than 14 %.

On the contrary, both precision and recall are surprisingly higher than
expected in member classification (Table 3). This could be happening, because
some Parliament members use some words that are specific only to them.

5.2 Bag of words lemmatized

This model was created again with scikit-learn TreeClassifier, expect input
was lemmatized sentences. Model was tested only on validation tests in party
classification (Table 1). Compared to baseline, it seems like word form is not
important for correct classification.
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Table 1: Party classification results on validation tests
Model folder name precision (%) Recall (%) Classes with precision

and recall 0 %
embeddings_lsvc 24 25 5
embeddings_naive_bayes 16 21 8
embeddings_random_forest 37 30 1
embeddings_svc DNF DNF DNF
simple_bag_of_words 29 9 3
lemma_bag_of_words 27 28 1
lemma_bag_of_words_limited250_balanced_ngrams1-3 29 24 0
lemma_bag_of_words_limited50 33 27 1
lemma_bag_of_words_limited500 27 28 1
lemma_bag_of_words_limited500_balanced_ngrams1-3 27 25 0
lemma_bag_of_words_limited50_balanced 35 14 0
lemma_bag_of_words_limited50_balanced_ngrams1-3 38 14 0
lsvc 35 35 1
lsvc_all_params 38 38 1
lsvc_all_params_balanced 38 38 1
lsvc_balanced 35 34 0
naive_bayes 49 32 1
naive_bayes_all_params 53 30 5
random_forest 53 26 1
random_forest_all_params 52 28 3
random_forest_all_params_balanced 35 20 1
random_forest_all_params_balanced_limited250 30 18 0
random_forest_all_params_balanced_limited50 30 18 0
random_forest_balanced 31 19 1
simple_bag_of_words 29 9 4
svc 19 18 11
svc_all_params DNF DNF DNF
svc_all_params_balanced DNF DNF DNF
svc_bag 43 29 2
svc_bag_all_params 46 26 5
svc_bag_all_params_balanced 46 26 5
svc_bag_balanced 43 29 5
svc_balanced 19 18 11

Table 2: Party classification on validation tests with tuned parameters
Model folder name precision (%) Recall (%) Classes with precision

and recall 0 %
random_forest 53 26 1
random_forest_tuning_1 53 26 1
random_forest_tuning_2 52 27 1
random_forest_tuning_3 53 25 3
random_forest_tuning_4 53 26 1
random_forest_tuning_5 54 26 1
random_forest_tuning_6 53 26 1
random_forest_tuning_7 51 27 1
random_forest_tuning_8 51 27 1
random_forest_tuning_9 54 26 1
random_forest_tuning_10 51 27 1
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Table 3: Member classification results on validation tests
Model folder name precision (%) Recall (%) Classes with precision

and recall 0 %
tokens_100000_embeddings_knn 31 29 0
tokens_100000_embeddings_lSVM 23 16 0
tokens_100000_embeddings_naive_bayes 12 15 38
tokens_100000_embeddings_random_forest 30 26 0
tokens_100000_embeddings_SVM 33 26 0
tokens_100000_naive_bayes_all_params 44 22 38
tokens_100000_random_forest 43 20 28
tokens_100000_random_forest_all_params 43 21 30
tokens_100000_random_forest_all_params_balanced 35 23 0
tokens_100000_random_forest_balanced 32 20 0
tokens_100000_simple_bag_of_words 26 27 0
tokens_100000_svc 42 33 0
tokens_100000_svc_all_params DNF DNF DNF
tokens_100000_svc_all_params_balanced DNF DNF DNF
tokens_100000_svc_balanced 36 30 0

Table 4: Member classification on validation tests with tuned parameters
Model folder name precision (%) Recall (%) Classes with precision

and recall 0 %
tokens_100000_random_forest 43 20 28
tokens_100000_random_forest_tuning_1 45 20 28
tokens_100000_random_forest_tuning_2 47 21 20
tokens_100000_random_forest_tuning_3 43 18 34
tokens_100000_random_forest_tuning_4 45 20 27
tokens_100000_random_forest_tuning_5 42 19 30
tokens_100000_random_forest_tuning_6 47 22 17
tokens_100000_random_forest_tuning_7 46 21 23
tokens_100000_random_forest_tuning_8 47 21 20
tokens_100000_random_forest_tuning_9 45 21 25
tokens_100000_random_forest_tuning_10 45 21 24

Table 5: Classification on test set
Model folder name precision (%) Recall (%) Classes with precision

and recall 0 %
random_forest_tuning_5 55 26 1
tokens_100000_random_forest_tuning_6 47 22 16
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5.3 Naive Bayes

This model was trainded with scikit-learnMultinomialNB. It was expected that,
every party will say sentences, that have some specific key phrases just for that
party. Naive Bayes proves that this idea is maybe not entirely wrong, with it’s
increase in successful classification (Table 1) in comparison with baseline.

But on the contrary in member classification 38 members are not even
classified once in testing (Table 3). This could mean that some key phrases are
shared in members group and there fore these member are hard to distinguish
from one another.

5.4 Random forest

In party classification (Table 1), model was trained with scikit-learn Random-
ForestClassifier. Results were very similar with Naive Bayes, but only 1 class
remained with 0 % for precision and recall. Average precision was 53 %, and re-
call was 26 %. The best result was achieved on only lemmatized sentences. This
model was later selected for tuning.

Best model for member classification was created when using all features
as input with a precision of 43 % and a recall of 21 % (Table 3). However, 30
classes out of 60 have a precision and a recall of 0 %. The model that received
only lemmatized sentences as input had a precision of 43 % and a recall of 20 %
and was later chosen for tuning at the cost of a 1 % loss in a recall but addition
of 2 classified classes.

When model was tuned (Table 2, Table 4), parameters min_samples_leaf,
n_estimators and max_depth of RandomForestClassifier were modified. Best
models were evaluated on test data (Table 5).

5.5 SVM (Support vector machine)

Since SVM was running too long, for party classification (Table 1), regulation
parametr C=0.001 was used to make it run faster at the cost less successful
classification.2

For member classification (Table 3), model was unmodified.

5.6 Bag of SVM

This model was created as the reaction on slow learning SVMwith combination
of scikit-learn BaggingClassifier and SVC. A bag of 20 SVMs, where each SVM
classifies the input and then vote for over all classification. This method was
used only in party classification (Table 1).
2 See https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.svm.SVM.
html for details.

https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.svm.SVM.html
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.svm.SVM.html
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5.7 Naive Bayes with word embeddings
Input for this model was in form of word embedings processed with FastText
get_vector function. Precision of 24 % and a recall of 25 % in the party classi-
fication. 5 classes out of 14 had precision and recall of 0 %. For the member
classification, a precision of 37 % and a recall of 32 % were achieved. 4 classes
out of 60 had a precision and a recall of 0 %.

5.8 Random forest with word embeddings
Input for this model was in form of word embedings processed with FastText
get_vector function. The model did not surpass the previous models in party
classification. Precision 37 % and recall 30 %. 1 class out of 14 had precision and
recall of 0 %.

A precision of 43 % and a recall of 20 % were achieved in member classifica-
tion. 28 classes out of 60 had precision and recall of 0 %.

5.9 SVM with word embeddings
Input for this model was in form of word embedings processed with FastText
get_vector function. Unfortunately, the learning did not end in a reasonable time,
but the version with a linear kernel did with a precision of 24 % and a recall of
25 % in the party classification. 5 classes out of 14 had precision and recall of 0
%. For the member classification, a precision of 37 % and a recall of 32 % were
achieved. 4 classes out of 60 had a precision and a recall of 0 %.

5.10 KNN with word embeddings
Input for this model was in form of word embedings processed with FastText
get_vector function. Only used in the member classification, with resulting
precision of 31 % and recall of 29 %. No class out of 60 has a precision and recall
of 0 %.

6 Conclusions
Models were compared using validation data based on precision, recall, and the
number of classes remaining in the model with precision and recall at 0 %. In
both tasks, assigning a sentence to a party and assigning a sentence to one of
the 60 Parliament members with more than 100,000 spoken tokens, the random
forest model was the most successful, which, after the final tuning, achieved a
precision of 55 %, recall 26 % and only one class failed to classify at all in party
classification. In the member classification, the random forest model after the
final tuning achieved a precision of 47 %, a recall of 22 %, and had a problem
classifying 16 people out of 60.

The resulting models alone are not suitable for this type of sentence classifi-
cation. In particular, checking whether the sentence could have been uttered by
a specific politician is not suitable due to the low precision in both tasks, which
is around 50 %.
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7 Future work

7.1 Data expansion

Since all sentences have the same political topic, it is hard to find differences
between one and another.More data could givemodelsmore rarewords towork
with.

7.2 Comparison with transformers or neural networks

The current trend in machine learning is transformers. It might be interesting
to see how the Czert model for sentence classification or perhaps models using
the gpt2 would deal with this task.

7.3 Alternative text segmentation

Machine learning may not be able to find differences in texts when they are all
about the same political topic. It is a question of whether it is even possible to
achieve good results based only on the analysis of one sentence.

Analysis at the level of entire paragraphs or documents would allow obtain-
ing more features from the input, such as the number of sentences spoken, fre-
quent repetition or use of rich vocabulary, or average sentence length.
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Abstract. Extraction of relevant lexis has gained significance as the
amount of information is continuously growing with news, posts on so-
cial networks, reviews, academic papers, etc. piling up. Automated algo-
rithms are needed to analyze texts to facilitate understanding of their con-
tent. The paper scrutinizes methods for keyword extraction in abstracts
of Russian scientific texts on computational linguistics. Unsupervised al-
gorithms based on statistics, graphs and machine learning principles are
considered. The results are evaluated against the keywords assigned by
authors themselves, followed by expert opinion. Log-likelihood produced
the best results in comparison with author keywords, while KeyBERT im-
plementation with vectorizers outperformed other algorithms according
to expert assessment.

Keywords: Keyword extraction, Academic papers, Abstracts, Computa-
tional linguistics, Log-likelihood, TextRank, RAKE, YAKE, KeyBERT

1 Introduction

Keyword extraction has never been more relevant. Continuous increase in
information volume makes it difficult for users to familiarize with all the
emerging data. It is impossible to read all the papers on a particular topic or
all the news. This challenge can be partly resolved by automated methods that
allow us to grasp the main content of any texts.

Our study focuses on academic texts and tools to extract significant and
meaningful phrases, in particular. We explore a number of methods and evalu-
ate them using keywords tagged by authors or selected manually by experts.

The paper has the following structure: Section 2 provides a brief overview
of related studies; Section 3 describes data and presents methods and relevant
notions; Section 4 examines the results, followed by Section 4 that concludes the
paper and outlines future perspectives.
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2 Background Research

The term “key word” refers to “a word which occurs with unusual frequency
in a given text” [1, p. 236], meaning that its frequency is unusual compared to
a large reference corpus. Extraction of relevant words and phrases from texts is
closely related to the tasks of computational linguistics dealing with automatic
term and collocation extraction or named entity recognition. We can say that, to
a certain extent, the methods that are used to solve them intersect (chi-squared,
log-likelihood ratio [2]).

The simplest way to find significant phrases in a document is to make a
list of n-grams of either lemmas or word forms ranging them according their
occurrences. There is a class of measures based on the comparison between
reference and focus (or domain-specific) corpora. This statistical approach was
implemented in Wordsmith Tools [3] and then further applied in a number
of dictionaries and software systems. Sketch Engine supports keyword and
term extraction using its own score to compare frequencies of single word or
multiword units in focus and reference corpora [4,5]. Depending on a specific
parameter, the measure favors either low-frequency words (with high keyness
and thus highly relevant for a focus corpus), or high-frequency words (with low
keyness). Similarly, AntConc weights candidates in different corpora that a user
can upload [6].

More elaborate statistical methods involve calculating frequencies not just
in one document, but in a collection of them (for example, TF-IDF). The same
principles underlie KPMiner [7] that additionally filters n-grams. The RAKE
algorithm (Rapid Automatic Keyword Extraction) was introduced in [8] and
extracts multilingual keywords represented by n-grams. It is characterized by
assigningmoreweight to longer sequences ofwords. The algorithm applies stop
words and a delimiter list calculating statistics to search for multi-word terms
[ibid]. Based on frequencies and count of relations between words and phrases,
the method estimates the weight for each candidate and ranks them according
to the values. YAKE is a corpus- and language-independent algorithm that
employs a mixture of linguistic and statistical features such as casing, word
position, relatedness to context, frequency, and dispersion of lexical items in
different sentences [9,10]. Automatic extraction with YAKE is based upon the
assumptions about the behavior of terms in documents. Relevant keywords are
supposed to be concentrated more at the beginning of a document. Or a large
number of different terms that co-occur with the candidate word can be crucial
to indicate its meaningless character.

Graph-based ranking methods have been successfully used in a number of
applications, keyword extraction being one of them. TextRank [11] was pro-
posed for two language processing procedures, namely, unsupervised keyword
and sentence extraction. It ranks keyword candidates according to their posi-
tions in graphs. One of the recent algorithms is RaKUn [12] that merges similar
words into meta-vertices, reducing the number of vertices, as well as edges. It
computes load centrality measure that is based on the number of shortest paths
for a given vertex and thus estimates the importance of vertices in graphs (i.e.
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keywords).Most recent and state-of-the-art approaches belong tomachine learn-
ing. Methods based on transformers seem to be the most promising ones, BERT
being one of them. ItsmodificationKeyBERTbelongs to embedding-basedmeth-
ods that use word distributions and sentence representations. It was proposed
in [13] and is based on the bidirectional pretrained BERT model. Candidate
keyphrases are ranked according to the cosine similarity.

Keywords “capture” the essence of texts and thus their extraction from aca-
demic papers is in a focus of attention in a number of works. In [14], the authors
extract noun phrases in scientific abstracts in English (the Inspec dataset) based
on pos-tags to use the results in academic search systems. The authors evalu-
ate approaches that allow them to weight candidate phrases and then apply
the metrics to rank them in terms of average geometric mean, pointwise mu-
tual information, tf-idf, and entropy-based measures. Bruches et al. [15] study
methods for entity recognition and relation extraction applied to Russian texts
on information technologies. The authors collected a corpus of abstracts and
annotated manually fragments with terms (about 2,000 items) represented by
noun phrases and semantic relations (620 items involving “cause”, “compare”,
“isa”, “partof”, “synonyms” and “usage”). Nguyen & Zaslavskiy [16] deal with
keyphrase extraction in papers written in Russian and English using sentence
embeddings. They propose a supervised learning model that calculates scores
estimating the quality of every keyword. LanAKey_Ru was proposed in [17]
for keyword extraction in Russian papers on mathematical modeling. Based on
n-grams, the algorithm employs stop lists for their filtering and evaluates rele-
vance of noun phrases using statistical and linguistic features.

3 Data and Methodology

3.1 Data Collection

We collected a corpus of abstracts in Russian for the papers submitted to
“Dialogue” (from 2017 to 2022). It is the largest conference on computational
linguistics and intellectual technologies that focuses on the Russian language
and is held annually in Russia [18].

The corpus of abstracts comprises about 27,000 words and contains texts of
different lengths (as authors do not always follow the template). We encoun-
tered, oddly enough, a certain challenge in collecting texts in Russian: many
high-ranked professional conferences in Russia pursue a widest possible audi-
ence, as well as indexing in international databases, and hence the majority of
talks is given in English. Therefore, most articles are submitted in English, as
well as texts published in proceedings. However, papers may contain abstracts
in the Russian language upon authors’ consideration.

3.2 Methods

In our study, we deal with a number of unsupervised methods for keyword
extraction as they require no labeled training data. These methods rely on
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statistics, embeddings, and graphs representing different approaches. Statistical
measures involved joint frequency (chosen as baseline) and log-likelihood.
Among other approaches we used YAKE, RAKE, TextRank, and KeyBERT.
Preprocessing included stop words removal, as well as lemmatization and
morphological annotation that were performed with pymorphy2 [19].

The quality of the first 100 candidates was evaluated in two ways: by
comparing with author keywords (a predefined set of terms assigned by the
authors themselves) and by expert evaluation.

4 Results

4.1 Author Keywords

Specialized dictionaries can be used for evaluation as a benchmark. For example,
dictionaries of linguistics terminology. Dictionary by Akhmanova [20] is a
recognized source for Russian, though unsuitable for such a rapidly developing
field as computational linguistics due to a broad linguistic scope, on the one
hand, and outdated material, on the other.

In our evaluation we consider the keywords that are given in the papers and
were attributed by the authors themselves. This predefined set of terms is com-
pared to extracted candidate keywords. In total, we collected 822 author terms.
Themost frequent ones are: BERT (14), klassifikacija tekstov ‘text classification’ (6),
korpus ‘corpus’ (6), korpusnaja lingvistika ‘corpus linguistics’ (11), lemmatizacija
‘lemmatization’ (7), morfologicheskij analiz ‘morphological analysis’ (7), nejronnye
seti ‘neural networks’ (6), rechevoj korpus ‘spoken corpus’ (5), russkij jazyk ‘Rus-
sian language’ (42), semantika ‘semantics’ (7). Among the examples we find both
general linguistic terms and highly specialized ones that are typical for compu-
tational linguistics.

The authors assign keywords inconsistently and in their own way. The anal-
ysis revealed synonyms in the lists of keywords. For example, vybor zagolovkov
‘choice of titles’ vs generacija zagolovkov ‘title generation’, generacija zagolovkov
‘title generation’ vs generacija novostnyh zagolovkov ‘news title generation’, sum-
marizacija ‘summarization’ vs summarizacija tekstov ‘text summarization’, pre-
dobuchennye modeli ‘pretrained models’ vs predobuchennye jazykovye modeli ‘pre-
trained language models’, diskursivnye markery ‘discourse markers’ vs diskur-
sivnye slova ‘discourse words’, semanticheskaja blizost’ ‘semantic similarity’ vs se-
manticheskaja blizost’ tekstov ‘semantic similarity of texts’. Different word forms
within the same node term are identified, e.g. singular vs plural (generacija
teksta ‘generation of text’ vs generacija tekstov ‘generation of texts’). Shorten-
ings and standard forms represent another example of using the same terms,
e.g. avtomaticheskaja morfologicheskaja razmetka ‘automatic morphological anal-
ysis’ vs avtomaticheskaja morforazmetka ‘automatic morphoanalysis’, avtomatich-
eskoe referirovanie tekstov ‘automatic summarization of texts’ vs avtoreferirovanie
tekstov ‘autosummarization of texts’.

In computational linguistics, a large number of terms come from the English
language, so in some cases we can find a transliteration of terms (for example,
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gepping ‘gapping’, embeddingi ‘embeddings’), and in some cases, duplication of
existing ones (for example, evaljuacija ‘evaluation’ instead of ocenka ‘evaluation’,
simplifikacija ‘simplification’ instead of uproshhenie ‘simplification’). On the one
hand, this may indicate that there is no established term, or the authors are
influenced by their English-based scientific background and want to clarify
what material the study is being conducted on, as well as indicate certain
methods and separate their studies from previous ones. On the other hand, this
inconsistency could be eliminated if an automatic systemwere used that would
allow the selection of suitable words or phrases from a precompiled list.

4.2 N-grams and joint frequency

The most frequent bigram candidate terms in the “Dialogue” corpus of ab-
stracts include (frequencies are given in parentheses): russkij jazyk ‘Russian lan-
guage’ (134), nabor dannyh ‘data set’ (34), jazykovaja model’ ‘language model’ (31),
imenovannaja sushhnost’ ‘named entity’ (26), estestvennyj jazyk ‘natural language’
(18), nacional’nyj korpus ‘national corpus’ (16), semanticheskij sdvig ‘semantic shift’
(15), rechevoj akt ‘speech act’ (15), vektornoe predstavlenie ‘word embedding’ (13),
mashinnoe obuchenie ‘machine learning’ (12), znachenie slova ‘word meaning’ (12),
nejronnaja set’ ‘neural network’ (11), baza dannyh ‘database’ (9), semanticheskij
sketch ‘semantic sketch’ (8), morfologicheskij analiz ‘morphological analysis’ (7),
diskursivnoje slovo ‘discourse marker’ (7), mehanizm vnimanija ‘attention mech-
anism’ (7), rechevoj sboj ‘speech failure’ (7), individual’noje razlichije ‘individual
difference’ (7), kljuchevoje slovo ‘keyword’ (6).

The most typical frequency lexemes in abstracts are: jazyk ‘language’ (266),
model’ ‘model’ (214), russkij ‘Russian’ (212), tekst ‘text’ (211), korpus ‘corpus’ (192),
zadacha ‘task’ (177), stat’ja (163) ‘paper’, rezul’tat ‘result’ (149), slovo ‘word’ (146),
metod ‘method’ (128), rabota ‘work’ (116), dannye ‘data’ (115), issledovanie ‘syudy’
(111), znachenie ‘meaning’ (103), sorevnovanie ‘competition’ (94), kachestvo ‘qual-
ity’ (94), semanticheskij ‘semantic’ (93), osnova ‘base’ (80), podhod (77) ‘approach’,
tip ‘type’ (75).

We also outlined typical trigrams: korpus russkogo jazyka ‘corpus of Russian’
(17), obrabotka estestvennogo jazyka ‘natural language processing’ (9), raspozna-
vanije imenovannyh sushhnostej ‘named entities recognition’ (8), nositel’ russkogo
jazyka ‘speaker of Russian’ (6), predobychennyje jazykovyje modeli ‘pre-trained lan-
guage models’ (5),metody mashinnogo obuchenija ‘machine learning methods’ (4),
vektornye predstavlenija slov ‘word embeddings’ (4), ponimanie estestvennogo jazyka
(4) ‘natural language understanding’, upotreblenie roditel’nogo partitivnogo (4) ‘us-
age of partitive genitive’, rekurrentnye nejronnye seti ‘recurrent neural networks’
(3), izmenenie znachenija slova ‘change in word meaning’ (3), verbal’naja reakcija
slushajushhego ‘hearer’s verbal response’ (3), Odin rechevoj den’ ‘One speaker’s
day’ (a title of the project) (3), semanticheskaja slozhnost’ slova ‘semantic complex-
ity of words’ (3), obnaruzhenie semanticheskih sdvigov ‘semantic shift detection’
(3).
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Most of the top-list for bigrams and trigrams do reflect the terminology of
computational linguistics, while the list for unigrams reveal broader linguistic
and science terms.

4.3 Log-likelihood

For log-likelihood measure, the output almost completely coincides with n-
gramsmentioned above, with a difference in ranking only: russkij jazyk ‘Russian
language’, nabor dannyh ‘data set’, jazykovaja model’ ‘language model’, rechevoj
akt ‘speech act’, semanticheskij sdvig ‘semantic shift’, nacional’nyj korpus ‘national
corpus’, vektornoe predstavlenie ‘word embedding’, nejronnaja set’ ‘neural net-
work’, estestvennyj jazyk ‘natural language’, mashinnoe obuchenie ‘machine learn-
ing’, individual’noje razlichije ‘individual difference’, fonovoe znanie ‘background
knowledge’, mehanizm vnimanija ‘attention mechanism’, kommunikativnaja neu-
dacha ‘communication failure’, imenovannaja sushhnost’ ‘named entity’, roditel’nyj
partitivnyj ‘partitive genitive’, rechevoj sboj ‘speech failure’, izvlechenije otnoshenoj
‘relation extraction’, predmetnaja oblast’ ‘subject area’, semanticheskij sketch ‘seman-
tic sketch’. The measure achieved the best score for the top list of candidates
(however, with bigrams only), when evaluated against author keywords, out-
performing other methods.

4.4 YAKE

Opposed to other algorithms, YAKE ranks candidate terms in ascending order,
i.e. the lower the score, the more relevant the keyword is. The algorithm out-
performed the above-mentioned twomethods by suggesting unigrams, bigrams
and trigrams as candidates. Among the first 100 candidates,we foundmore than
50 percent represented by verb phrases and simple clauses (e.g. stat’ja predstavl-
jaet rezul’taty ‘the paper presents the results’, ispol’zovat’ korpus tekstov ‘to use a
text corpus’, predstavljat’ rezul’taty sorevnovanija ‘to present competition results’,
dannaja rabota posvjashhena ‘the work deals with’, rezul’taty pokazala model’ ‘the
model showed results’). This may indicate that YAKE can be used, for example,
for summarization and similar tasks, since it extracts prefabricated and frequent
chunks.

4.5 RAKE

We used multi-rake implementation [21] that supports Russian texts with min-
imum frequency for keywords equal to 2. The following candidates were ex-
tracted by implementing the algorithm: obnaruzhenie novostnyh sobytij ‘event de-
tection from news’, morfologicheski bogatyj jazyk ‘morphologically rich language’,
verhnij sloj set’ ‘top layer of a neural network’, predobuchennaja jazykovaja model’
‘pre-trained language model’, izvlechenie imenovannyh sushhnostej ‘named entity
extraction’, sovremennyj russkij jazyk ‘modern Russian language’, znachenie obsh-
hej neopredelennosti ‘value of the total uncertainty’, baza znanij wikidata ‘wikidata
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database’, semanticheskij sdvig ‘semantic shift’, nabor dannyh ‘data set’, nejronnaja
set’ ‘neural network’, rechevoj akt ‘speech act’, analiz tonal’nosti ‘sentiment analy-
sis’, semanticheskij klass ‘semantic class’, jazykovaja model’ ‘language model’, imen-
ovannaja sushhnost ‘named entity’, baza dannyh ‘’database’, komp’juternaja lingvis-
tika ‘computational linguistics’, trenirovochnye dannye ‘training data’, grammatich-
eskij priznak ‘grammatical feature’. As one can see, the algorithm extracts not
only terms and keywords, but also free phrases. Nevertheless it produced one
of the best results.

4.6 TextRank

TextRankwas implementedwith summa package [22]. This algorithm revealed a
large number of unigrams (about 80 percent of the total candidate list) that rep-
resent such science terms as model’ ‘model’, zadacha ‘task’, rezul’tat ‘result’, metod
‘method’, issledovanie ‘study’, etc. Despite preprocessing and lemmatization, Tex-
tRank revealed examples with typos and errors, thus showing the poorest re-
sults for both types of evaluation.

4.7 KeyBERT

KeyBERT algorithm was launched into two configurations – the default sen-
tence transformers model (paraphrase-multilingual-MiniLM-L12-v2) and the
distilledmodel (distiluse-base-multilingual-cased-v2). Themodelswere already
fine-tuned and could be applied to many languages, including Russian. The
third scenario involved CountVectorizer with lists of stop words and pos-
patterns.

KeyBERTwith vectorizer extracted 4- and 5-grams (for example, predobuchen-
naja transformennaja jazykovaja model’ ‘pre-trained transformer language model’
or jazykovaja model’ tipa transformer ‘transformer-based language model’) and
outperformed other algorithms. Better results compared to other KeyBERT im-
plementations can be explained by more elaborate tuning.

4.8 Author keywords vs Expert evaluation

Expert evaluation shows higher precision for all algorithms compared to author
keywords (Table 1 presents the results). This can be explained by the fact that
instead of selecting the keywords to be assigned from a pre-set list, authors rely
on their own consideration and occasionallymaymisindicate terminology units.
In several cases, the candidate phrase was not labeled as a term by the expert,
although it was marked among author terms (for example, the key phrase
dvizhenija golovy ‘head movements’ that describes a paper focusing on records
for a multimodal corpus).

Low results for comparison with author keywords in a number of cases
deal with different lengths of the extracted candidates and author terms (we
considered only a complete match). The latter group was mostly represented
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Table 1: Precision for comparison with author keywords and expert evaluation.
Algorithm Precision (author keywords) Precision (expert)
Joint freq 0.11 0.28
Log-likelihood 0.24 0.35
YAKE 0.06 0.39
RAKE 0.32 0.54
TextRank 0.01 0.17
KeyBERT_paraphrase 0.01 0.12
KeyBERT_distiluse 0.00 0.13
KeyBERT_vectorizer 0.07 0.58

by bigrams or longer word combinations specified by authors themselves and,
hence, comparison with this list of terms failed to show high scores. Moreover,
author terms may not be found in abstracts, but only in papers themselves, and
hence in future we need to evaluate the results across full texts.

5 Conclusion

Automatic keyword extraction cannot replace profound expert evaluation, but it
can serve as an initial stage for analysis. Keywords extracted byway of automatic
methods can be used to compile thesauri, as well as modern dictionaries,
as numerous foreign vocabulary units and borrowings appear in scientific
discourse. Lack of labeled data still makes it challenging to perform experiments
using supervised machine learning methods. Thus, the collected data can be
used for data annotation. At the same time, some models are often pre-trained
on more general data (for example, news collections, Wikipedia, web texts),
which may impair the quality of the results, making them different from what
is desired. For this reason, the next step may suggest training the models on
more relevant texts, including compiling a collection of academic papers on
linguistics. To this end, the corpus requires significantly more data, considering
how demanding are the accuracy requirements.
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Abstract. Document AI is a relatively new research topic that refers to
techniques for automatically reading, understanding, and analyzing busi-
ness documents. Nowadays, many companies extract data from business
documents through manual efforts that are time-consuming and expen-
sive, requiring manual customization or configuration. This paper de-
scribes techniques to address these problems, apply them to real-world
data, and implement them to an end-to-end solution for automatic infor-
mation extraction from business documents.

Keywords: OCR, Multi-modal learning, Information extraction, Trans-
formers, Structured Documents

1 Introduction

Information extraction typically consists of two consecutive steps. Firstly text
detection and recognition are run to obtain text representation of the input
document. Secondly, we extract the information from the received text. In our
paper, we present a multi-modal approach to information extraction, which
extracts information not only from text alone but integrates all three modalities:
text, position, and image, to obtain the best results.

2 OCR frameworks

An essential step at the start of the business document pipeline is finding text
blocks and their positions on the page. For scanned documents, OCR (Optical
Character Recognition) frameworks are needed.

There are recent OCR frameworks based on deep learning: we describe the
models and steps used in these frameworks. We focus on two main steps in
OCR pipelines: text detection and text recognition. We discuss the importance
of customization and fine-tuning the models included. Specifically, we compare
frameworks: Doctr [11], EasyOCR [6], and Tesseract [13] and their ability to be
customized and fine-tuned for document understanding in the Czech language.
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Text detection models aim to output areas containing text. Most of these
models are trained in languages based on Latin script. Therefore, we assume
the performance does not suffer without training or fine-tuning the models for
the Czech language and is sufficient to performdocument understanding. Scene
text detection is an active area of research and can be easily re-used in document
understanding.

Text recognition models aim to extract text from the bounding boxes gener-
ated by text detection models. These models need to be fine-tuned for the spe-
cific language vocabulary. We use Differentiable Binarization Net (DBNet) [9]
as it is available in both EasyOCR and Doctr1. We can compare text recognition
models in an end-to-end pipeline by unifying text detection architecture. Easy-
OCR has additionally available CRAFT [3] model.

2.1 Models

This subsection briefly introduces different model architectures we are training
or re-using.

DBNet Text detection model, that proposes Differentiable Binarization. The
model produces a segmentation map alongside the proposed threshold for
binarization. The threshold map solves post-processing and improves met-
ric performance and speed. Model implementations can differ in Convolu-
tional Neural Network (CNN) backbone2. The most common is original vgg-
16, resnet18, deeper resnet50.

Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network (CRNN)[12] Text recognitionmodel
that combines the strengths of image feature extraction of CNN followed by
the sequential processing of RNN. CNN’s local patch processing ensures
that columns from the feature space correspond to column patches in an
original image. Locality preserving allows sequential processing in RNN.
The most common RNN layers are GRU or LSTM to model long-term de-
pendencies.

MASTER: Multi-Aspect Non-local Network for Scene Text Recognition [10]
Text recognition model that introduces Multi-Aspect Global Context Atten-
tion (GCAttention) based encodermodule and a transformer-based decoder
module.

Vision Transformer for Fast and Efficient Scene Text Recognition (ViTSTR) [2]
Text recognition model that follows transformers architecture with self-
attention mechanism and multi-headed attention. This model emphasizes
speed and efficiency in a single-stage encoder step based on vision trans-
former (ViT) [4].

1 Implementation of DBNet in EasyOCR and Doctr differ in backbone and weights
2 Implementation of CRNN in EasyOCR, Doctr, and Tesseract differ in backbone and
weights.
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2.2 Tesseract

Tesseract is a well-known OCR framework that is considered to be the open-
source baseline. Since version 4.0.0, Tesseract has used the CRNN architecture
with the LSTM network for text recognition. Text detection is still performed
usingmultiple steps: component analysis, contour detection, and lines detection.
Traditional text detection causes Tesseract to be more prone to preprocessing
techniques. In order to get better OCR results, improvement of the quality of
the image is needed.

2.3 EasyOCR

EasyOCR framework offers only the CRNN model as a baseline. The CRNN is
pre-trained on an English text and it combines Convolutional Neural Networks
and Recurrent Neural Networks. EasyOCR’s pre-, mid- and post-processing are
parametrized and customizable. The parameters for text bounding boxmerging
can change granularity from lines to words, and slope parameters adjust how
much rotation is allowed in text bounding boxes. However, training scripts need
to be better documented.

2.4 Doctr

Doctr framework is very recent and contains CRNN, MASTER and ViTSTR
model architectures. We use this framework for custom training as it contains
well documented curated repository with novel architectures.

3 Multi-modal Transformers overview

In this section, we will introduce the multi-modal models, which use additional
modalities, such as position and image, to maximalize the performance of infor-
mation extraction tasks. In more detail, we will discuss the Layout Language
Model (LayoutLM) Family developed by Microsoft Corporation. We will de-
scribe the three generations of the LayoutLM models together with its cross-
lingual version LayoutXLM. We will also list related work by other research
groups to obtain the whole picture of Multi-modal models.

3.1 LayoutLM family

The first model of the LayoutLM family has introduced already in December
2019. [17] Architecture of this first model was a quite simple extension of the
Vanilla Transformer model. Instead of simple WordPiece tokens, this model
takes on input also individual positions of the bounding boxes of corresponding
tokens. The context-aware embeddings from the Transformer models are then
concatenated with the document representation from a pre-trained Vision
Neural Network.
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The main difference between the first and second versions of the LayoutLM
model is that the LayoutLMv2 takes the image representation on the input of
Transformer models and therefore is able to train attention between all three
modalities at once.

The improvement in the third version of the model was to use a domain-
specific model for the Vision Embeddings. The model used a Document Image
Transformer pre-trained as Auto-Encoder on IIT-CDIP, a dataset that includes
42 million document images [14].

The main training objective for these models is still a variation of the Mask
Language Modelling, which aims to predict masked text tokens based on their
position and surrounding text and image context information. The models also
use additional pre-training tasks, which can be found in the published paper of
all three models. [17,16,5]

All three versions of themodelswere trained on IIT-CDIPTest Collection [14].
The collection contains 11 million scanned documents. The dataset consists of
documents from the state’s lawsuit against the tobacco industry and extracted
text provided by the OCR system in the 1990s.

3.2 Multi-lingual models

The LayoutLM family is extended to LayoutXLM (Layout Cross-Lingual Lan-
guageModel) to address the problemof information extraction fromdocuments
from multiple languages. [18] This model architecture and pre-training are in-
herited from LayoutLMv2 but pre-trained and evaluated on different datasets.
The lack of some extended multi-lingual scanned document dataset forced the
researchers to crawl theweb for digital-bornmulti-lingual documents. Scrapped
were then parsed with a PDF parser and filter from records containing less than
200 words or containing more than one language (identified by language de-
tector from the BlingFire3). The dataset was then enriched by sampling from
scannedEnglish documents from IIT-CDIPTest Collection. The final dataset con-
tainedmore than 30Mdocuments in 53 languages (including Czech and Slovak).

The only other model we found pre-trained on the multi-lingual dataset
is LiLT [15]. This model offers the option to divide the text representation
and layout into two separate models, which can be pre-trained separately and
only fine-tuned together. Therefore in fine-tuning, one can use any pre-trained
language model such as XLM-RoBERTa and then only merge it with Layout
Transfomer and fine-tune them together. For more information about how the
textual model is separated, we refer the reader to the original paper [15].

3.3 Other related work

Extensive research exists in multi-modal transformers, but to our knowledge,
only LayoutLM and LiLt also offer multi-lingual models. In this section, we
provide a short overview of conducted work in this area and for further
3 https://github.com/microsoft/BlingFire

https://github.com/microsoft/BlingFire
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information, refer the reader to the original papers. These models also belong
to related multi-modal models:

– FormNet –model fromGoogle AI Research, which proposes two newmech-
anisms called Rich Attention and Super-Tokens. Rich Attention leverages
the spatial relationships between tokens to calculate a more structurally
meaningful attention score and Super-Tokens for each word in a form by
embedding representations from their neighboring tokens through graph
convolutions. [7]

– DocFormer –model fromAmazonAI ResearchGroup,which offers another
type of multi-modal attention implemented through residual connections
and contributes to additional pre-training tasks. [1]

– SelfDoc – from Brandeis University and Adobe Research group, which
main difference to LayoutLM family models is that it adopts semantically
meaningful components (e.g., text block, heading, figure) as themodel input
instead of WordPiece tokens. [8]

4 Experiments

This section will describe the dataset used for training our models, followed
by a description of the individual experiments and a comparison of the trained
models.

4.1 Dataset description

We perform a collection of documents, as no Czech documents dataset of a suffi-
cient volume or quality is available. Our collection is performed by querying and
automated downloading of the document-format file results from a publicly-
available data-sharing platform uloz.to. We query for keywords associated with
common categories of office documents, such as “faktura”, “smlouva” or “dok-
lad”. Such-collected, categorized documents are then manually cleaned, result-
ing in a collection of 6,849 invoice images that we annotate for chosen entity
types.

We obtained languages of crawled documents by applying publicly available
language detection tool4 on the output of the Tesseract OCR engine.

In Figure 3, we can see that the final dataset contains documents mainly
in Czech, Slovak, and Polish but also small amounts of English and Slovenian
invoices.

The annotation process consists of (i) selecting a bounding box (BBox) that
separates a position of the entity within the document visual and (ii) assigning a
category to such BBox out of a predefined set of entity labels5. In Figure 1, we
4 Tool is available at https://github.com/Mimino666/langdetect
5 The entity types are chosen to allow an automated payment of the detected invoice
based on the extracted information.

uloz.to
https://github.com/Mimino666/langdetect
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can see an example of an invoice with annotated entities with corresponding
bounding boxes.

The annotation process yields a total of 39, 670 entity annotations, ranging
from 10 annotations for the rarest category (specific symbol) to 8, 359 annota-
tions for the most common category (total amount).

4.2 Born-digital dataset

By the same procedure, we receive a collection of 788 pdf documents consisting
of born-digital invoices and scanned invoices. Firstly, we clean the dataset
by removing scanned documents. As a criterion for scan identification, we
use the average size of the page, dimensions of images, and characters. More
precisely, we reject documents with an average page size greater than 500,000B
or documents containing images with dimensions larger than the dimensions
of the pdf. Further, we inspect characters, and documents containing unknown
characters are removed. Through this process, we obtain 485 documents that
are processed and used for fine-tuning Doctr and EasyOCR models.

We use pdfminer program to extract words (labels) and the corresponding
images, resulting in a dataset of 687,241 samples. We train OCR models on this
dataset with a train-validation-test split on unique words (60/20/20).

4.3 Results OCR

In Table 1, we compare pre-trained Tesseract, EasyOCR, and Doctr CRNN
models with our trained models Doctr MASTER and Doctr ViTSTR. These
models are not available pre-trained, and our training of the Doctr CRNN
model was unsuccessful due to an error in the library. We compared the exact
match, partial match, and elapsed time. The exact match is a 1− word error
rate. A partial match is 1 if the ground truth starts with the full prediction;
otherwise, 0.

Doctr MASTER performed the best from our tested models with 2% word
error rate. However, it is a magnitude slower than Tesseract. Doctr ViTSTR is
the faster-trainedmodel; however, its performance is insufficient for commercial
use. Pre-trainedEasyOCRmodel is faster and has better performance thanDoctr
ViTSTR.

4.4 Results

In this section, we will compare the performance of text-only models with the
same-sized LayoutLM models. We also compared models with two different
pretraining datasets, i.e. pretrained only on English data and pretrained on
multiple languages, including Czech and Slovak.

As a representative of the text-based model pretrained on English, we chose
RoBERTa Large model and pretrained on the multilingual dataset BERT Vase
Multilingual Cased, XLM RoBERTa Base, and XLM RoBERTa Large. From the
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Fig. 1: Example of annotated invoice
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Table 1: Performance comparison of text recognition models on born-digital
dataset

Exact Partial FPS

Tesseract v5 0.90 0.90 3.35
EasyOCR CRNN 0.83 0.84 34.14
Doctr CRNN 0.89 0.89 27.36
Doctr MASTER 0.98 0.99 0.46
Doctr ViTSTR 0.75 0.83 18.84

LayoutLM family, we fine-tuned two models pretrained on English scanned
documents: LayoutLMv2 Base and LayoutLMv2 Large, and pretrained on a
multilingual dataset: LayoutXLM Base.

We used the Tesseract OCR engine for all models to extract text information
from the annotated scanned dataset.

In Table 2, we can see that pretrained multi-modal achieved higher scores
than their equal-sized tex-only-based models. Furthermore, we see that both
text-based and multi-modal models improved more by increasing the model
size than by including multilingual pretraining since the best-performing text-
only model is XLM RoBERTa Large, which is the strongest text-only model, and
the overall best-performing model is LayoutLMv2 Large.

In Figure 4, we can see the confusion matrices of two best-performing
multimodal models: LayoutXLM base and LayoutLMv2 large.

Table 2: Performance comparison of Text-based and LayoutLM models on
separated evaluation datasets.

F1-score Precision Recall

BERT Base Multilingual Cased 66.74 66.75 66.73
XLM RoBERTa Base 72.80 72.61 73.00
RoBERTa Large 78.25 77.52 79.00
XLM RoBERTa Large 79.36 80.30 78.44
LayoutLM v2 Base 77.83 75.99 79.76
LayoutLM v2 Large 83.06 82.38 83.75
LayoutXLM Base 79.40 78.75 80.06

5 Discussion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented end to end solution for information extraction
in business documents. We offered solutions for both OCR and information
extraction by text-only and multi-modal Transformers.
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Fig. 4: Confusion matrices of finetuned LayoutXLM base (left) and LayoutLMv2
large (right) models.

In the OCR sections of the paper, we proved that EasyOCR and Doctr frame-
work are sufficient for document understanding. However, to create novel and
well-behaving products, custom training is necessary. Both have the common in-
tersection of models; however, models are not compatible with each other and
prevent any sensible comparison. Training scripts for EasyOCR need to be more
documented. Doctr framework lacks parametrization. The training can be im-
proved by hyper-parameter search, as Transformers and CRNN have a different
sensibility to learning rate and the number of epochs. Our paper does not eval-
uate the text detection models, which can cause a bottleneck in the commercial
use of the system.

In the NER sections of the paper, we offered an overview of available
multi-modal Transformer models and, more in detail described the family of
the LayoutLM models. In the Section 4, the LayoutLM model with equal size
achieved significantly better results than their equally-sized text-only counter-
parts.We also show that on presented dataset size of themodel improved results
by a higher margin than introducing multilingual pretraining. This behavior
can be explained by the types of extracting entities, mainly composed of infor-
mation written in digits (number codes, dates, times, sum), which are language-
independent.

In future work, we propose experimenting with the LayoutLMv3 model as
we revealed that models pretrained only on English could outperform multi-
lingual-based models. Furthermore, we plan to research the impact of the used
OCR engine on the performance of the NER model.
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Abstract. Evaluation plays a key role in the field of machine translation.
In general, the evaluation of machine translation can be divided into two
types, manual (human) and automatic (machine). Professional human
translators can understand and evaluate the text with the best results
in terms of measuring quality and analyzing errors but on the other
hand, this approach brings a number of disadvantages, including high
time consumption, the subjectivity of the translator, and the finan-cial
costs associatedwith hiring professional translators. Automatic evaluation
approaches are usually based on the correlation between the sentences
or n-grams from human translation and machine translation. The aim
of this paper is to capture the semantics of human translation from the
English language to the Slovak language and the same text translated by
ETransL and Deepl translating engines by extracting the keywords which
represent the main phrases from doc-uments to determine how much the
machine translations differ from the reference human translation. Based
on our results the translations are equal from a seman-tic point of view
and the end user should understand the text translated by ETransL and
Deepl equally as human translation.

Keywords: Keyword Extraction, Machine Translation, Evaluation of Ma-
chine Translation

1 Introduction

Machine translation evaluation is necessary to discover how closely the neural
translation language model relates to the reference domain. This process is
essential for determining the effectiveness of an existing model and estimating
the amount of post-processing themodel needs to fulfill the expectations of end-
users.

Evaluation approaches can be basically divided intomanual approaches and
automatic approaches. Manual approaches use professional human translators
to evaluate keymetrics such as adequacy and fluency scores. Themain problem
with the manual approach is that evaluation is based on subjective human
judgment and this process is time-consuming [1].

A. Horák, P. Rychlý, A. Rambousek (eds.): Proceedings of Recent Advances in Slavonic Natural Language
Processing, RASLAN 2022, pp. 47–54, 2022. © Tribun EU 2022
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1.1 Related Work

To solve the problems with human evaluation researchers developed automatic
approaches. These approaches are trying to evaluate how close the machine
translation is to one or more human references by using metrics as BLEU [2],
NIST [4], or METEOR [5]. These metrics usually score individual segments
which are usually sentences and themain concept behind them is that the closer
a machine translation is to a reference translation, the better it is [1,2].

Despite the fact that BLEU [2] is the most common metric to evaluate the
quality of machine translation, the reliability is questionable. Based on Babych’s
research, themain problem is that blue andmany other commonly usedmetrics
measure lexical identity at the surface level but they are insensitive to linguis-
tic variations [5,6]. Some metrics such as METEOR try to solve this problem
by including semantic tools like WordNet lexical database to reduce the depen-
dence on exact matches of words in sentences. WordNet-based approaches also
have their disadvantages and may not be able to fully describe word similar-
ity between MT out-puts and references [6]. An interesting way was presented
by Mirsarraf and Deghani [7] who, inspired by Lo’s [8] research, and like him,
proposed a depend-ency-inspired semantic evaluationmethodology to quantify
how well the underlying meaning of the source is maintained in the translated
output using dependency analysis concepts in SRL. Several researchers have at-
tempted to include semantics in machine translation evaluation but neither of
them was trying to include keyword extraction in evaluation metrics.

1.2 Proposed Method

In this paper, we focused on finding similarities between machine translation
and human translation in terms of text observation rather than in the context
of appropriateness and adequacy for each word/phrase/sentence. To capture
the meaning of the text we used keyword extraction. Keyword extraction is
used to identify the most important phrases from the document [4,5]. From a
linguistic point of view, if the machine translation is equal to human translation,
then applying a keyword extraction algorithm should give the same keywords
for each text. If we don’t get the same keywords, it means that the translations
are probably different. The Slovak language is one of the inflected languages,
and therefore the extracted keywords may differ in endings, which means
that there are machine translation errors, but only from the grammar point of
view. For this reason, we used a higher level of granularity and determined
the base of the word and the root of the word. According to the lemma, we
were able to determine the part of speech of the root of the word (stem).
There are two reasons why we determined stem. The first reason is that if
the stem was the same for the extracted keywords, it could have resulted in
the change of part of speech. The second case represents that the meaning
is preserved, but the resulting form is incorrect and there is a fluency error.
Formally speaking, the neural machine translation model mistakenly transfers
the abstract representation of the source word to the abstract representation
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of the target language and a shift in meaning occurs, or the language model
correctly transforms the abstract representation of the word into the target
language, but in the target language, it erroneously creates the external form
of the given word.

The rest of our paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe the
keyword extraction process and data preparation for the next step. Section 3
presents the evaluation process and results and in Section 4 we we evaluate the
proposed method.

2 Methods

The keyword extraction subsection is intended to introduce you to the function
of the chosen approach for extracting key phrases. The subsection data prepara-
tion serves to describe the further processing of data for the purpose of subse-
quent evaluation

2.1 Keyword Extraction

In the case of estimating the quality of machine translation, we used text
translated from English to the Slovak language by a human as a reference
translation and the same text translated by ETransL [9] and Deepl [10] machine
translators. To improve the process of Keyword Extraction it was necessary to
preprocess our text data. At first, we converted our data to lowercase. Then we
removed tags and special characters. The last step was to identify stop words.
For this purpose, we used a library that contains 418 Slovak stop words.

Keyword Extraction is a summarization technique, which uses statistical
information from the text to identify the most important phrases [12,15]. In this
case, we used a Rapid Keyword Extraction Algorithm (RAKE) [13].

The main concept behind the RAKE algorithm is that keywords are often
consisting of multiple words without any interpunction or stop words. The
algorithm is based on collocation and co-occurrence, which means the goal is to
find words that are frequently occurring together in desired n-gram range [13].

For implementation, we used a rake python package [14]. We created a
function that accepts a list of stop words, preprocessed text, and n-gram range
as parameters to initialize the RAKE algorithm. The first step of the algorithm
is to split the text into words and place them in the word degree matrix. We can
imagine this matrix as an Excel table, where every word is placed in separate
cells horizontally and vertically. Then each word is assigned a score presenting
how frequently a given word co-occurs with another word [13].

The next step is to calculate the degree of the word in the matrix, which
presents the sum of the number of co-occurrences divided by the frequency
(how many times a word occurs in the corpus). The final score for keywords
in desired n-gram range is then calculated as a sum of degrees of words of its
words [13]. We called this function on each translation to obtain the top 100
keywords consisting of two words and the top 100 keywords consisting of three
words for each text separately.
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2.2 Data preparation

From theKeywordExtraction process,we obtained 100 key phrases consisting of
twowords and 100 key phrases consisting of three words for human translation,
ETransL and Deepl translation. We took all 600 keywords and split them into
single words and removed duplicates. We put them in a python data frame
column labeled as the word. First, we needed to capture the morphological
properties of the words. We used the Stanza [15] library for lemmatization,
and we adapted the code of Czech stemmer [16] to obtain the stems in the
Slovak language. Lemmas and the stems were then manually controlled and
corrected. We placed our lemmas and bases of words in the first column under
the original words from keywords and we created a column labeled as level
describing whether the word is the original form of the word, lemma, or the
stem. The next variable is presented in the tag column. To obtain tags we used
MorphoDiTa [17] tagger with a Slovak model.

We calculated the number of times each word occurred in extracted bigrams
and trigrams from each translation. These frequencies are presented in columns
count in ETransL (2, 2), count in Deepl (2, 2), count in human (2, 2), count in
ETransL (3, 3), count in Deepl (3, 3), count in human (3, 3). We also calculated
the count of occurrence of each word in the whole translation, so we created
columns with labels count in ETransL (full text), count in Deepl (full text), and
count in human (full text).

Another value we wanted to capture is the length of the word which is
presented in the number of characters in the word column. In the end, we
calculated term frequency – the frequency of a word in text divided by the
number of words in a document. These values are presented in columns TF
etransl, TF deepl, and TF human. We exported our python data frame to an
Excel sheet. The First three rows from our sheet are visible on Figure 1.

Fig. 1: First three row from Excel sheet

3 Results

Figure 2 shows the point and interval estimation of the mean in the number of
characters. It is logical that the number of characters decreases with the level of
granularity, and we have to compare frequencies for each granularity separately.
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Fig. 2: Point and interval estimation of the mean in the number of characters

To verify the effectiveness of the proposedmodels,weusedmodified tests for
repeated measurements (Greenhouse-Geisser adjustment), due to the violation
of the sphericity condition of the covariancematrix. If the condition of sphericity
of the covariance matrix is not met, the size of the error of the first type
increases. Epsilon represents the degree of violation of the sphericity condition.
Epsilon equal to one represents the fulfillment of the condition. Conversely, the
smaller it is, the more the condition of sphericity is violated. In our case, the
Epsilon values were significantly less than one (word: G-G Epsilon = 0,24, p <
0,001; lemma: G-G Epsilon < 0,175, p < 0,001; stem: G-G Epsilon = 0,190, p <
0,001). Null hypotheses with 99,9% reliability (at the 0,001 significance level)
are rejected, which claim that there is no statistically significant difference in
word/lemma/stem frequencies in bigrams, trigrams, and whole texts of the
ETransL, Deepl, and human translations. Hypotheses were tested at individual
levels (word/lemma/stem).

The surrounding of the word is important, it makes a difference whether we
compare the frequency of occurrence of the keyword in bigrams, trigrams, or
within the entire text. The given keyword/lemma/stem was found in different
frequencies, either in the wider area or in the shorter. That’s why we compared
the translations multiple times to find out between which of them there are
statistically significant differences and vice versa between which are not.

From the point of view of multiple comparisons, we identified three homo-
geneous groups (**** - p > 0,05) in frequencies at the word level and two at the
lemma/stem level. Naturally, a statistically significant difference was demon-
strated between the frequencies in whole texts and in bigrams/trigrams. If we
look at the frequency separately for bigrams, trigrams, and whole texts, there
are no statistically significant differences between the translations machine an
human translations except for frequency at the word level, where a statistically
significant difference between ETransL and humanwas demonstrated (p < 0,05).

Although the averages are low, as some keywords occurred just once, as the
context of the phrase expands, the frequency of occurrence increases relative to
the word/lemma/stem.

Figure 3 shows that there is no statistically significant difference between
human translation and machine translation if we only consider bigrams and tri-
grams. If we consider the whole text, there is a statistically significant difference
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in the frequency of occurrence of the keyword between the whole text and the
phrases, regardless of whether it is human or machine translation.

Fig. 3: Frequencies on word level

Interestingly if we take a closer look at the whole text, there is no statistically
significant difference between the human translation andDeepl in the frequency
of keywords, from which we can conclude that both translations reach the
same level in understanding the text (they captured the same keywords, i.e.
meaning and even their form, i.e. fluidity). A statistically significant difference
was demonstrated between ETransL and human translation, and here we can
discuss whether the inaccuracy occurred only in the form of the word (i.e. in
the ending, fluency) or also in the lemma or at the root of the word (in meaning,
i.e. accuracy).

Fig. 4: Frequencies on lemma level
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If we look at Figure 4, we can see that due to the lemma, there is no longer
a statistically significant difference, probably a grammatical problem, not a
semantic one, that occurs with ETransL. This is also confirmed by Figure 5.

Fig. 5: Frequencies on stem level

4 Conclusion

Our research indicates that due to the extracted keywords, or their frequency
throughout the text is no difference between machine translations and human
translation. Considering the quality of the translation from a semantic point of
view, the translations are equal and the end user/reader should understand the
text equally and receive the same information. However, due to the form of the
given information, a difference between human translation and ETransL was
demonstrated in favor of human translation, i.e. keyword was more common in
human translation than in ETransL.

The proposed method of determining translation quality differs from exist-
ing approaches in the sense that we were not concerned with determining the
quality of machine translation in the context of fluency and adequacy for each
word/phrase/sentence, but rather with determining the similarity of machine
translation and human translation from the point of view of text observation. In
our case, it was journalistic texts whose function is to inform the reader and to
get an answer to the questions Who? What? When? Where? and how? Basically,
we were concerned with the applicability of machine translation in the given
context or domain. Through our research, we have shown that DeepL is usable
and very similar to human translation in keywords, starting from phrases first,
then words, lemmas, and stems.

Acknowledgments This work was supported by the Slovak Research and
Development Agency under contract No. APVV-18- 0473.
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Abstract. In this paper we present an ongoing development in the Lex-
onomy dictionary editor consisting of replacing the XML backbone of
the editor with an NVH-based one. We describe the core properties of
the recently introduced NVH format, implications for using it in Lexon-
omy as well as a self-contained Python implementation in the form of one
script (nvh.py) that can be used for several standard processing operations
such as parsing, serialization, search or schema validation.We also outline
some planned future development related to the usage of NVH in Lexon-
omy.

Keywords: NVH, XML, Lexonomy, dictionary editor

1 Introduction

This paper focuses on the development of Lexonomy, a lightweight dictionary
editing system [1,2]. Lexonomy is a web-based tool which allows users to up-
load, edit and publish their dictionaries. It is tightly bound to the Sketch Engine
corpus management system [3]: users can easily import corpus content from
Sketch Engine into Lexonomy, either manually (pull corpus examples, colloca-
tions or thesaurus items) or automatically (by using the OneClick Dictionary
approach [4]) or in a post-editing fashion [5]) where the dictionary is initially
drafted fully automatically and post-edited in isolated steps inside of Lexon-
omy.

From the beginning, dictionaries in Lexonomy were stored as XML data
of arbitrary XML schemas, stored as plain text in an SQLite database [6]
and edited using the browser-based Xonomy XML editor on the front-end [7].
The main motivation behind this decision was the emphasis on flexibility (so
that users could upload dictionaries not restricted in their schemas) as well
as reliance on a widely known data format (XML). Over the five years of
Lexonomy development, we have however established that this (i.e. arbitrary
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XML-based schemas) hinders any further Lexonomy development as a platform
for automating dictionary production.

Particularly, we have established the following findings:

– unrestricted dictionary schemas are difficult to handle by most users For
any automatic extraction of data from corpora, the user needs to manually
tell what information should be included into what part of the dictionary
entry, such aswhich entry part should contain dictionary examples,whether
the samples are per-sense or per-headword etc. For users-lexicographers
that are not skilled in data modelling (and we assume this is the vast
majority), this is a very error-prone task, especially if they initially designed
a complex dictionary schema.

– unrestricted XML serialization is not suitable for dictionaries While XML
became standard exchange and data format in many applications, including
dictionaries, it is not suitable as format that should be human-editable, it
is (without any restrictions) rather difficult to process computationally in
terms of data manipulation and database search and it also has been shown
as not suitable for dictionary modelling [8].

While the first issue – data modelling in lexicography – is currently being
addressed by the LEXIDMA consortium as a forthcoming OASIS standard [9]1,
in this paper we focus on the latter problem and describe an alternative plain
text data format (NVH), its manipulation tool implemented in Python and used
by Lexonomy.

2 NVH data format

NVHstands for name-value hierarchy.2 It is a plain text data format significantly
simpler than XML. A NVH file is a list of nodes, each node having a value and
(optionally) a list of children nodes (see examples in Figures 1 and 2.)

node1: value of node1
childnode1: value of childnode1
childnode2: value of childnode2

grandchildnode1: value of grandchildnode1
childnode3: value of childnode3

node2: value of node2
node3: value of node3

Fig. 1: Structure of the NVH format in a nutshell.

1 See https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/lexidma/
2 See https://namevaluehierarchy.org

https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/lexidma/
https://namevaluehierarchy.org
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hw: at-c
language: Tagalog
lemma: at
freq: 332418
pos: c
flag: ok
sense:

example: Kumakain siya ng prutas at gulay.
quality: good
example_english: She was eating fruits and vegetables.

english: and

Fig. 2: A sample dictionary entry represented in NVH.

The expressiveness of the format follows from its simplicity. Each nodemust
be placed on a separate line, it features a Python-style mandatory indentation of
children nodes and each name-value pair must be separated by the colon-space
character pair. No other strings bear particular semantics (value is defined as
the string following the separator and ending by the newline character, it may
be empty), leaving it up to the user for specification of higher-level constructs
like namespaces, intra-file cross-references or external links. Obviously, NVH is
much easier to parse by a program as well as much easier to read or write by
a human user.

In this paper we present a processing tool for NVH that is implemented as
self-contained Python script nvh.py and is available from the official project size
of NVH.3 The script in its current version implements the following operations:

– parsing into a Python data structure
– serialization of the same structure into NVH
– search by a simple query language
– splitting by top-level node into multiple files
– merging two files in a patch-style fashion
– schema generation from an existing NVH file
– schema validation of an NVH file against a predefined schema
– export to XML
– export to JSON

The nvh.py script can be either imported into another Python script (which
would be the typical scenario when using it for parsing and subsequent custom
manipulation of the parsed content) or used from command-line where the
first argument specifies the action to be taken, as we describe in detail in the
following:
3 See https://github.com/michmech/nvh/blob/master/python/python.md

https://github.com/michmech/nvh/blob/master/python/python.md
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2.1 Parsing and search: nvh.py get
The full syntax of the command is:

nvh.py get file.nvh [ SELECT_FILTER [ PROJECT_FILTER ]]
The selection and projection filter are optional, not using them means that

the script would be parse the file.nvh and reprint its content. The notions of
selection and projection follow the paradigm of relational algebra: a selection
filter specifies which nodes should be retrieved, a projection filter specifies what
parts of the selected nodes will be retrieved. Not using the projection filter
implies printing the whole top-level node matching the selection criteria.

Filters use a dot-style language to identify node parts (sense translation into
English given in Figure 2 would be identified as hw.sense.english). There may
be multiple selection filters which are logically ANDed, and each node in the
filter may feature one of the following operators:

– equality (=STRING)
– regular expression matching (~=Python RE)
– count (#=, #> or #<)

Each of the operators can be negated by prefixing it with an exclamation
mark (!). A special selection filter taking the form of ##NUMBERmay be used only
at the beggining of the list of selection filters, limiting the retrieval to the first
NUMBER items only. An example of a search command using the data in Figure 2
would be

nvh.py get file.nvh 'hw.sense.example#>0.quality=good' hw.sense
This querywould retrieve all sense (identified as hw.sense) from entries hav-

ing at least one example marked as good quality. More examples are available
in the project documentation online.4

2.2 Merging and patching: nvh.py put
The full syntax of the command is:

nvh.py put file.nvh patch.nvh [ REPLACE_FILTER ]
It merges the content of patch.nvh into file.nvh by finding shared nodes

and appending any nodes and children nodes not present yet from the patch
into main file. The optional dot-style replace filter may be used to select which
portion of the patch (such as an entry part only) shall be merged.

2.3 Splitting: nvh.py split
Splitting is used to split the NVH file by top-level nodes, or to put it in
dictionary terms, to generate one NVH file per dictionary entry. The command
nvh.py split file.nvh DIRECTORY takes the file.nvh as input and generates
individual files into DIRECTORY. This is useful e.g. to keep per-entry copies
tracked and versioned by a file-based management system such as Git.
4 See https://github.com/michmech/nvh.

https://github.com/michmech/nvh
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2.4 Schema generation and validation: nvh.py genschema|checkschema

The command nvh.py genschema file.nvh parses the input file.nvh and
generates a corresponding NVH schema.5 An NVH schema describes valid
node names and their allowed cardinalityusing (obligatory/optional, Kleene
plus/Kleene star).

The counterpart is then represented by the nvh.py checkschema file.nvh
schema.nvh command which validates file.nvh against a schema given in
schema.nvh.

2.5 Generic exports: nvh.py xmlexport|jsonexport

These two commands perform generic exports to XML and JSON, respectively.
The XML export transforms all nodes into XML elements bearing their value in
an attribute and keeping child nodes as child XML elements. The example in
Figure 2 would be transformed into an XML file as presented in Figure 3 and
into JSON as presented in Figure 4.

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<dictionary>

<hw v="at-v">
<lemma v="at" />
<language v="Tagalog" />
<pos v="c" />
<freq v="332418" />
<sense>

<example v="Kumakain siya ng prutas at gulay.">
<quality v="good" />
<example_english v="She was eating fruits and vegetables." />

</example>
<english v="and" />

</sense>
</hw>

</dictionary>

Fig. 3: Generic XML export from an NVH input of Figure 2.

3 Using NVH as a Lexonomy backbone

The flexibility of Lexonomy in terms of dictionary schemes has always been an
important feature. Using NVH inside Lexonomy instead of XML enables us to
5 See https://github.com/michmech/nvh/blob/master/docs/schema.md for detailed
description of the schema format.

https://github.com/michmech/nvh/blob/master/docs/schema.md
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maintain a simple text format usable for human reading and writing as well as
very efficient machine processing. Data may be saved in the underlying SQLite
database directly in the NVH format, individual entries but also small dictionar-
ies can be directly searched using nvh.py with very low latency response (less
than a second).

For large dictionaries, the JSON conversion is used for one-way encoding
into JSON and using the built-in SQLite JSON indexing to store the JSON
content. A simple conversion procedure has been developed to translate the
query language of nvh.py get into SQLite SQL-JSON queries. Both NVH and
JSON content is stored in the database for each entry, using JSON only for fast
indexed search, but NVH for any editing. Upon every update, the JSON content
is regenerated.

{
"hw": [ {

"value": "at-c",
"children": {

"lemma": [ {"value": "at", "children": {} } ],
"freq": [ {"value": "332418", "children": {} } ],
"pos": [ {"value": "c", "children": {} } ],
"flag": [ {"value": "ok", "children": {} } ],
"sense": [ {
"value": "",
"children": {

"example": [ {
"value": "Kumakain siya ng prutas at gulay.",
"children": {
"quality": [ {"value": "best", "children": {} } ],
"example_english": [ {
"value": "She was eating fruits and vegetables.",
"children": {}

} ]
}

} ],
"english": [ {"value": "and", "children": {} } ]

}
} ]

}
} ]

}

Fig. 4: Generic JSON export from an NVH input of Figure 2.
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4 Conclusions and future development

In this paper we have presented recent development of Lexonomy consisting
of replacing the XML backbone with an NVH-based one. This development is
in line with the spirit of Lexonomy being a lightweight dictionary editor that
can handle very large dictionaries (hundreds of thousands of complex entries)
efficiently and supportmodern lexicographicworkflow that is tightly connected
to corpus data.

For Lexonomy, this particularly means to support the post-editing approach
to dictionary making and Lexonomy does that by making it easy to maintain
multiple versions of the dictionary, edit them simultaneously by the editorial
team, split them and merge them as needed into individual editing tasks with
custom editing widgets, while having a comprehensive NVH version available
at every stage of the process.

In the future, more functions related to the management of the post-editing
workflow are going to be added to Lexonomy, in the first place an NVH-based
front-end editor is going to replace the current Xonomy-based one.
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funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement No 731015.
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Abstract. Compared to nouns, there are no clear guidelines on what a
definition or explanation of a verb should contain. We search corpora for
the information present in Czech and English dictionaries to find out if
the data is present and, thus, if it can be used as a guideline for assessing
the quality of generated definitions. We show that even though a notable
portion of the dictionary data is present in corpora, it does not seem
frequent or specific enough to be findable with themethodswe previously
used.
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1 Introduction

Defining a word or explaining its meaning is a task relatively easy if the word
in question is a noun. Literature1 covers the topic quite well, and gathering
data to create explanations automatically is arguably a doable task (cf. [5,6]).
For verbs, however, the situation is different: There is less agreement on what
its definition/explanation should consist of, and thus it is more complicated to
create a meaningful explanation of a verb.

We do not try to suggest the best approach to explain the meaning of a verb,
merely to find out whether corpus data contain the information one can find
in dictionary definitions of verbs. Subsequently, one can ask if the generated
definitions can (or should) approximate the human-made definitions.

In Section 2, we list the resources we used and briefly describe the structure
of our queries and the difference between Czech and English data. In Section 3,
we list and discuss our results. In Section 4, we conclude that using existing dic-
tionaries as a standard to assess the quality of generated data is not necessarily
an optimal solution.

2 Method

We chose a small set of 19 verbs in Czech and English and gathered their
definitions from two dictionaries, Slovník spisovné češtiny [1] and Macmillan
1 For a summary (in Czech), see [6].
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Table 1: The number of queries created, found, and found with low frequency
for chosen verbs in Czech and English.

queries found low freq. queries found low freq.
bát (se) 8 4 3 fear 5 3 2
dát 19 16 1 give 7 7 3
dostat 6 4 1 get 5 5 1
existovat 3 3 0 exist 7 5 2
fungovat 5 5 5 function 7 5 1
jednat 11 8 1 act 6 5 3
ležet 4 3 1 lie 4 1 1
namlouvat 6 1 1 insinuate 2 0 -
pojistit 6 1 0 insure 3 2 1
skákat 4 2 1 jump 9 3 2
ulovit 4 3 2 hunt 10 7 3
uvést 10 4 2 initiate 4 1 1
večeřet 2 0 - dine 1 1 1
vřít 5 4 3 boil 4 2 1
zabít 7 5 3 kill 4 2 1
začít 3 3 1 begin 4 4 2
zapomenout 6 2 2 forget 3 3 2
znemožnit 2 1 1 discredit 2 1 1
žít 4 3 3 live 4 3 0

dictionary [2], respectively. As verbs usually have a great number of senses, for
verbs with multiple definitions, we used only the first three.

From these definitions, we extracted the words and phrases we considered
relevant and searched for them in the czTenTen17 [3] and enTenTen13 [4]
corpora2. To follow the approach used in [6], the word or phrase in question
had to be present in the same sentence as the given headword.

We did not try to find the exact wording of the definitions; we searched for
a part of the definition at a time, often using wildcards in place of (possible)
modifiers and determiners.

We used CQL queries with the following structure:
[lemma = "headword"] []{0,7} [lemma = "other_verb"] within < s/> |
[lemma = "other_verb"] []{0,7} [lemma = "headword"] within < s/>,
where the [lemma = "other_verb"] consisted of a single verb, a verb and its
object, or a more complicated phrase.

For example, (a part of) the definition for hunt is to kill animals for food. The
[lemma = "other_verb"]| is, in this case, replaced by: [lemma = "kill"] []
{0,2} [lemma = "animal"]? [lemma = "for"] [lemma = "food"].

Although the method we chose was the same for both languages, the
approaches to explaining the meaning of verbs differ in the dictionaries: In
Czech, the verb is explained mostly by other (usually multiple) verbs with
2 The corpora were chosen purely practically, to be big but not too much, for time is a
scarce resource.
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Table 2: Czech verbs, sorted by percentage of found queries and percentage of
low-frequency results.

% found % low freq. % found % low freq.
existovat 100 0 existovat 100 0
fungovat 100 100 fungovat 16,7 0
začít 100 33,3 začít 84,2 6,3
dát 84,2 6,25 dát 72,7 12,5
vřít 80 75 vřít 66,7 25
ležet 75 33,3 ležet 75 33,3
ulovit 75 66,7 ulovit 100 33,3
žít 75 100 žít 50 50
jednat 72,7 12,5 jednat 40 50
zabít 71,4 60 zabít 71,4 60
dostat 66,7 25 dostat 75 66,7
bát (se) 50 75 bát (se) 50 75
skákat 50 50 skákat 80 75
znemožnit 50 100 znemožnit 100 100
uvést 40 50 uvést 16,7 100
zapomenout 33,3 100 zapomenout 33,3 100
namlouvat 16,7 100 namlouvat 50 100
pojistit 16,7 0 pojistit 75 100
večeřet 0 - večeřet 0 -

similar meaning and, occasionally, a relevant object (noun or prepositional
phrase, usually). Some of the definitions contain examples leading to listing
other meanings.

In English, the definitions are more descriptive and approximate actually
spoken language. These definitions usually contain an explanatory verb and its
object(s) and adverbials. Some are structured as a sentence.

The different approach can be demonstrated on definitions for hunt. In
English, the first definition is to kill animals for food or for their skin or other parts,
or for sport; in Czech, it is získat lovem (to obtain by hunting).

3 Results

We got at least some results for all the verbs except two (insinuate, večeřet).
Generally speaking, the result for English are slightly better, meaning the
percentage of queries found is higher, and the percentage of results with low
frequency is lower than for Czech. nevertheless, the overall results are similar.

An overview of the results is presented in Table 1 showing the absolute
number of queries created and found, together with the number of results with
low frequency. As we made no thorough attempt to clear the resulting data,
some of our found queries include modal or aspectual verbs, which in some
cases modify other verbs not included in the definitions.
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Table 3: English verbs, sorted by percentage of found queries and percentage of
low-frequency results.

% found % low freq. % found % low freq.
begin 100 50 live 75 0
dine 100 100 function 71,4 20
forget 100 66,7 get 100 20
get 100 20 exist 71,4 40
give 100 42,9 give 100 42,9
act 83,3 60 hunt 70 42,9
live 75 0 begin 100 50
exist 71,4 40 boil 50 50
function 71,4 20 insure 66,7 50
hunt 70 42,9 kill 50 50
insure 66,7 50 act 83,3 60
fear 60 66,7 fear 60 66,7
boil 50 50 forget 100 66,7
discredit 50 100 jump 33,3 66,7
kill 50 50 dine 100 100
jump 33,3 66,7 discredit 50 100
initiate 25 100 initiate 25 100
lie 25 100 lie 25 100
insinuate 0 - insinuate 0 -

Tables 2 and 3 show the results sorted according to the percentage of found
queries and low-frequency results for Czech and English, respectively. We
found no apparent correspondence between the number of absolute and low-
frequency results.

4 Conclusion

The corpora do contain some of the dictionary definitions vocabularies. This
data is, however, not frequent nor specific enough to be found by the method
previously used.

When it comes to whether it makes sense to use the existing dictionary
definitions as a benchmark or at least a reference point, the answer is, it depends.
For Czech, we lean towards no, as the definitions are mostly lists of synonyms
or synonyms with an object. (Unless, of course, we use the dictionary to check
the relevance of possible synonyms.) As for English, it is something to consider.
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Abstract. Evaluation of machine translation (MT) performance, as the
concept of quality, is closely related to the concept of optimization. Over
recent decades, several approaches to evaluate MT quality have been pro-
posed. Each approach brings new metrics for MT evaluation, and/or MT
performance. The aim of our study is to show which of metrics based on
precision that have been proposed so far are suitable for evaluating the
quality of translation from English to Slovak in the domain of journalistic
texts. We focus on the BLEUmetric and its different variants that are avail-
able in the nltk libraries and the Python library. We attempt to determine
which of the examined variants of the BLEU metric are redundant. The
results of our research show the redundancy of BLEU-1 metric variants
from the PyTorch library with respect to the newspaper style and neural
MT. On the contrary, a statistically significant difference was shown by the
PoSBLEU-1+1 and nltk-based BLEU-1 variants.

Keywords: Neural machine translation, Statistical machine translation,
Automatic evaluation, BLEU, Slovak language, Text analysis

1 Introduction

The paper offers an evaluation of different approaches to automatic metrics for
the evaluation of machine translation suitable for the Slovak language. In our
previous research [1], [2], we used standard error rate and accuracy metrics
such as PER, WER, TER, and BLEU. In this paper, we focus only on the state-
of-art metric of accuracy, namely the BLEU-n metric from which we expect
relevant results for the Slovak language and which offers open-source access
to the source data and metric parameters. The BLEU metric is widely used to
measure the quality of machine translation.We focus on freely Google Translate
service as one of the most used online neural MT systems today.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The following section describes
the related work of automatic metrics for MT evaluation. The third section
focuses on the dataset description and methods used in the experiment. The
fourth section deals with the results of the experiment where we compare
various approaches to an accuracy automatic metric. The last section provides
the conclusion and future work.
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2 Related Work

Basic error-rate metrics include PER [3], WER [4] and TER [5] operating on
the calculation of edit distance, the so-called Levenshtein distance, i.e., which
provides the minimum number of edit operations (insertions, deletions or
substitutions) needed to match two sequences of words. The aforementioned
metrics differ from each other in their relation to word order, word position
in the sentence, and translation penalty. Among the most common accuracy
metrics is the BLEU-n metric [6], which, despite several flaws, is still very
popular and standard within the users. BLEU-n is based on the geometric mean
of the n-grams precision of length 1 to 4 and a penalty of sentence shortness
(brevity penalty).

Many authors focus their research around the BLEU metrics and its varia-
tions. Benkova et al. [1] focus on the comparison of phrase-based statistical MT
systems (Google SMT and mt@ec) and neural MT systems (Google NMT and
eTranslation) using automatic metrics forMT evaluation from English to Slovak.
The research was conducted using residuals to compare the scores of BLEU-n
metrics. The results confirm the assumption of better neural MT quality regard-
less of the system used. Statistically significant differences between the SMT
and NMT were found in favour of NMT based on all BLEU-n scores. Munkova
et al. [2] focused on an evaluation of automatic measures of error rate and ac-
curacy when validating the quality of MT output from the synthetic Slovak lan-
guage to the analytical English language. They used multiple comparisons for
the analysis and icon graphs to visualize the results. The results showed that all
examined metrics, which are based on textual similarity, except the f-measure,
are needed to be included in MT quality evaluation when analyzing MT output
based on sentence. The authors [7] presented a deep evaluation and error anal-
ysis of five paraphrase generation modules of the Watson project. The results
revealed the most problematic sources of errors in the generation process and
helped with further improvements to the system.

Biesialska et al. [8] analysed the performance of the statistical and neural
approaches to MT. They compared phrase- and neural-based MT systems
and their combination. The examined language pairs were Czech–Polish and
Spanish–Portuguese, and the authors used a large sample of parallel training
data (they used amonolingual corpus and a pseudo-corpus). They applied back
translation into their MT system and examined the scores of BLEU-n score [6].
The results showed that for the Czech–Polish language pair, the BLEU score was
relatively low, which was explained by the language distance.

Almahasees [9] focused on the comparison of two MT systems, Google
Translate and Microsoft Bing translator. Both systems were based on an SMT
system for the English-Arabic language pair. The comparison of theMT outputs
of journalistic texts was conducted using the standard automatic evaluation
metric BLEU-n. The results were in favour of Google Translate, where Bing
generated semantically different sentences.
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3 Materials and methods

The aim of the research is to filter out the redundant metrics of automatic
MT evaluation. This study can later serve as a reference to identify redundant
metrics from various sets of similar metrics (BLEU, ROUGEs metrics or other
metrics of error rate or accuracy).

3.1 Dataset composition

We used the dataset which consists of 66 original English journalistic texts
(39 354 word tokens). These texts were translated by Google Translate using
SMT and NMT. Besides, texts were also translated by two professional human
translators (HT) and post-edited by another professional human translator
(PEMT) using our online systemOSTPERE (Online System for Translation, Post-
Editing, Revision, and Evaluation) [10], [11]. The translation direction was from
English to Slovak, as Slovak is one of the official EU languages and contains an
inflected morphology and loose word order [12]. The table 1 gives a summary
of the composition of the dataset.

Table 1: Lexico-grammatical dataset composition.
Feature type Feature name SMT NMT HT PEMT SRC
Readability Average sentence length 17.164 17.236 17.880 17.994 19.414

Average word length 5.571 5.664 5.764 5.706 4.951
Number of short sentences 487 493 466 449 413
Number of long sentences 1557 1551 1578 1595 1631

Lexico- Frequency of noun 9314 9365 9999 9877 8713
grammatical Frequency of adjective 4436 4407 4659 4801 3213

Frequency of verb 4218 4400 4437 4389 5246
Frequency of determiner 1918 1876 1973 1971 3953
Frequency of adposition 3735 3875 4129 4155 4680
Frequency of proper noun 2231 2198 2165 2195 3411
Frequency of coordinating conj. 1338 1311 1396 1334 1246
Frequency of subordinating conj. 1352 1403 1281 1377 853
Frequency of interjection 18 8 9 10 15
Frequency of adverb 1307 1247 1339 1382 1653
Frequency of pronoun 1055 1260 1417 1324 2615
Frequency of auxiliary 1626 1299 1257 1374 2432
Frequency of numeral 1260 1311 1195 1302 1009
Frequency of particle 573 598 777 764 1312
Frequency of punctuation 6668 6674 6460 6646 5370
Frequency of other 597 561 589 511 3
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3.2 Methodology

The experiment is focused on the most popular metric of accuracy- BLEU. We
have taken various libraries and approaches to calculate the BLEU metrics.

The BLEUmetric [6] is considered a state-of-art automatic evaluation metric.
The metric is based on the geometric mean of n-gram precisions and brevity
penalty (a length-based penalty). BLEU performs well at the corpus level
but lags significantly at the sentence level. Lin and Och [13] applied various
smoothing techniques to BLEU to obtain better results at the sentence level.
Suppose we have similar n-grams for 𝑛 = 1...𝑁 (often 𝑁 = 4). Let 𝑚𝑛 be the
original number of hits and 𝑚′

𝑛 be the number of hits of the modified n-gram.
One smoothing technique says that if the number of matching n-grams is equal
to 0, then we use a small positive value 𝜀 to replace 0 for n in the range from 1
to 𝑁.

𝑚′
𝑛 = 𝜀, 𝑖𝑓 𝑚𝑛 = 0.

There are seven smoothing techniques that are used mainly to evaluate the
output based on sentences.We have focused on the second smoothing technique
(the other technique’s results did not yield relevant scores) that adds 1 to the
number of matching n-grams and the total number of n-grams for n in the range
from 2 to N.

𝑙′𝑛 = 𝑙𝑛 + 1, 𝑓 𝑜𝑟 𝑛 𝑖𝑛2..𝑁.
A different approach to evaluating machine translation is offered by the PoS-
BLEU metric [14]. It is one of the metrics focusing on the syntactic structure of
the translation output, where PoS tags are the input of the calculation instead of
words.

In this experimentwewill focus on the BLEU-1metric and its variations (nltk
and PyTorch library, with and without smoothing function, PoSBLEU-1+1). We
expect that there will be no differences between the various BLEU-1 metrics
approaches and therefore it will not play a role which approach we use in
machine translation evaluation. The methodology of the experiment consists
of the following steps:

1. obtaining the unstructured text data (source text) and removing the docu-
ment formatting,

2. machine translation using various systems (SMT, NMT)
3. human translation of the documents,
4. post-editing of the machine translation,
5. segment alignment between the source text, machine translations, human

translation and post-edited text,
6. human evaluation of examined machine translation based on model [15],
7. automatic evaluation of examined machine translation using various met-

rics (BLEU-1 for this experiment), where as reference text were chosen as
human translation so post-edited text,

8. comparison of the translation quality based on the accuracy and translation
system (SMT, NMT),

9. evaluation of obtained results.
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4 Results

We have focused to identify the redundancy between various approaches to the
BLEU-1 metric. We have used Python-based libraries to implement the BLEU
metric.We used the library nltk, PyTorch (with andwithout the smoothing func-
tion) and our own function to obtain the results of POSBLEU. The POSBLEU
metric needed a morphological annotation of texts, so we used the Stanza li-
brary which contains a model for the Slovak language. We have analysed the
texts translated by SMT and NMT separately. Both outputs were evaluated by
a human and for the SMT were identified 1574 segments that contained an er-
ror and only 470 segments were evaluated as correct. In the case of NMT, 1658
segments were correct and only 386 contained an error.

To test the global null hypotheses, we used adjusted tests for repeated
measurements (Huynh-Feldt adjustment), due to the violation of the sphericity
condition of the covariance matrix. If the covariance matrix sphericity condition
is not satisfied, the magnitude of the type I. error increases. The epsilon
represents the degree of violation of the sphericity condition. An epsilon equal
to one represents the satisfaction of the condition. Conversely, the smaller it is,
the more the sphericity condition is violated.

When testing the global null hypotheses, epsilon values were less than
one (Table 2). In the case of SMT, null hypotheses are rejected with 99.9%
confidence (at the 0.001 significance level). The hypotheses assert that group
segment accuracy does not depend on variations in BLEU-1 accuracy metrics
and combinations of BLEU-1 and segment accuracy factors (manual evaluation
0/1).

Similarly, in the case of the NMT, it has been shown that the accuracy of the
segments studied depends on the variation of the BLEU-1 accuracy metrics. In
contrast, the dependence on the combination of BLEU-1 and segment accuracy
factors (manual evaluation 0/1) was not confirmed.

In terms of multiple comparisons (Table 3), we have identified three homo-
geneous groups (**** - 𝑝 > 0.05) in the degree of accuracy of the examined
segments. A statistically significant difference in segment accuracy rates was
demonstrated between POSBLEU_1+1 and the others, and similarly between

Table 2: Huynh-Feldt adjustment for BLEU-1 and segment accuracy for (a) SMT
and (b) NMT.
(a)
NMT=0 H-F Epsilon H-F Adj. df1 H-F Adj. df2 H-F Adj. p
BLEU-1 0.5087 1.5260 3116.1310 0.0000
BLEU-1*Evaluation_Error 0.5087 1.5260 3116.1310 0.000
(b)
NMT=1 H-F Epsilon H-F Adj. df1 H-F Adj. df2 H-F Adj. p
BLEU-1 0.5558 1.6675 3404.9990 0.0000
BLEU-1*Evaluation_Error 0.5558 1.6675 3404.9990 0.8424
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Table 3:Multiple comparisons for various BLEU-1metrics and segment accuracy
for (a) SMT and (b) NMT.

(a) NMT=0
BLEU-1 Mean 1 2 3
PyTorch_BLEU-1_smooth 0.504 ****
PyTorch_BLEU-2 0.504 ****
BLEU-1 0.626 ****
POSBLEU-1+1 0.719 ****
(b) NMT=1
BLEU-1 Mean 1 2 3
PyTorch_BLEU-1_smooth 0.519 ****
PyTorch_BLEU-2 0.519 ****
BLEU-1 0.664 ****
POSBLEU-1+1 0.743 ****

BLEU-1 and the other metrics (𝑝 < 0.05). On the other hand, a statistically sig-
nificant difference was not identified between the PyTorch metrics. The results
are the same for both translation systems, the expected higher accuracy rates
were achieved for NMT. From this point of view, the redundant metric will be
precisely one of these PyTorch metrics.

The results showed us that the PyTorch metrics are redundant. In this case,
the smoothing function that was introduced to improve the evaluation based
on segments did not produce different results than the corpus-based BLEU-
1 metric from the PyTorch library. In the future, we can omit the smoothing
function variant of the BLEU-1 metric.

5 Conclusion

The paper deals with the metrics of the automatic MT evaluation and is a basis
for our future experiments. We have introduced a methodology to filter out
the redundant metrics that were experimented on using the BLEU-1 metric.
This will be expanded in future work that will deal with a greater number
of automatic metrics, that will be grouped based on related characteristics.
We would also like to compare newer metrics, like ChrF++ [16], BEER [17],
LEPOR [18], COMET [19], with older like NIST [20], ROUGE [21], METEOR [22].
The aim is to select the most appropriate automatic metrics for evaluating MT
output into Slovak. In this paper, we have shown that various approaches to
calculate the BLEU-1 metric show significant differences. However, the use of
the smoothing function does not produce significantly different results than
using the corpus-based BLEU-1 metric.

Acknowledgement This work was supported by the Slovak Research and
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Abstract. We are building a new tagger for the Czech language that
uses two models: the FastText model for word embeddings and a neural
network that assigns tags to tokens. In the deployment, we are struggling
with model sizes. Since the model size is a common obstacle in various
tasks, several compression methods exist. Authors of the methods often
claim that the impact on model performance is minimal. However, the
evaluation is done on the two tasks the word embeddings are evaluated
on: word analogy and word similarity. No information is provided for the
evaluation of subsequent tasks.
In this paper, we have trained a FastText word embedding model on more
recent data. We retrained the tagger with the same parameters using com-
pressed and uncompressed variants of the original FastText model and
the new one. After comparing the results, we can see quantization meth-
ods are suitable, possibly together with pruning, without significant im-
pact on the tagger performance. The precision dropped by 0.1 percentage
point only in quantized models. All tested compression methods reduce
the model size 10–100 times.

Keywords: model compression, FastText, embedding evaluation, Czech
tagger

1 Introduction

Many application use word embeddings of different flavors. In some applica-
tions, developers struggle with hardware requirements. So model size reduc-
tion or compression is a relevant topic. In [11], we proposed a neural tagger for
Czech that uses FastText embeddings. Themain advantage of FastText is the use
of subwords. It solves the out-of-vocabulary problem (OOV) that is significant
for highly inflectional languages. We trained a taggingmodel, and the twomod-
els must be loaded together in memory, consuming more than 7GB of memory.
From the two models, the FastText model is much larger; therefore, it seems
reasonable to reduce it, preferably with no impact on the performance of the
tagger.

In Section 2, we describe in short the neural tagger for Czech. Section 3
describes the original embeddings and training of the new embeddings. In
Section 4, we describe in short different compression methods and the model
sizes without and with different compression methods. Section 5 describes the
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evaluation scheme, and Section 6 summarizes the evaluation of the tagger with
different models.

2 Neural Tagger for Czech

We proposed a neural network with the following architecture: The input text is
tokenized, and all tokens are converted to vectors using the FastText library. The
input layer consists of a padded sequence of FastText embeddings. TwoBi-LSTM
layers with spatial dropouts follow, and the output layer is time-distributed.

We converted the tagging task into a multiclass classification. We split each
tag into attributes such as part-of-speech or grammatical gender. The classifier
has to predict a set of one or more attributes for each token. We trained the
tagger on 300k sentences from the csTenTen17 corpus [12]. The corpus is created
from theweb, it contains both standard and informal Czech. The sentences were
tagged with the desamb tagger and used the same tagset as desamb and the
morphological analyzer majka [13]. In [6], the authors explain all possible tags.

Since the number of classes affects the neural model size, we discarded the
attribute groups or attributes that can be found in an external dictionary or
rarely occur in the data:

– verb aspect (the a attribute),
– adverb type (the t attribute) such as time, respect, reason
– pronoun subclassification (the x attribute) such as personal or possessive
– pronoun type (the y attribute) such as interrogative or relative
– negation (the e attribute)
– stylistic subclassification (the w attribute)
– the gR attribute (family gender)

Wemerged all punctuationmarks under one tag. After this preprocessing of
the input data, we reduced the number of possible attributes to 44 (the neural
network output size). Used attribute groups are:

– k – part of speech
– g – gender (masculine, feminine, neutral, masculine inanimate)
– n – number (plural, singular)
– c – case (nominative, genitive, etc., note that Czech has seven cases)
– m – verb tense (present, infinitive, past participle, etc.)
– p – person (relevant for pronouns and verbs)
– d – the degree of adjectives and adverbs (positive, comparative, superlative)
– x – punctuation

The neural network performs multiclass attribute classification. The limita-
tion is that some classes are exclusive, notably, only one attribute of a group
can be assigned to a token. We select the attribute with the highest probabilities
among mutually exclusive candidates.

We also use a threshold (currently 0.5) for the probabilities. The consequence
is that some tokens have assigned only a subset of grammatical tags.
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The intended use of the tagger is in the pipeline, as depicted in Figure 1. The
tagger does not provide lemmata, so we have to use a morphological dictionary
and a guesser of OOV words. The morphological dictionary can help in case of
incomplete tags. Both tasks – filling in missing tags and providing the lemmata
– are planned for the postprocessing step.

input tokens
FastText embeddings tagging postprocessing

token tags

Fig. 1: Tagger processing pipeline

3 Different Embedding Models for the Tagger

In the following experiments, we preserve the tagger architecture and all
parameters. The only thing that changes is the embedding model. First, we
experimented with the pre-trainedmodel for Czech1. Second, we experimented
with different compression methods. Third, we trained our FastText model for
the Czech language from two different language resources: Wikipedia and the
SYN corpus. The advantage of the resulting model is that it uses more recent
data. On the other hand, the model size is bigger than the original pre-trained
model size, even though the training data were smaller. We experimented with
the compression of this new model as well. With each FastText model, we
retrained the neural tagger for Czech and evaluated it on 10k sentences not
present in the training data. The goal is not to have the best parameters for the
tagger but to see the impact of different FastText models on tagger performance.

3.1 Pre-trained FastText model for Czech

In [5], the authors present pre-trained FastText models for 157 languages. The
model for Czech was created from two sources: Wikipedia2 and Common-
Crawl3. The former is a collection of high-quality texts, however, the corpus size
is relatively small: CzechWikipedia corpus contained 179million tokens in 2017,
and 785k appeared at least five times. The latter contained 13 billion tokens in
2017, and the vocabulary size of the model was 8.7 million.

3.2 New FastText model for Czech

We decided to train the FastText embeddings from scratch. We used the
Wikipedia corpus, which has grown to 218 million tokens, from which 863k ap-
1 Available at https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/crawl-vectors.html
2 https://www.wikipedia.org/
3 https://commoncrawl.org/

https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/crawl-vectors.html
https://www.wikipedia.org/
https://commoncrawl.org/
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peared at least five times. For the processing of theWikipedia data, we used the
Wikicorpora package4.

Instead of CommonCrawl, we decided to use the SYN corpus, version 9. The
SYN corpus [9] contains all synchronic written corpora of the SYN series. The
names of the SYN corpora contain the year the corpus was made (the complete
SYN consists of collections from SYN2000 to SYN2020). It does not mean the
date the texts were created, the oldest texts are books from the 1900s. A large
part of SYN is journalistic texts. Overall, the SYN corpora containmainly formal,
grammatically correct texts.

The SYN corpus, v.9, contains 5.9 billion tokens, with 10.8 million tokens
vocabulary. Note that the vocabulary size of the model is smaller since tokens
with small frequencies are discarded. The vocabulary size of the SYN model is
3 million tokens. The SYN corpus is therefore about half of the size of the 2017
CommonCrawl used in the original work.

For training, we used the same parameters as were described by authors of
the original FastText model published in [5] and the FastText documentation5:
minimumandmaximum length of character n-grams set to 5 (the minn and maxn
options), vector dimension set to 300, 10 epochs, negatives sampled 5 (the neg
option).

4 Embedding Compression Methods

Because of the word embedding size and intended use in small devices, com-
pression methods have been an emerging issue since 2014.

These include:

– reduction of vocabulary size
• discarding infrequent tokens
• discarding non-discriminative tokens after training

– feature selection
• discarding features that do not influence the classifier much

– vector dimensionality reduction
• discarding a fixed proportion of the vector dimension

– matrix decomposition
– quantization – an approximation of vectors by quantized values
– hashing
– reduction of vocabulary size

The methods that discard some information are similar to hyperparameter
tuning because they have to be fine-tuned for a particular dataset and task.
Hence, they are not easily transferable to other tasks. Some of the compres-
sion methods are described in [1]. More sophisticated methods often aim to be
4 https://github.com/effa/wikicorpora
5 https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/options.html

https://github.com/effa/wikicorpora
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more universal. For example, matrix decomposition is used in Distilled embed-
dings [10] proven to outperform the state-of-the-art results in machine transla-
tion. Quantization is a method that approximates real values to centroid val-
ues. Product quantization, as described in [8], can encode the same information
about nearest neighbors with significantly lower memory usage. Floret embed-
dings [2] recently added to SpaCy use theMurmurHash algorithm that encodes
vectors in several hash tables with a smaller number of hashes. As a result, the
Floret embeddings require less memory, resulting in vector similarity compara-
ble to FastText.

Not all of the above methods can be applied to FastText embeddings. The
difference is that FastText encodes vectors also for subwords. FastText returns a
vector from the vector dictionary if it is present or a sum of vectors of all n-grams
of the word. Using this method, FastText can deal quite well with misspellings
and rare forms in inflectional languages.

The original FastText library does not support compression for unsupervised
models, even though it supports compression for other models [7]. We used the
compress_fasttext6 Python module for our experiments. We also wanted to
check whether feature selection and quantization – the methods recommended
in [4] by the author of the compress_fasttext library – are the most suitable
methods for our task.

4.1 Parameters of Uncompressed and Compressed Models

The FastText model compressed using pruning reduce vocabulary size to 20k
and n-gram size to 100k tokens. The quantization parameters are the default,
255 centroids, and the quantization dimension equal to 100. Table 1 shows the
model sizes.

Table 1: Model descriptions and sizes
model name description model size
cc.cs.300.bin Original uncompressed FastText model 6.8GB
cc.cs.300_prune_freq Feature selection without quantization 70MB
cc.cs.300_prune_freq_pq Feature selection with quantization 14MB
cc.cs.300_quantize Quantization 426MB
cc.cs.300_svd Matrix decomposition (SVD) 273MB
syn_wiki.bin Uncompressed new FastText model 9.9GB
syn_wiki_prune_freq Feature selection without quantization 70MB
syn_wiki_prune_freq_pq Feature selection with quantization 14MB
syn_wiki_quantize Quantization 587MB
syn_wiki_svd Matrix decomposition (SVD) 381MB

6 https://github.com/avidale/compress-fasttext

https://github.com/avidale/compress-fasttext
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5 Evaluation methods

The FastText models were evaluated on the word analogy task. This work does
not evaluate the trained models on the analogies. Instead, we evaluate the
subsequent tagging. While the word analogy task shares some aspects with the
tagging (e.g., the analogous words are the same part of speech), some aspects
may differ (e.g., the grammatical gender is not always relevant for the analogies
but for the tagging).

We retrained the neural tagger with all FastText models, every time with the
same hyperparameters:

– batch size: 128
– epochs: 15
– initial learning rate: 0.002
– decay: 0.00013
– max. sentence length: 20

For each model, we compared the predicted attributes to the ground
truth. We classified the errors into categories defined in the MUC evaluation
scheme [3], with no possible partial match. We calculated the number of at-
tributes in each of the categories:

– COR: correct
– INC: incorrect, the attribute group was predicted, but it was different
– MIS: missing, the attribute was not predicted
– SPU: spurious, the attribute was predicted, but there was no attribute in the
ground truth

In addition, we counted all cases where the tag was completely and correctly
predicted (exact match). The validation data are 10k Czech sentences from the
csTenTen17 corpus. The sentences contain 78,815 tokens.

6 Results

In this section, we show detailed results for all models listed in Table 1. The
attribute meanings are listed in Section 2. Precision and recall are calculated
according to the MUC evaluation scheme as follows:

𝐴𝐶𝑇 = 𝐶𝑂𝑅 + 𝐼𝑁𝐶 + 𝑆𝑃𝑈
𝑃𝑂𝑆 = 𝐶𝑂𝑅 + 𝐼𝑁𝐶 +𝑀𝐼𝑆

𝑃 = 𝐶𝑂𝑅
𝐴𝐶𝑇 = 𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
𝑅 = 𝐶𝑂𝑅

𝑃𝑂𝑆 = 𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁

In Table 2, we present the overall precision and recall for all models, together
with the percentage of exact matches (complete and correct tags). More detailed
results are available in the Appendix.

The results show that the new model outperforms the original FastText
model. This is surprising since we supposed the training data from Common
Crawl would be closer to the evaluation data from csTenTen17 than the SYN
corpus. Moreover, the training data were smaller in the case of the new model.
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Table 2: Summary of precision and recall for compressed and uncompressed
models

model name size precision recall % exact matches
cc.cs.300.bin 6.8GB 0.93 0.91 79.52
cc.cs.300_prune_freq 70MB 0.93 0.89 77.80
cc.cs.300_prune_freq_pq 14MB 0.93 0.89 77.12
cc.cs.300_quantize 426MB 0.93 0.90 78.88
cc.cs.300_svd 273MB 0.92 0.86 75.10
syn_wiki.bin 9.9GB 0.95 0.93 83.40
syn_wiki_prune_freq 70MB 0.94 0.92 82.33
syn_wiki_prune_freq_pq 14MB 0.94 0.92 82.07
syn_wiki_quantize 587MB 0.95 0.93 83.11
syn_wiki_svd 381MB 0.93 0.91 79.84

A downside is the new model is much larger. The evaluation of compressed
models indicates that compressionmethods do not decrease performancemuch.
It can be seen that matrix decomposition is the less appropriate method. An-
other observation is that quantization does not affect model performance, but it
significantly affects the model size. Therefore, we recommend using quantiza-
tion.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

Quantizedmodelswithout pruning have the best results among the compressed
models. The size of the quantized model is one order of magnitude higher than
that of the prunedmodels, however, still one order of magnitude lower than the
uncompressed models.

For the pipeline, we can safely use the quantized models, either with or
without pruning. Furtherwork includes postprocessingwith themorphological
analyzer that can fill the word lemmata and missing attributes in many cases.
The last component of the tagger pipeline that has to be developed is a guesser
for OOV tokens.

Acknowledgements This work has been partly supported by the Ministry of
Education of CR within the LINDAT-CLARIAH-CZ project LM2018101.
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Appendix

Table 3: Original (Wiki+CommonCrawl) FastText Model: Uncompressed Model
Attr COR INC MIS SPU ACT POS P R
k 74745 2620 1450 0 77365 78815 0.97 0.95
g 28026 3242 3349 408 31676 34617 0.88 0.81
n 39825 2068 584 610 42503 42477 0.94 0.94
c 34346 4096 2219 524 38966 40661 0.88 0.84
m 11756 249 561 173 12178 12566 0.97 0.94
d 11090 122 760 889 12101 11972 0.92 0.93
p 7314 202 929 66 7582 8445 0.96 0.87
x 11420 0 2 167 11587 11422 0.99 1.0
Total 218522 12599 9854 2837 233958 240975 0.93 0.91

Table 4: Original (Wiki+CommonCrawl) FastText Model: Compression using
feature selection with product quantization (recommended method)

Attr COR INC MIS SPU ACT POS P R
k 73947 3163 1705 0 77110 78815 0.96 0.94
g 26745 3328 4544 506 30579 34617 0.87 0.77
n 39082 2471 924 736 42289 42477 0.92 0.92
c 33675 4355 2631 625 38655 40661 0.87 0.83
m 11461 263 842 180 11904 12566 0.96 0.91
d 10816 151 1005 912 11879 11972 0.91 0.9
p 7020 267 1158 75 7362 8445 0.95 0.83
x 11420 0 2 81 11501 11422 0.99 1.0
Total 214166 13998 12811 3115 231279 240975 0.93 0.89
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Table 5: Original (Wiki+CommonCrawl) FastText Model: Compression using
feature selection without product quantization

Attr COR INC MIS SPU ACT POS P R
k 74044 2821 1950 0 76865 78815 0.96 0.94
g 27035 3220 4362 524 30779 34617 0.88 0.78
n 39140 2412 925 735 42287 42477 0.93 0.92
c 33352 4221 3088 529 38102 40661 0.88 0.82
m 11546 281 739 207 12034 12566 0.96 0.92
d 10768 143 1061 815 11726 11972 0.92 0.9
p 6958 272 1215 69 7299 8445 0.95 0.82
x 11420 0 2 167 11587 11422 0.99 1.0
Total 214263 13370 13342 3046 230679 240975 0.93 0.89

Table 6: Original (Wiki+CommonCrawl) FastText Model: Quantization
Attr COR INC MIS SPU ACT POS P R
k 74309 2605 1901 0 76914 78815 0.97 0.94
g 27649 3416 3552 475 31540 34617 0.88 0.8
n 39726 2097 654 627 42450 42477 0.94 0.94
c 34227 4115 2319 516 38858 40661 0.88 0.84
m 11724 284 558 165 12173 12566 0.96 0.93
d 10768 133 1071 763 11664 11972 0.92 0.9
p 7136 253 1056 68 7457 8445 0.96 0.84
x 11420 0 2 167 11587 11422 0.99 1.0
Total 216959 12903 11113 2781 232643 240975 0.93 0.9

Table 7: Original (Wiki+CommonCrawl) FastText Model: Matrix decomposition
(SVD)

Attr COR INC MIS SPU ACT POS P R
k 72963 3367 2485 0 76330 78815 0.96 0.93
g 25379 4097 5141 491 29967 34617 0.85 0.73
n 38176 2403 1898 778 41357 42477 0.92 0.9
c 32743 4411 3507 439 37593 40661 0.87 0.81
m 10665 606 1295 253 11524 12566 0.93 0.85
d 10034 344 1594 1243 11621 11972 0.86 0.84
p 6456 290 1699 204 6950 8445 0.93 0.76
x 11418 0 4 85 11503 11422 0.99 1.0
Total 207834 15518 17623 3493 226845 240975 0.92 0.86
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Table 8: Wiki+SYN FastText Model: Uncompressed Model
Attr COR INC MIS SPU ACT POS P R
k 75650 2109 1056 0 77759 78815 0.97 0.96
g 30449 2576 1592 336 33361 34617 0.91 0.88
n 40427 1753 297 363 42543 42477 0.95 0.95
c 35296 3995 1370 533 39824 40661 0.89 0.87
m 12085 41 440 156 12282 12566 0.98 0.96
d 11492 34 446 769 12295 11972 0.93 0.96
p 8064 28 353 48 8140 8445 0.99 0.95
x 11420 0 2 21 11441 11422 1.00 1.00
Total 224883 10536 5556 2226 237645 240975 0.95 0.93

Table 9: Wiki+SYN FastText Model: Compression using feature selection with
product quantization

Attr COR INC MIS SPU ACT POS P R
k 75091 2318 1406 0 77409 78815 0.97 0.95
g 29757 2680 2180 357 32794 34617 0.91 0.86
n 39825 1955 697 456 42236 42477 0.94 0.94
c 34858 4107 1696 588 39553 40661 0.88 0.86
m 11888 75 603 158 12121 12566 0.98 0.95
d 11364 33 575 728 12125 11972 0.94 0.95
p 7871 29 545 41 7941 8445 0.99 0.93
x 11413 0 9 62 11475 11422 0.99 1.0
Total 222067 11197 7711 2390 235654 240975 0.94 0.92

Table 10: Wiki+SYN FastText Model: Compression using feature selection with-
out product quantization

Attr COR INC MIS SPU ACT POS P R
k 75130 2491 1194 0 77621 78815 0.97 0.95
g 29666 2713 2238 321 32700 34617 0.91 0.86
n 39939 1972 566 468 42379 42477 0.94 0.94
c 34791 4030 1840 661 39482 40661 0.88 0.86
m 11904 73 589 142 12119 12566 0.98 0.95
d 11341 32 599 693 12066 11972 0.94 0.95
p 7942 44 459 67 8053 8445 0.99 0.94
x 11413 0 9 43 11456 11422 1.0 1.0
Total 222126 11355 7494 2395 235876 240975 0.94 0.92
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Table 11: Wiki+SYN FastText Model: Quantization
Attr COR INC MIS SPU ACT POS P R
k 75649 2269 897 0 77918 78815 0.97 0.96
g 30289 2646 1682 308 33243 34617 0.91 0.87
n 40310 1760 407 493 42563 42477 0.95 0.95
c 34966 3931 1764 434 39331 40661 0.89 0.86
m 12099 50 417 160 12309 12566 0.98 0.96
d 11445 37 490 681 12163 11972 0.94 0.96
p 8037 34 374 47 8118 8445 0.99 0.95
x 11420 0 2 86 11506 11422 0.99 1.0
Total 224215 10727 6033 2209 237151 240975 0.95 0.93

Table 12: Wiki+SYN FastText Model: Matrix decomposition (SVD)
Attr COR INC MIS SPU ACT POS P R
k 74744 2585 1486 0 77329 78815 0.97 0.95
g 27629 3634 3354 350 31613 34617 0.87 0.8
n 39902 2117 458 949 42968 42477 0.93 0.94
c 34411 4260 1990 697 39368 40661 0.87 0.85
m 11849 241 476 192 12282 12566 0.96 0.94
d 10979 169 824 822 11970 11972 0.92 0.92
p 7607 187 651 84 7878 8445 0.97 0.9
x 11419 0 3 135 11554 11422 0.99 1.0
Total 218540 13193 9242 3229 234962 240975 0.93 0.91
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Abstract. Deduplication of source text is an important step in corpus
building. Maximum corpus sizes have been grown significantly, along
with the requirements for computing resources required for processing
them. This article explores reducing the cost of deduplication by applying
approximate membership testing using Bloom filtering.
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1 Introduction

Deduplication is an essential step in the preparation of text corpora for many
downstream tasks in natural language processing. For example, in the process
of training unsupervised machine learning models, repeated instances of the
same data can cause significant biases. In fulltext search applications, the end
users do not want to see repeated results for a single query, but a balanced
representation of the source corpus. In linguistic applications, repeated text in
the source data influences the statistics derived from it and reduces the quality
and representativeness of the result.

Duplicates appear for many reasons in text data. Humans like to copy. This
happens on many levels. Citations, boilerplate, or outright spam are common
reasons. Data obtained from the Web is rife with repeated text in the main
content, but also advertisments, context management system artifacts and links
to the same, repeated content. The repeated content is not always an exact copy,
but is sometimes changed slightly, to escape detection, or simply due to errors,
so detection of exact instances is not enough for practical use, near duplicates
also need to be considered.

1.1 Onion

The tool we use for text deduplication for the building of corpora at Sketch
Engine ([6]) is Onion ([7]). Onion (ONe InstanceONly)works on the vertical text
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format. At this stage, the text has already been tokenized and is represented as a
single line per token, possibly with additional data for the same token separated
by TAB characters on the same line, such as lemmata or part-of-speech tags.
The text is segmented at least into documents and paragraphs, delimited by
<doc>, </doc> and <p>, </p>markers. Other markers, such as <s> for describing
sentence boundaries,may be present. For example, the beginning of the Susanne
corpus in the vertical text format:

<doc file="A01" n="1">
<p>
<s>
The the AT
Fulton Fulton NP1s
County county NNL1cb
Grand grand JJ
Jury jury NN1c
said say VVDv
Friday Friday NPD1
an an AT1
investigation investigation NN1n

Onion works by detecting and discarding duplicate or near-duplicate para-
graphs. Paragraph is split into overlapping sequence of tuples of words, called
shingles. For example, shingles of length 3 in the above text would be (The, Ful-
ton, County), (Fulton, County, Grand), (County, Grand, Jury) and so on. A para-
graph is considered to be a duplicate if the proportion of already seen shingles
contained within it is larger than a specific threshold. For our purposes, we set
this threshold to 50 % and the shingle length to 7.

Onion works by storing the hashes of all already seen shingles in a hash
table, and therefore the memory requirements can be quite significant for
large corpora. In the following, I explore the possibility of replacing the hash
table, which stores the exact hashes for ecery shingle, by an approximate data
structure. This can have a significant effect on memory requirements, but only
a small and predictable effect on the precision of the threshold check.

2 Approximate membership testing

Membership testing is the problem of checking whether an element is present
as a member of a set. Our elements do not have any special mathematical
properties and can be arbitrary, so storing some information about them is
unavoidable.

The straightforward approach to this problem is storing the elements or their
fingerprints in a collection and then searching the collection to see whether the
elements are present or not.

For 𝑛-element collections, simple tree structures such as Binary search trees
allow for average insertion and retrieval complexity in 𝒪(log𝑛) per element,
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while Hashtable based data structures approach 𝒪(1). Nevertheless, the space
requirement is 𝒪(𝑛), so the memory requirements increase linearly as new,
unseen data points arrive.

A method first described in [2], the Bloom filter, allows for a significantly
reduced memory footprint for the creation of a data structure, at the cost of
possible false positives. That is, an element which has not been inserted, can be
deemed present in the set with a non-zero probability. The Bloom filter consists
of a zero-initializedm-bit array and k hash functions. Each of the hash functions
takes the set element and hashes it to a number between 0 and 𝑚.

During the insertion into the Bloom filter, the element is hashed by each of
the hash functions and the bits at the corresponding positions in the bit array
are set to 1.

During the retrieval, the element is hashed in the same way and the bit
positions are examined. If any of them is 0, the element has certainly not been
inserted into the array.

Bloomfilter can trade off thememory requirements against the false positive
rate. The rate is approximately 1 % for a Bloom filter which uses 10 bits per
element.

The main drawback is that the Bloom filter does not allow for resizing and
that the parameters need to be known in advance. An extension, the Scalable
Bloom filter ([1]), allows for indefinitely growable approximate membership
structure. First, a single Bloom filter is created. As elements are added and
the false positive rate raises above a specified threshold, another larger filter
is allocated and new elements are inserted into it. This procedure is repeated as
required. Membership is then checked in every Bloom filter in sequence.

Many other data structures for approximate membership testing have been
devised over the years with reduced memory requirements, better cache local-
ity or throughput. Unfortunately, all of them seem to have properties which
disqualify them for the use case at hand.

For example, the Cuckoo filter ([4]), which uses Cuckoo hashing, is more
efficient in terms of space required and exhibits good cache locality, but resizing
requires rehashing all the elements which have already been inserted.

The XOR filter ([5]) and Ribbon filter ([3]) are even better in terms ofmemory
requirements, but do not support dynamic insertion and require a distinct build
step before they can be used.

3 Blooming Onion

It is written in the Rust3, which is a modern programming language, designed
with performance and safety in mind.

The program uses the Growable Bloom filter4 library, which implementats
the Scalable Bloom filter data structure. The Scalable Bloom filter. The structure
is initialized with the false positive rate set to 1 %.
3 https://www.rust.org
4 https://crates.io/crates/growable-bloom-filter

https://www.rust.org
https://crates.io/crates/growable-bloom-filter
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Table 1: Susanne corpus

runtime max RSS
Blooming Onion 1.94 s 3608 kB
Onion 1.71 s 30616 kB

Table 2: JSI Newsfeed

runtime max RSS
Blooming Onion 720.6 s 271.6 MB
Onion 491.3 s 2367.2 MB

Only the most essential features have been implemented at this point and
the program serves as a proof of concept. The whole implementation fits into
160 lines of code.

4 Evaluation

Blooming Onion was evaluated against Onion on two datasets:

1. Susanne corpus, repeated 20 times (100 MB, 190 k lines, 97.5 % duplicate,
see Table 1)

2. 7 days of the JSI Newsfeed Corpus (13 GB, 876 k lines, 64 % duplicate, see
Table 2)

The time required for the deduplication and the maximal resident set size
(RSS) have been measured.

While Blooming Onion is about 25 % slower, it uses only 10 % of the
memory compared to Onion. The slowdown can be attributed to two major
causes. Scalable Bloom filter has worse cache-related behavior compared to the
hashtable used by Onion. The backing bits of the filter are scattered around in
memory, and therefore require multiple random accesses. This problem could
be improved by using a different data structure, perhaps some type of Quotient
filter, which orients the accesses for a single elements into a smaller memory
are. No implementation of such data structure seems to be available. Of interest
could be the fact that the evaluation has been carried out on a server with slow
DDR3 memory. A cursory check on a modern laptop with a smaller amount of
faster DDR4memory swaps the order of performance and Onion is slower than
Blooming Onion.

The second reason is that Onion is written in a highly optimized way, which
avoids many copies of the data at the expense of readability, while Blooming
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Onion aims to be simple and readable, and the input text is being copied
multiple times. This can be explored in a future version of Blooming Onion.

5 Conclusion

The problem of text deduplication and a current approach we use has been
described. The Blooming Onion deduplicator was presented and compared
against Onion. Blooming onion is approximately 25 % slower, but only requires
10 % of the compared to Onion. With the proposed improvements, Blooming
Onion could be both faster and use more memory compared to Onion.
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Abstract. The paper is focused on automatic morphological annotation
and its evaluation. The most common evaluation method is described
as well as its main issues. Then, based on the theoretical part, a tool
for quantitative comparison of corpus annotation (CompAn) is briefly
introduced as an alternative to the traditional annotation evaluation based
on gold standard corpora.
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inter-annotator agreement

1 Introduction

POS tagging is one of the most well researched areas of NLP: the first corpus
to be automatically annotated was Brown and it was tagged with the TAGGIT
tagger in 1971 [2]. It is also certainly one of themostwidely usedNLP techniques
(both as the first step for developing other tools – such as syntactic analysis –
and during linguistic research itself). The accuracy of taggers has been reported
at 95–97%, depending on the language and many other variables. Yet similar
results have been encountered since the end of the last century [1]. Does
this mean that it is sufficient? And perhaps more importantly, is this a good
numerical objective indicator of the success of the tools?

In this article I will discuss both of these questions. Based on the theoretical
background and issues of the automatic evaluation, which is currently used the
most, a tool assisting with the tagging evaluation will be introduced.

2 Is it not good enough yet?

Even using a very simple idea and implementation, the results of POS tagging
are quite good (especially when compared to other areas of natural language
processing); it currently achieves a success rate just a few percents below 100%
– which is also very similar to the level achieved by annotator agreement in the
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manually tagged gold standards. Yet all of us whoworkwith corpora know that
obvious errors are still around.

And considering the assumed 97% accuracy the automatic taggers achieve,
we encounter these errors surprisingly often.

So what is the reason why the real results are often far below the proclaimed
ones, and why the accuracy of 97% might still not be enough?

1. The taggers accuracy is calculated from all tokens in the corpus, including,
for example, punctuation, on which the success rate can very easily be close
to 100%. Moreover, we need to keep in mind how frequent punctuation is:
for example, in the English enTenTen15 [3] corpus five of the most frequent
tokens are punctuation tokens (comma and period in the second and third
places respectively), in the Czech csTenTen17 [3] corpus there are 6 of them
in the top 20 (comma and period taking the first two places).

2. The accuracy rate will vary considerably depending on what texts we
process. Perhaps the most important problem in this area is the fact that
the tagger is usually evaluated on the same type of text it was trained on
(although of course on different parts of that text). Thus, it is clear that
when such a tagger is run on a different type of text, especially data with
a lot of noise such as social network discussions, the resulting percentages
may be quite different. The difference between the accuracy of several
frequently used taggers on a corpus containing newspaper texts versus a
corpus generated from the Web has been addressed throughout the work
Evaluation of POS Tagging forWeb as Corpus by Eugenie Giesbrecht [1]. As
expected, all three taggers performed worse on the Web corpus, on average
by about 2 percent.

3. The accuracy will also vary considerably depending on the specific genre
of the text. In the aforementioned work, an evaluation of accuracy based on
genres is also found. The percentages here vary by around 10% – from 88%
to 98% (accuracy on each text and its genre is in detail described in Table 1).

4. If we want to build other tools on top of the tagger results, we are often
not interested in the accuracy on token level, but rather accuracy on whole
sentences (because even one incorrectly annotated token might confuse the
tools working with the output). If we take a tagger success rate of 97% and
the average sentence length according to the Brown corpus – which is 20
words – the probability of having an error in a sentence is close to 50%
(precisely 45.6%). Looking on the issue from the other side, to achieve 95%
correctness at the sentence level, we would need an accuracy of 99.6% at the
token level – and this is perhaps the number which shows the best how far
from it we are.

3 POS tagging evaluation

Evaluation can be theoretically run in many ways (automatic versus manual,
formative versus summative, intrinsic versus extrinsic), but in reality, it is
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Table 1: Statistics of TreeTagger POS tagging accuracy on various texts in the
corpus DeWaC by their genres [1].

genre overall accuracy
child infections (report) 98.25%
political speech (labor union) 97.52%
job market news 97.46%
news report (school district) 97.10%
scientific news/medicine 96.88%
history (Gold War) report 96.67%
story about Holy Paul 95.42%
biological exposition 94.23%
movie description 93.89%
IT news/Cebit 93.69%
news report (Archbishop) 91.97%
information about a conference 90.98%
Rolling Stones tour (forum) 88.01%

usually reported by comparing the tagger results to a gold standard. That is,
the tagger is trained on a part of the manually tagged text and evaluated on
another part of the same text (on a part which was not seen before by the tool).
Success rate is then reported using accuracy.

Using this method, we might run into the following problems:

– Asmentioned above, the genre and type of text plays a role in the final result.
So we can assume that whenever a tagger is used in practice and the corpus
is not very similar to the one the tagger was trained on, the results will differ.
However, this is somethingwhich is not recognized at all in the result of this
evaluation method.

– Since it is cheap to compare results of a tagger against a gold standard,
the comparison can be run as many times as it takes to get the number
you are happy with. The focus might therefore easily switch from actually
improving the tool to having a number to publish.

– The correctness of the gold standard.

4 Gold standard

The problem with gold standard is that it is considered a fundamental truth
and there is no mechanism to deal with the possibility of incorrect annotation.
We assume that the labels are always right and never question it, because
it is needed both for training a tagger and evaluating their results. A nice
example of what inconsistent tagging (for which the Penn Treebank has been
known) will ultimately produce is given by Manning [5]. In this paper, 100
mistakes made by the tagger were studied and categorized according to what
caused the errors. Of the seven categories, 28% of the errors fell into the
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category of ”inconsistent/non-existent standard” and another 15.5% even into
the ”wrong gold standard” category. Together, these accounted for almost half
of the errors (43.5% in total). In practice, we see both situations: inconsistency
among annotators and mistakes in the gold standard.

4.1 Inter-annotator agreement

A huge problem in many NLP tasks is the (dis)agreement of the linguists
themselves. And although we know that this is not as common in POS tagging
as in other NLP tasks (especially those involving semantics), the problem exists
here too, and given the usually high accuracy of POS tagging, it is important to
address it; when we are at 95–97% accuracy, disagreement in 1% of all cases
is still a lot and it might make someone wonder how reliable the measured
accuracy actually is.

4.2 Incorrect annotation

In addition to disagreements, the ambiguity of the language might also lead to
entirely incorrect annotations in the gold standard. A thorough examination of
themanually annotatedDESAMcorpus [6] showsmany errors too. For example,
the following CQL query run on DESAM returns 13 sentences; of which in 10
cases adjectives are incorrectly annotated as nouns:

1:[tag="k1.*" & lemma="[[:lower:]].*ý"] 2:[tag="k1.*" &
lemma="[[:lower:]].*"] & 1.c=2.c within < s/>

Fig. 1: A few lines showing incorrectly annotated tokens in DESAM.

5 A tool for quantitative comparison of corpus annotation

The previous sections have described problems in automatic evaluation of
morphological annotation that can – and often do – lead to inaccurate results.
For this reason, theCompAn tool (the name comes from“compare annotations”)
has been created. Although the tool does not evaluate the quality of the
morphological annotation, it compares the annotation of any attribute (at the
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Fig. 2: The example output of the tool when comparing attribute value (tags in
this case)

moment it can be used for token, lemma or tag) in a single corpus processed by
two different tools (such as a tokenizer, part-of-speech tagger or lemmatizer).

In practice, this means that the tool will list the most frequent differences
in the annotations of the two tools, either by attribute value (i.e. which values
were most often interchanged) or by word (i.e. which words were most often
annotateddifferently). Examples of how the results are displayed in the interface
are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3.

Fig. 3: The example output of the tool when comparing words

Thus, the tool is not designed to produce one particular number that can be
used as a universal indicator of annotation quality, but rather to assist in the
manual comparison of two tools. The results are first pre-calculated and cached,
so that they can retrieved instantly to be searched by different criteria.

The tool was developed as a RiotJS web application with a Python backend
that uses corpora indexed by Manatee which is part of the (No)Sketch Engine
corpusmanagement suite [4,7]. Any indexed corpus can be instantly loaded and
evaluated by CompAn.
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6 Conclusions

In this paper CompAn is presented, an online tool for comparing annotations
between two corpora. The main motivation behind the tool is comparison of
part-of-speech annotation, lemmatization or tokenization, but it can be easily
generalized for other purposes as well.
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Abstract. The Lombard language is a Gallo-Italic language spoken in
the Northern Italian region of Lombardy and some surrounding areas
by 3.5 million native speakers in varied spectrum of bilingual settings
and fluency. However, it is currently listed as ”definitely endangered”
according to UNESCO. Despite some resurging interest in documenting,
revitalizing, and using the language, no Natural Language Processing
resource was specifically build for Lombard. The only existing Lombard-
Italian parallel corpus was created as part of a bigger multilingual project
by scraping aligned text from Wikipedia articles. However, we found
the resulting corpus to be faulty, due to noise and erroneous alignments.
Our work addresses these issues by providing a cleaner, human-revised
version of this resource, which could be used as a stepping stone to build
future NLP tools, such as a Machine Translation system.

Introduction

Lombard is a regional language1 spoken in and around the Northern Italian
region of Lombardy by about 3.1 million people,2 where it exists alongside
the official language, Italian, in varying degrees of bilinguality and fluency.
It belongs to the Gallo-Romance-Cisalpine group of the Western Romance
family of the Indo-European languages, and it is said to have between two
and four varieties, the main ones being Western (in the provinces of Varese,
Como, Lecco, Sondrio, Milan, Monza, Pavia and Lodi, in addition to Novara
and Verbania in Piedmont and Canton Ticino in Switzerland) and Eastern
Lombard (in the provinces of Bergamo, Brescia and Northern Cremona). These
varieties, even with some phonetic, lexical, and grammatical differences, can
1 This definition is preferred over the one commonly used today, even by some aca-
demics, of dialetto (en. ”dialect”, following Coseriu’s (1981) [8] definition of so-called
”primary dialects”), which is arguably both erroneous and derogatory. [5] As Cham-
bers and Trudgill [4] state: ”a dialect is a substandard, low status, often rustic form of
language, generally associated with the peasantry, the working class, or other groups
lacking in prestige”.

2 To these figures, which report numbers just from Lombardy, one must add speakers
in neighboring regions and from Switzerland. Data according to Istituto Nazionale di
Statistica (ISTAT) from 2015 https://www.istat.it/it/archivio/207961
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Fig. 1: Map showing the geographical distribution of the Lom-
bard language and its varieties according to a fourfold subdivi-
sion. L01 denotes Western Lombard, L02 Eastern Lombard, L03
Southern Lombard, and L04 Alpine Lombard. Image retrieved from
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Mappa_Dialetti_lombardi.svg

be loosely considered to be one language, since they are mutually intelligible.
[7,2,11,6] At the present day, the language is mostly used in oral conversation
and no unified orthography exists, with different approaches ranging from
phonetic/phonemic, to historical or etymological ones. One of these is the
proposal by Brasca (2011). [3] Figure 1 shows the location of Lombard and its
variants in Northern Italy.

Despite the relatively large amount of speakers, and featuring literature
and cultural activities in different forms, the current status of Lombard is of
concern due to a plethora of reasons, being them historical, social, political, or
legislative.Discussing these issues,most ofwhich are complex and controversial
(at least for an Italian audience), lies outside the scope of this paper.3 UNESCO
[14] lists Lombard as a ”Definitely endangered” language 4 According to other
3 Tomore in-dept discussion on this topic, see the works referenced in the bibliography.
4 A language that ”is no longer being learned as the mother tongue by children in the
home. The youngest speakers are thus of the parental generation. At this stage, parents
may still speak their language to their children, but their children do not typically
respond in the language.”
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metrics, such as EGIDS (Extended Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale)
[10], Lombard is between grades 6b ”threatened” and ”moribund”. However,
some interest in Lombard, and other regional languages of Italy, is resurging
with some cultural and multimedia production, academic research, and even
social network and Wikipedia5 pages. Moreover, in 2016 a regional law6 was
passed for the protection and promotion of Lombard.

If a thorough effort towards this goal has to be made in the present day,
Natural Language Processing (NLP) resources must to be developed. Among
such technologies, a Machine Translation (MT) system and its foundational
basis, a parallel corpus, can surely be beneficial to the preservation of the
language. The only existing Lombard-Italian parallel corpus was created as part
of a bigger multilingual project by scraping aligned text fromWikipedia articles.
However, we found this corpus to be faulty, due to the widespread presence of
noise and erroneous alignments. This work addresses this issue by providing a
cleaner, human annotated version of this resource on top of which build NLP
tools, such as a Machine Translation system.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 1 briefly surveys previous work
on Lombard; Section 2 relates the methodology of this work and describes the
resulting corpus; Section 3 discusses its limitations and outlines some future
work to address them; Section 4 presents our conclusions.

1 Related Work

Regarding NLP work on Lombard, not much has been done. Glottolog7 lists
published research on Lombard variants from the 19th century to 2021. Most of
the current research has focused on sociolinguistics and revitalization. Some
systematic documentation of the language, or its variants, has been carried
out in the form of lexical atlases, such as the one by the Fondazione Civiltà
Bresciana.8

While books in Lombard (most likely one of its variants) can be found in
physical circulation, the digitalization of textual sources is lacking, with not
even a full text of the Bible9 freely obtainable online, the only text available being
dictionaries and parts of the Gospel.

As far as concrete NLP resources are concerned, Lombard monolingual
corpora are available only as part of larger projects with Wikipedia dumps [15],
such as W2C [12], and Deltacorpus [13]. To our knowledge, no monolingual
corpus has been built specifically for Lombard.
5 https://lmo.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pagina_principala
6 Regional Law no. 130/2016
7 https://glottolog.org/resource/languoid/id/lomb1257
8 https://www.civiltabresciana.it/pubblicazioni/atlantelessicale.html
9 The Bible is usually the go-to source for unresourced languages, since it is the most
widely translated book in the world and comeswith the advantage of having a built-in
”gold” alignment in the form of verses.
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Fig. 2: An example of a wrong alignment. The translation of the sentences are
as follows: it. ”I can think why he/she thought about me.” lmo. ”There is no one who
thinks about me.”

With regards to parallel corpora, the only readily available one is the par-
allel corpus in OPUS. [17]10 It consists of the Lombard-Italian section of the
WikiMatrix corpus [16] automatically created bymining parallel sentences from
Wikipedia articles trough multilingual sentence embedding similarity. [1] This
resource was revealed to be very noisy and plagued by errors after our prelimi-
nary evaluation of a sample of the proposed sentence pairs.

2 Methodology

2.1 Preliminary evaluation

Ourwork startedwith evaluating a sample of the corpus available on OPUS.We
manually analyzed 500 sentence pairs and determined that 157 were incorrect.
This amounts to 31.4% of the sample being judged either as errors or noise. The
most common instances of these were duplication of the sentence on both sides,
a fully or partially incorrect alignment, or similar sentences or context that were
nonetheless incorrect translations. In some cases, thesewhere loose paraphrases
or summarizations of the Italian text. Where these could be easily fixed, that is if
the extent of the error was roughly under half of the overall length of sentence,
we modified the Italian sentence to match the Lombard one. We did not modify
the Lombard side of the alignments to avoid the injection of further noise in the
data, e.g. through subjective spellings or orthographical choices.

It is relevant to note that some of the removed examples contained well
formed sentences on the Lombard side. Recovering and complementing these
phrases is left to future work, but it signals that a bigger amount of data may be
available to be exploited. Figure 2 gives an example of an incorrect alignment to
be removed.

2.2 Manual annotation

We thenmoved on tomanually revise thewhole parallel corpus, which amounts
to 10.533 sentence pairs. These were divided among five different annotators, all
native bilingual speakers of Italian and Lombard, more precisely the Brescian
variety of Eastern Lombard.11 While it can be argued that this annotator group
may bias the results, we maintain that this risk, while present, is very low for
the task we carried out. Our reasoning is the following.
10 https://opus.nlpl.eu/
11 The author of this paper is also among the annotators.
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Total Correct Removed Modified
10.533 4915 46.67% 5227 49.62% 391 3.71%

Table 1: Number of correct, removed, and modified alignments against the
starting total.

First, the annotators did not provide or choose any kind of data for the
corpus; their task was to judge the correctness of the alignments, which were
independently generated by an automated method. Moreover, as stated in
Section 2.1, even in the instances in which the alignments were manually
corrected, instead of being removed all-together, only the Italian side was
modified in order to avoid the insertion of subjective forms and orthography
in the text.

Second, similar work [9] found that relatively simple annotation tasks such
as evaluating the correctness of a sentence alignment can be carried out effec-
tively even by annotators with little or no proficiency of the languages under
scrutiny. The annotators were all native bilingual speakers of Italian and a Lom-
bard variety. Recall from the Introduction that the varieties of Lombard are to
a great extent mutually intelligible, thus being proficient in one of them should
suffice for this annotation task.

In our manual revision, we removed 5227 pairs, or 49.62% of all the align-
ments, and modified a further 391, the 3.71% of the total. The pairs deemed to
be already correct were 4915, amounting to 46.67% of the total. Thus, the final
corpus has a total size of 5306 sentence pairs. Table 1 gives the numbers of cor-
rect, removed, and modified pairs against the original size of the corpus.

2.3 Corpus

After the revision the corpus has 5306 sentence pairs, the 50.37% of the initial
10.533. The Lombard side has 122.550 tokens,12 the Italian one has 113.385, for
a total of 236.264 tokens. The average sentence length in tokens is 23.10 for
Lombard and 21.37 for Italian. Table 2 summarizes these statistics.

N. of pairs N. of words Avg. sentence length
LMO IT LMO IT

5306 122.550 113.385 23.10 21.37
Table 2: Some figures about the revised corpus: the total number of sentence
pairs, the number of whitespace-separated tokens, and the average sentence
length for each side.

12 Here a token is intended a string separated by whitespace.
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3 Limitations and Future work

Despite being cleaner, the corpus is definitely small, both in scale and scope. It
will have to be expanded with data from other domains and sources to be more
impactful for the training of an MT system which can generalize well across
different domains.

Another limitation of the corpus, which is however inherent in Lombard
text, is the lack of standardisation in orthography. As you may recall from the
Introduction, at the presentmoment, there is no generally accepted orthography
for Lombard and its varieties. This is reflected in the LombardWikipedia, where
pages are written in one of the proposed orthographies and varieties, which is
signalled by a disclaimer on the top of the page. This is an issue if this corpus is
used in the training of a NLP system, since words with the same meaning and
contexts of use will be present in different forms, with lower frequencies and
thus, with worse representations.

Future work will aim to solve these issues from a NLP perspective. Apply-
ing Optical Character Recognition tools to existing text may be worthy of inves-
tigation as a way to augment the size of the corpus. A tool to convert text to
a uniform orthography could be devised leveraging existing dictionaries and
standardisation proposals.

4 Conclusions

This work focused on Lombard, a Gallo-Romance regional language spoken
in and around the Northern Italian region of Lombardy. Despite having more
than 3.5 million speakers, noNLP resource has ever been created specifically for
this language, with most of the research concentrating on documentation and
sociolinguistics issues.

This work thus focused on providing a first foundational NLP resource for
Lombard, a manually revised parallel corpus starting from the only Lombard-
Italian resource available on-line. This corpus was created automatically mining
parallel text from Wikipedia, and was found to be noisy. Thanks to the manual
revision of five annotators, all bilingual native speakers of both Italian and
Lombard, we obtained a cleaner corpus, which is available on GitHub.13

While being small14, this is a first step towards providing NLP tools to
users of the Lombard language, hopefully securing its precarious position in
the diverse and complex linguistic landscape of Italy.
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Abstract. Our paper introduces the creation and annotation of Araneum
Persicum, a new Persian web-crawled corpus. Some problems encountered
during the process of filtration and annotation are shown, and an ensem-
ble approach adopted for lemmatization andmorphosyntactic annotation
is introduced. It is also argued that Romanization can be helpful in devel-
oping corpora for languages not based on Latin script.

Keywords: Web-crawled corpus, Persian language, Ensemble tagging

1 Introduction

The Aranea Project3 [2] aimed at the creation and annotation of a family of web-
crawled corpora for languages taught at Slovak Universities has reached the
point where most “common” languages have been covered already, and their
total count has approached the two-dozen landmark. For various reasons, new
languages are still being added to our collection, even if there is no chance that
they would ever be taught in Slovakia. The Persian language, also referred to as
Farsi4, belongs to this category as well.

Our attempt to build a Persian corpus has been initialized by our Prague
colleagues working on a Persian to Czech dictionary [15] who need a reliable
source of lexical evidence on contemporary Persian language, as well as our
desire to make use of our experience and tools developed in the framework of
our Aranea Project to process a language using a right-to-left script.

2 The Persian Language

Persian belongs to the Indo-Iranian subgroup of Indo-European languages with
at least 70 million speakers5. If all its varieties are considered, the language
3 http://aranea.juls.savba.sk/guest/
4 http://www.iranian.com/Features/Dec97/Persian/
5 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Persian_language
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has official status in Iran, Afghanistan, and Tajikistan, as well as in several
neighboring countries. Having a long history of writing, the modern Persian
uses a modified Arabic script in Iran and Afghanistan, and a modified Cyrillic
script in Tajikistan.

2.1 The Persian Script

The main obstacle in any attempt to grasp the Persian script is the fact that
the shape of (almost) any grapheme can have as many as four different forms
depending on its position within a word (initial, medial, final, and isolated,
respectively). To ease this “mental burden”, we decided to supplement each
corpus token (word form, lemma, etc.) by its respective Romanized variant,
adopting the UN 20126 transliteration system. The main advantage of this
system for use in our environment is that all transliterated graphemes are
directly accessible via Czech and Slovak keyboard,with the only exception being
the “ā” character (representing the Persian ) that has been substituted by an
“á”.

In comparison to Arabic, the Persian script contains four additional
graphemes representing phonemes not present in Arabic ( transliter-
ated as “p”, “č”, “ž”, and “g”, respectively), and two graphemes ( i.e., “y”
and “k”) that have slightly different shapes and their own Unicode code points
– this fact can be conveniently used in secondary language filtration.

The real-world Persian texts on the web, however, also contain certain
amount of wordswith Arabic spelling (mostly proper names andQuran-related
lexical items), loanwords from other Indo-Iranian languages preserving the
original orthography, nonstandard use of diacritics denoting vowels, etc., so
some sort of normalization is suggested before a text can be processed by a NLP
tool.

2.2 Persian Morphology

I must admit that I was only able to “plunge” into those issues in this area that
generated some problems during lemmatization and PoS tagging of the corpus
data.

Unlike in most other languages within the Aranea family, the basic form of a
Persian verb is not represented by its infinitive, but rather by two stems (present
and past, respectively). This has a rather negative influence on lemmatizers
that are in such a case typically not able to guess valid lemmas for the out-of-
vocabulary (OOV) lexical items.

Another peculiar feature of the Persian morphology is that certain affixes
can be written either together with the stem, separated by a “half-space” (“zero-
width non-joiner” character U+200c, having a special hotkey combination on a
Persian keyboard), or even by a standard space. A corpus designer therefore has
tomake a decision aboutwhat data should be sent to the tagger (i.e., the original,
half-space-normalized or even space-normalized).
6 http://www.eki.ee/wgrs/rom1_fa.pdf
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3 Persian Language Resources and NLP Tools

Even a simple “Google research” reveals lots of projects devoted to the process-
ing of the Persian language. On the other hand, resources that would be readily
available to those who would like to compile their own Persian corpora them-
selves are not so numerous. In general, at least tools for lemmatization and/or
PoS tagging are needed. To speed up the creation of the initial (beta) version of
our Persian corpus, we decided to make use of only those tools that have been
already engaged in the processing of other corpora of the Aranea family.

Persian Treebanks. The obvious place to look for (syntactically) annotated
corpora is the Universal Dependencies Portal7. We can find two Persian items
there. The larger is the Persian Dependency Treebank (PerDT) [8] containing
approximately 500 K tokens, while the considerably smaller Seraji [11] based
on the Upsala Persian Treebank has 152 K tokens. Besides its size and genre
coverage of the latter (it contains news only), the other issue is its “incomplete”
lemmatization – lemmas formany lexical items are simply set to an “_” character.
If used for training, this error is further propagated to the tagged data.

TreeTagger [10]. Despite its age, this tool is still being used by many corpus
projects, including that of ours. There are several reasons for this: Firstly, it still
maintained by its original developer; secondly, there are language models for
many different languages; thirdly, it is stable even if applied on very large (many
Gigaword) corpora; and lastly, it is very fast – especially in comparison to newer
tools based on, say, a neural network.

On the other hand, the quality of its output is not as high as that of newer
taggers, especially if applied to a language with rich inflectional morphology
and corresponding fine-grained tagset [4]. The TreeTagger performs guessing of
PoS tags for OOV lexical items, yet it does not attempt to guess the lemma in
such a situation.

The Persian language model for TreeTagger has been created by means of the
PerDT data which means that it is the tool with the largest coverage of Persian
lexis.

UDPipe [12] is the main tagging tool developed within the Universal Dependen-
cies Project [5]. The corresponding language model(s) can be created for all lan-
guages where a corresponding treebank exists. As the UDPipe 3 version is still
in development and therefore not released yet, and the UDPipe 2 is available
as a Python prototype (or a web service) only, i.e., not suitable for processing
large-scale data [13], for users who want to run the software within their own
infrastructure, the oldest UDPipe 1 is the only option.

Although two different treebanks for Persian are available, for various
reasons the only languagemodel available has been trained on the Seraji Treebank
7 https://universaldependencies.org/
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resulting into a much lower coverage than that of TreeTagger, and also leaving
many lexical items without any lemma.

CSTlemma [3]. As its name suggests, this tool does not perform a “complete”
tagging, and just generates basic form for each token in the corpus. The respec-
tive language model can be trained by a (preferably large) morphological lexi-
con, and authors provide pretrained models for many languages. The Persian
model has been created by means of the MULTEXT-East lexicon [16], and (what
is its rather negative feature for our work) does not generate “compatible twin
lemmas” for Persian verbs.

4 Corpus Processing

Preparation. The first step in building a new web-crawled corpus is the
collection of seed URLs that are needed as one of the inputs for the SpiderLing
[14] crawler. This used to be fairly easy to perform by the BootCaT [1] tool,
until Microsoft stopped supporting the free Bing queries via an API some years
ago. The tool itself is still operational, yet the current procedure involves a lot
of manual “cut and paste” operations, which makes this option clearly rather
“suboptimal”. An alternative is provided by theWebBootCaT functionality of the
Sketch Engine8 portal (if one owns an account ;-)

The procedure of “harvesting” the URLs involves providing the program
with a set of “keywords” used to create n-grams that are being submitted to a
search engine. The resulting lists of Internet addresses may be manually edited
and used for the subsequent downloading of the actual documents. In our case,
however, we did not need to let Sketch Engine to perform the downloading, and
just took the list itself. This procedure can be repeated until the required number
of URLs has been collected.

According to our experience, the initial list of keywords should consist of
words of general semantics, such as high-frequency adverbs. The respective list
for our work has been extracted from one of the Persian corpora hosted at the
Sketch Engine site: the list of most 1,000 adverbs has been randomly sorted
and 5 sets of 12 words have been used. The n-gram length has been set to 3
and all oth er parameters to the maximal values. The five rounds of harvesting
yielded (after deduplication and removingURLs fromunwanted domains, such
as instagram.com and youtube.com) approximately 19,500 URLs.

Another user input needed for SpiderLing operation are text samples used to
create language models for on-the-fly language identification and filtering dur-
ing the crawling. Samples for Persian, Arabic, and English have been extracted
from selected Wikipedia pages in the respective languages.

Crawling and preprocessing. The actual crawling was performed in April 2022
by SpiderLing 2.0 in 10 parallel threads. After some 36 hours of crawling, approx.
8 https://www.sketchengine.eu/
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96 GB of raw text in a “prevertical” format have been gathered, almost 20 GB out
of which have been removed during the initial deduplication targeted at 100%
duplicates.

Twomain filtering procedures attempted to delete texts being “insufficiently
Persian” (counting frequencies of Persian characters) and “too non-Persian”
(counting characters not present in the Persian alphabet, yet being based on Ara-
bic script). The respective thresholds in both cases have been set experimentally,
removing in total another 21 GB of data. A short analysis of the removed doc-
uments revealed that, besides Arabic, most of them were in fact written in the
Pashto language that is also spoken both in Iran and Afghanistan.

Tokenization. In the framework of our Aranea Project, the universal tokenizer
Unitok [6] (with custom parameter files) is used for tokenization. After initial
experimentation and somewhat surprisingly, the English parameter file could
be used (almost) without modification for Persian – the only change was associ-
ated with the treatment of “half-spaces” that had to be considered “letters”, if
non-normalized text is to be tokenized.

The tokenization procedure yielded a vertical file of 5.59 Gigatokens. The
secondary deduplication procedure (performed by Onion [7]) removed more
than 30% of them, retaining the 3.89 Gigatokens in approx. 4.49 M documents.

Ensemble annotation. In Computational Linguistics, the “ensemble” term is
used to describe approaches where several tools are utilized to (independently)
perform the same operation, assuming that aggregation of their outputs could
improve the overall success rate of the whole process. In the framework of
morphosyntactic annotation, we can speak about “ensemble tagging” if more
than one tagger is available for a particular language – which is also the case of
Persian.

If all the tools use the same tagset and they are more than two, the aggrega-
tion is usually performed by simple “voting”. In our case, however, we not only
do not have three “full-fledged” taggers, and the respective tagsets are not com-
pletely compatible. The component tools also do not behave in the same way
with respect to OOV lexical items. The actual situation is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Three ensemble component tools.
Word forms TreeTagger UDPipe CSTlemma
Non-OOVs PoS tag assigned PoS tag guessed n/a
OOVs PoS tag guessed PoS tag guessed n/a
Non-OOVs Lemma assigned Lemma guessed Lemma guessed
OOVs Lemma marked as OOV Lemma guessed Lemma guessed

The aggregation procedure has been therefore designed as follows:
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1. Only main word classes (based on the AUT9 tagset) are considered for
aggregation.

2. If PoS can be assigned bymeans of a regular expression (punctuation, digits,
symbols, e-mail addresses, etc.), ignore the information from the taggers.

3. If the respective token was present in the morphological lexicon of TreeTag-
ger, take both lemma and PoS from it.

4. If the tokenwasOOV in TreeTagger andUDPipe guessed a lemma, take both
lemma and PoS from it. If lemma guessed by CSTlemma differs, add it as an
alternative. If PoS guessed by the TreeTagger differs, add it as an alternative.

5. Otherwise take the lemma from CSTlemma and PoS from TreeTagger and
UDPipe (if it differs).

The result of the aggregation process is flagged in a special attribute “ztag”:
the respective value consists of two parts separated by a period – the left part
denotes assignment of lemma, while the right that of the PoS. The uppercase
letters indicate success in the morphological lexicon lookup (in case of TreeTag-
ger), the lowercase letters indicate guessing and the exclamation mark indicates
that the respective value differs from that on the left. The actual situation in a
125-Megatoken sample of Araneum Persicum is shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Frequency distribution of ztags.
ztag freq % ztag freq %
T!c.T!u 313,397 0.25 u!c.t!u 734,753 0.59
T!c.Tu 1,744,755 1.40 u!c.tu 2,098,439 1.68
T!u!c.T!u 141,740 0.11 uc.t!u 2,077,455 1.66
T!u!c.Tu 2,082,343 1.67 uc.tu 3,751,262 3.00
T!uc.T!u 644,554 0.52 c.t!u 1,411,739 1.13
T!uc.Tu 4,477,277 3.58 c.tu 3,026,913 2.42
Tc!u.T!u 783,445 0.63 z! 6,629,046 5.30
Tc!u.Tu 1,242,515 0.99 z# 788,956 0.63
Tc.T!u 694.332 0.56 z$ 910,190 0.73
Tc.Tu 3,817,999 3.05 z@ 1,068 0.00
Tu!c.T!u 455,065 0.36 zu 5,987 0.00
Tu!c.Tu 13,464,342 10.77 zv 17,675 0.01
Tuc.T!u 7,834,406 6.27 zw 1,972 0.00
Tuc.Tu 65,848,758 52.68 Total 125,000,383 100.00

Flags starting with the “z” letter indicate lexical items “tagged” by regular
expressions. For example, “z!” denotes punctuation, “z#” numbers, and “z$”
symbols (special graphic characters, emoji, etc.).

As it can be seen, most items have a “Tuc.Tu” flag, indicating equal values
assigned by all tools, followed by a “Tu!c.Tu”, with CSTlemma assigned a
differtent lemma than TreeTagger and UDPipe.
9 http://aranea.juls.savba.sk/aranea_about/aut.html
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5 Compilation by the Corpus Manager and Publication

During the development of the corpus, a small sample of the whole data
was used with all parallel annotations being available for querying via the
NoSketch Engine [9] corpus manager. This helped to identify several issues of
the processing pipeline, as well as the respective tools themselves. The final
beta version of the corpus containing all data, however, contains the aggregated
annotations only plus the transliterated versions of both word and lemma
attributes. By including these fields into the SIMPLEQUERY directive of the
corpus configuration file, it is now possible to conveniently query either in
Persian or transliterated versions of the respective attributes. An example of
such a query is shown in Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: The result of querying “brnv” (“Brno”) in Araneum Persicum Minus.

The Beta versions of the Persian corpus in three sizes have been published
at our Aranea Corpus portal recently.

6 Conclusion and further work

Despite the fact that the processing pipeline for Aranea corpora has been tuned
and is relatively stable, any new corpus may present additional challenges, let
alone in situations, when the developer(s) do not understand the language.
The ensemble approach for lemmatization and tagging significantly improved
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the quality of annotation. The idea of providing supplementary transliterated
attributes turned out to be quite successful and made the tuning of the data
much easier.

For the next version of Aranuem Persicum we would like to add more
component tools to the ensemble, and maybe also try to create own language
model for UDPipe based on PerDT.
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Abstract. This paper focuses on measuring the effectiveness of the most
used language pipelines (48 pipelines) in Sketch Engine for potential fu-
ture efficiency improvements. This paper will describe the tool for paral-
lel measuring made for this task, analyze the problem before measuring,
analyze and represent results frommeasured data, and end with a conclu-
sion.
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1 Introduction

Sketch Engine supports approximately 100 languages which, of course, follows
a similar number of pipelines [1]. Pipeline stands for a group of tools for text
processing, like normalization, tokenization/segmentation, lemmatization and
part-of-speech tagger, in one executable file. It is necessary for corpus creation.
Every language has at least one pipeline. Because Sketch Engine uses several
types of pipelines, most of them are by the Sketch Engine team. However, some
came from different creators, meaning pipelines can differ in features, way of
functioning, efficiency, CPU, and RAM consumption. Nevertheless, the amount
of attention paid to the pipeline often depends on the size andusage of language,
the pipeline was created for1.

The effectiveness of pipelines is crucial for processing vast amounts of data
and also for user satisfaction while creating their own corpora with Sketch
Engine. So this paper focuses on the measurement of pipeline effectiveness in
Sketch Engine to create an overview of the actual state of pipelines for potential
future improvements. The measured parameters are total execution time, CPU
usage and memory usage. The paper will briefly describe the problem of the
measurements, the tool created for this task, selected pipelines, analyze of
measured data and ends with a conclusion.

2 Closer description

The goal is to create a universal tool and statistics for better orientation in
the efficiency of the pipelines in Sketch Engine. The measured parameters are
1 For a full list of pipelines features, visit https://www.sketchengine.eu/
corpora-and-languages.
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execution time, CPU usage and memory usage (maximum resident set size). It
was realized on files of a specified amount of tokens, in this case, 10,000; 100,000
and 1,000,000 tokens for every file. These numbers were selected because Sketch
Engine enables users to create their own corpora but with a default upper limit
of 1 million tokens [1]. Measurement by the number of tokens and not by the
file size was decided because each language has a different length of words.
This means if the measurement were done by the file size, the number of tokens
would not be the same for every language. The specified tokens files are made
chiefly from data downloaded fromWikipedia for individual languages in 2020
and 2021 by a web crawler SpiderLing [2]. The measurement took place at one
of the servers of Lexical Computing CZ, with 32 cores and 256 GB of ram. The
result can be influenced by the background processes, the pipeline version, and
the content of the used files on the server.

2.1 The tool

The script for this task is written in bash and can create a file of a given
amount of tokens, measure execution time, CPU and RAM usage, and export
measured data in CVS format for future processing. The script is based onUNIX
command /usr/bin/time, which measures already mentioned parameters [8].
Creating a file with the requested amount of tokens is quite a time-consuming
process because the data are first decompressed from gunzip format, tokenized,
then the tokens are counted for a specified amount and turned back via
vert2plain function to prevertical form. The script canwork in 2modes: creating
a temporary file or with an already created file, to save time while repeating the
measurement more time. It is recommended to run the script via makefile with
-j, which will run several jobs simultaneously. The only limitation here is only
the number of CPUs and cores the machine offers.

2.2 Used pipelines

Totally 48 pipelines are measured. Some languages are measured more times
like Italian, French, Greek because they use more versions of pipelines, but
on the other side traditional and simplified Chinese uses the same pipeline.
These 48 pipelines are the most used pipelines in Sketch Engine and that is
the reason why they were selected. There are several aspects causing that these
pipelines can differ in results like the number of supporting features, way of
implementation, type of alphabet, and unique language characteristics. When
the pipeline support all features (mostly tagging and lemming) huge language
models are loaded in the initialization phase, which can be time, CPU and RAM
consuming. Model loading is crucial in pipelines for languages with a unique
alphabet, like Chinese, Japanese, Arabian, Bulgarian and for languages similar
to these. Bear in mind that quicker pipelines in the result can support fewer. In
table 1, See Table 1, can be seen pipeline features with quick description.
Notes to Table 1, See Table 1:
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Table 1: Pipeline composition
Feature name Description
Uninorm Normalization of text convert the content into

NFKC normalization form. [5]
Unitok Tokenisation of a text is the process of splitting

the text into units suitable for further computa-
tional processing. It is an important data prepa-
ration step allowing to performmore advanced
tasks. [4]

Lemmatizer Lemmatization is a process of assigning a
lemma to each word form in a corpus. [6]

Treetagger Assigning special labels to each token in the
corpus to indicate part of speech, grammatical
categories. [7]

Note that features can differ for each pipeline. Like tokenization for Chinese,
Japanese is called segmentation.

3 Analyze

It is evident that the amount of resources used is directly proportional to the
number of tokens. Closer result from measurement with a million tokens can
be seen in [1, 2, 3].

Table 2: Stats 10,000 tokens
Min value Max value Average Median

Execution time (sec) 2.47 762.7 78.27 54.46
CPU usage (%) 0 100 26 18
RAM usage (GB) 0.007 2.326 0.252 0.141

Notes to Table 2, See Table 2:
In the row of execution time, the minimum value was reached by Hebrew
pipeline and the maximum value by Tagalog pipeline. In the CPU usage row,
the minimum was also reached by Hebrew pipeline but the maximum by
Japanese pipeline. And from the RAM point of view, the minimum of it was
used by Thai pipeline and the maximum again by Tagalog pipeline.
Notes to Table 3, See Table 3:
The fastest execution time had universal pipeline, a default pipeline for lan-
guages without their pipeline. It supports just normalization and tokenization.
The slowest was again Tagalog pipeline. From the CPU point of view, the
least CPU resources were used by Hebrew pipeline and the most by Japanese
pipeline. More than 100% of CPU usage is possible because the program is
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Table 3: Stats 100,000 tokens
Min value Max value Average Median

Execution time (sec) 4.21 3300.14 271.02 108.76
CPU usage (%) 0 127 40 38
RAM usage (GB) 0.008 5.443 0.388 0.187

run on more cores (multiprocessing), 1 core == 100%. The maximum pos-
sible is 3200% because the server on which the measurement was realized
have 32 cores. For more information, See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Multiprocessing. And from the RAM point of view, the minimum of it was
used by Thai pipeline and the maximum again by Tagalog pipeline.

Table 4: Stats 1,000,000 tokens
Min value Max value Average Median

Execution time (sec) 23.7 8109.08 1020.49 395.78
CPU usage (%) 0 222 75 77
RAM usage (GB) 0.008 5.629 0.733 0.209

Notes to Table 4, See Table 4:
The results are again similar as the previous two measurements and the fastest
execution time was reached by Universal pipeline and the slowest by Hebrew
pipeline (different pipeline as previous). The minimum of CPU resources was
used by Thai pipeline and the most by Italian pipeline. And the RAM usage,
minimum of it, was used by Thai pipeline and the most by Japanese pipeline.

4 Conclusions

The Tagalog pipeline has been the worst from the analysis of all three types
of measurements. Even at the 1 million tokens measurement, it did not finish
at all, the pipeline was repeatedly restarting itself. Also, the low usage of
RAM and CPU by Thai pipeline (thai_sw1) and Hebrew pipeline (yap_he_v1)
is questionable and the most probably not alright, but all repetitions of the
measurements show similar values.

It is clear that pipelines for languages with different alphabets as Latin
are usually slower. Also, the fact that 46% of pipelines are slower than 10
minutes is alarming and requires some attention [1]. The RAM usage is all
right, only two pipelines use more than 5 GB, and those are tagalog_sw1 and
mecab_unidic_comainu_jpn [2]. Moreover, from the CPU point of view, its
evident that only 12% of pipelines are multithreaded [3].

One Positive fact is that all pipelines are in a linear relationship with the
number of tokens. Hence, it is possible to calculate linear regression for quicker

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multiprocessing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multiprocessing
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Fig. 1: Execution time for measured pipelines
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Fig. 2: RAM usage for measured pipelines
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Fig. 3: CPU usage for measured pipelines
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execution time estimation for a given token amount. However, it requires more
measurements with a different number of tokens for a more precise result.

5 Possible future improvements and goals

The good idea is to realize more measurements with different amounts of
tokens to have enough data to count linear regression with an acceptable result.
Because now, there are just three measurements per pipeline from which the
linear regression can be calculated but the error rate is quite high. The goal is to
have at least tenmeasurements of different token numbers per pipeline. The next
goal could be dividing pipelines according to supported features andmeasuring
pipelines with similar features together because now it is highly probable that
the fastest pipeline supports fewer features than the slower ones. And as the last
goal and probably the most useful would be to measure the actual pipeline for
all languages accessible in Sketch Engine.
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Abstract. We present methods for transforming raw dialogue data into
a dataset suitable for processing with statistical NLP models. We reveal
the potential pitfalls for processing this type of data, such as ensuring the
representatives of the sample, the generalization ability ofmodels, and the
definition of the local context of the utterances. We use novel methods to
solve these problems and demonstrate their effectiveness on an utterance
classification problem. As a result, this paper provides guidelines for
generating valuable datasets from dialogue data.

Keywords: Dialogue Dataset, Dataset Split, Online Conversations

1 Introduction

Online communication allows for the synchronous exchange of text, images,
voice, and videos between two or more people [6]. It is realized using native ap-
plications such asMessenger, WhatsApp, and Discord, through social networks
such as Facebook or Twitter, dedicated internet forums, and online discussions
in general. Such communication is often studied in dialogue systems, which is
concerned with designing agents (commonly called chatbots) that are capable
of participating in the discourse [7]. In the case of dialogue systems, we have
information available about the dialogue, such as the intents, topics, and dialog
flow, because the agent actively shapes the discourse. In this work, we consider
the general case, where we do not have this type of special information, and we
work only with the text content of the dialogues and their metadata.

Our motivation for examining a sample of online dialogues is the discovery
of phenomena of interest. Doing so with conventional and manual methods is
inefficient for two reasons: a sample of a significant size includes a large quantity
of unstructured text, and the occurrence of the researched phenomena might
be low [14]. While this goal is similar to intent detection, as known in dialogue
systems, using the existing methods is usually impossible. In the general case,
we lack information on the structure of the dialogues, which the conversational
agent controls. Information on how to approach Natural Language Processing
(NLP) tasks in the general case is scattered among small, often unrelated tasks
(such as Dialogue Act Recognition [11,10], Argument Mining [12,5,2,9], Short
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Text Classification [8,4], or Emotion Detection [1]). This makes it difficult to
research methodologies for novel tasks.

This paper aims to present a practical methodology for processing raw
dialogue data.We provide guidelines with examples, diagrams, and algorithms
for the complete process of generating datasets from dialogue data. In Section 2,
we present a practical methodology for storing and retrieving the dialogues.
Section 3 presents an algorithm for constructing training examples with a local
context. Finally, in Section 4, we propose a novel algorithm for k-fold data
splitting.

2 Data Structure for Storing and Retrieving Dialogues

Dialogues are composed of temporal sequences of utterances as shown in Table 1.
Utterances are typically short text fragments, complete sentences, or short
sequences thereof. They are uniquely identified by their timestamp within the
dialogue. Metadata associated with individual utterances can be, for example,
the author, a reference to previous utterances (identifying a response), and
others. Many applications allow to use multi-media in the dialogues; however,
we omit them here.

Furthermore, in this work, we consider the data to be annotated with class
labels at the utterance level. The labels identify either syntactic or semantic
phenomena per their definition. Whether the dialogue context influences the
utterance labels is a design decision. In the following, we encode the none class
with index 0 and others with {1..𝑁}.

Table 1: Excerpt from a dialogue from the dataset from [13] (translated to
English) showing time, participant name, the utterance, and the phenomenon
label in each row.

Time Author Utterance Class
01:44:07 John I’ll finish the Math task tomorrow none
01:44:13 John Like, I really have to do it none
01:44:28 Tim The math task looks easy to me Emotional Support
01:44:49 Tim You have 6 hours to deadline, chill Emotional Support
01:46:34 John But I’m really tired after the day none
01:47:51 Tim I’m having some tea and I’m super none

To efficiently store and retrieve dialogues, we propose a hierarchical data
structure that reflects the relationships between the dialog components. At the
top level, we can, in many cases, identify an owner, first author, or originator
of the dialogue. In Instant Messaging (IM), it is a user; in forums and social
media, this would be the original poster (the topic creator). The second level
of the structure is composed of threads that group dialogues together. The set
of utterance authors in a thread is unique. Because threads might be long-
running, we suggest a third level of the structure. There, we delimit individual
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conversations with a time constraint to help separate different topics. We argue
that in long-running threads, after a certain pause, the topic is more likely
to change. We suggest finding the threshold for separating the conversations
experimentally. For example, with IM conversations, we have used 1-hour long
pauses to delimit them. The resulting structure is shown in Figure 1.

For practical reasons, wemap this structure to a table in a relational database
shown in Figure 2. In Figure 3, we show an example PostgreSQL query for
retrieving dialogue data. It is structured into conversations, where each row of
the result contains one conversation with its utterances and labels in ordered
lists. Any other metadata can be retrieved similarly.

Fig. 1: Data structure for
dialogues segmented
by the first author,
threads, time-delimited
conversations, and
utterances.

Fig. 2: Relational database table for structure shown
in Figure 1.

Fig. 3: Example of a SQL query (PostgreSQL) to
retrieve the time-delimited conversations.

3 Constructing Training Examples with Local Context

To construct training examples, we could use individual utterances. However,
previous research [3,10,4,9] has shown that including the context of the dialogue
can improve the solutions for many different tasks. In this work, where we
consider utterance-level labels, we also use the concept of local context. The
local context of a target utterance is defined as a window of the neighboring
utterances. The size and position of the context window is a design decision.
It is called local context because the window size usually covers only a few
utterances, and its purpose is to help the model to capture local dependencies.
This contrasts with other types of context, such as the whole dialogue or the
language style of a particular user across many dialogues. Such types of context
often span a large amount of text, which has to be condensed due to the practical
limits of sequential models used in NLP. Conversely, local context can usually
be used in its original text form.
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We present an algorithm for delimiting the local context of a target utterance
in Algorithm 1. We use the sliding window concept. We found that individual
utterances differ significantly in their character length; thus, we do not define
the threshold with an utterance count but with a character count instead. In our
algorithm, the context window includes an arbitrary number of neighboring
utterances as long as the sumof their character lengths does not exceed the given
limit. The limit is soft: if the character limit is reached within the bounds of an
utterance, it is appended as a whole, thus exceeding the limit. The algorithm
constitutes a complete solution to generate the training dataset if iterated over
selected conversations (or whole threads).

Algorithm 1: Algorithm for constructing training examples.
function rows_to_examples
Input :𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑠: list of utterance tuples (text, label ∈ {0..𝑁}, metadata) ordered by

time (conversation or whole thread),
𝑐𝑡𝑥: character length of context,
𝑠𝑒𝑝: utterance separator,
𝑠𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡: separator of target utterance,
ℎ𝑎𝑠_𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑠: stop if window reaches start & contains all 0s.

Output :𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠: set of examples as tuples (text, label, metadata)
𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠 ← ∅;
for 𝑡, 𝑙 in rows do

if 𝑙𝑒𝑛(𝑡) < 2 then # Case when only one utterance in dialogue
# Compose function concatenates the utterance data in the
window (uses separators for text).

𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠.𝑎𝑑𝑑(𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒_𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒(𝑡, 𝑙, 𝑠𝑒𝑝, 𝑠𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡)));
continue

𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡𝑖 ← 𝑙𝑒𝑛(𝑡) − 1;
while 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡𝑖 > 0 do # Case when 2 and more utterances

𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖 ← 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡𝑖;
𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑛𝑡 ← 0;
while 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖 > 0 & 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑛𝑡 < 𝑐𝑡𝑥 do

𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖 −= 1;
𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑛𝑡 += 𝑙𝑒𝑛(𝑡[𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖]);
𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠.𝑎𝑑𝑑(

𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒_𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒(𝑡[𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖 ∶ 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡𝑖 + 1], 𝑙[𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖 ∶
𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡𝑖 + 1], 𝑠𝑒𝑝, 𝑠𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡)));

if ℎ𝑎𝑠_𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑠 & 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖 = 0 & 𝑠𝑢𝑚(𝑙[0 ∶ 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡𝑖]) = 0 then
break;

𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡𝑖 −= 1;

return 𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠;
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4 Selecting Representative Samples

The performance of predictive models is measured with a testing sample that
is unseen during training. The measurement reliability depends on the validity
of this sample, which should be representative of the actual data, to determine
whether the model overfits the training sample. With dialogues, this concerns
the style of individual authors and also the topics of the conversations, which
might have a distinct vocabulary. We argue that splitting such data naively into
the training and testing samples may positively bias the performance measure-
ment, thus not reflecting the model’s true generalization ability. Imagine a user
who authorsmany utterances on a single topicwith distinct keywords. Consider
a classification task: if we split this data between the train and test samples, we
risk overfitting themodel on the keywords, then also successfully classifying the
examples in the test set. This would result in amodel with a goodmeasured per-
formance but a poor generalization ability because it would likely fail on data
from other users.

To avoid this issue, we first suggest analyzing the data with regard to the
contributions of individual utterance authors. In Figure 4, we show different
samples of a dataset from [13], each annotated with a different class. We would
assume that sample a) is not representative and sample b) is representative
of real-world data based on the distribution of the contributions of different
authors of the utterances.

a) b)

Fig. 4: The content contributions in samples of the IM dataset from [13], each
labeled with a particular class. One rectangle represents a person. The relative
size of the rectangle and the numberwithin each rectangle represent the number
of utterances they authored.

Second, we suggest using k-fold cross-validation. To use it, we need to
split the data in a stratified manner for a given k. However, standard splitting
algorithms are unsuitable for dialogues because we need specific criteria to
define the splits. Ideally, we would have examples with disjoint sets of authors
in each split. This is not always necessary; thus, we need a parameter for setting
the maximal overlap of the example’s authorship between the splits (𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑐_𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘).
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Furthermore, following the idea of stratified sampling, the splitting algorithm
should keep the same size of the splits and also the same class ratio.

In Algorithms 2, 3, and 4, we present the dialog_k_fold algorithm, which
splits the data into k different groups per the specified criteria. If such a split
exists, the algorithm will return the number of splits given by the 𝑘 parameter.
Otherwise, it will return themaximumpossible splits for the criteria plus the set
of remaining examples. We formalize the condition for proving its effectiveness
in Lemma 1.

Algorithm 2: Algorithm for modified k-fold split for dialogue data.
function dialog_k_fold
Input :𝐸: set of examples,

𝑘: desired number of splits,
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑐_𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘: threshold for maximum number of author overlap

Output :𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑠: list of 1..𝑘 data splits
𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟: examples excluded from the split groups

𝑇 ← 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝_𝑏𝑦_𝑎𝑢𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑟_𝑡𝑢𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠(𝐸);
𝐺 ← (𝑔1, ..., 𝑔𝑘);
𝑅 ← ∅;
while ∃𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 ∶ ¬∃𝑔 ∈ 𝐺 ∶ 𝑡 ∈ 𝑔 do

𝑡 ← 𝑡 with 𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑡.𝑐_𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘), if tied then use 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑡.𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒);
𝑔 ← 𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡_𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝(𝐺, 𝑡, 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑐_𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘, 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒(𝐸)

𝑘 , 𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜(𝐸));
𝑔.𝑎𝑑𝑑(𝑡);

𝑅 ← 𝑇 {𝑡 ∶ 𝑡 ∈ 𝑔, 𝑔 ∈ 𝐺};
return G, R;

Lemma 1. Given a dataset 𝒟 , a model performance measurement ℳ(𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛,
𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡), let (𝑑1, 𝑑2, 𝑑3) ← 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑜𝑔_𝑘_𝑓 𝑜𝑙𝑑(𝒟, 𝑘 = 3) create three splits, where the overlap
between utterance authors is minimal. Set 𝒟ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑜𝑢𝑡 ← 𝑑3 aside as a holdout set and
merge the rest 𝒟𝑛𝑒𝑤 ← 𝑑1 ∪ 𝑑2. Let:

𝒮𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 = (𝑟1, 𝑟2) ← 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚_𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡(𝒟𝑛𝑒𝑤, 𝑘 = 2), (1)
𝒮𝑑𝑘𝑓 = (𝑓1, 𝑓2) ← 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑜𝑔_𝑘_𝑓 𝑜𝑙𝑑(𝒟𝑛𝑒𝑤, 𝑘 = 2). (2)

Then, the (cross-validated) difference between ℳ(𝑟𝑥, 𝑟𝑦) and ℳ(𝑟𝑥,𝒟ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑜𝑢𝑡) should
be greater than if we use 𝒮𝑑𝑘𝑓 for training. The following condition should hold up to
additional cross-validation, i.e. for all permutations of (𝑑1, 𝑑2, 𝑑3):

𝑎𝑣𝑔|ℳ(𝑟𝑥, 𝑟𝑦) −ℳ(𝑟𝑥,𝒟ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑜𝑢𝑡)| > 𝑎𝑣𝑔|ℳ(𝑓𝑥, 𝑓𝑦) −ℳ(𝑓𝑥,𝒟ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑜𝑢𝑡)|, (3)

where:
𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ {1, 2}, 𝑥 ≠ 𝑦.

Proof. Weprove Lemma 1 experimentally using the dataset sample b) presented
in Figure 4, which shows the utterance author distribution. The results pre-
sented in Figure 5 demonstrate that condition (3) of Lemma 1 holds.
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Algorithm 3:Algorithm for grouping examples by author tuples. Addi-
tionally, it computes author overlap and ranks each group by its sever-
ity.
function group_by_author_tuples
Input :𝐸𝑥𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠(𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑_𝑖𝑑, 𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑠, 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠_𝑝𝑒𝑟_𝑎𝑢𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑟): set of examples
Output :𝑇: set of grouped examples with aggregate attributes
𝑇 ← group 𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠 by author tuples with aggregates:

𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 ← 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑠),
𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 ← ratio of labels in the group,
𝑎𝑢𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑠 ← indexed list with sum of each author’s utterance count.

for 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 do # Calculate utterance authors overlap into an n-hot
vector

for 𝑎 ∈ 𝑡.𝑎𝑢𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑠 do
for 𝑔𝑖 ∈ 𝑇, 𝑔𝑖 ≠ 𝑡 do

𝑡.𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑠[𝑖] += if 𝑎 ∈ 𝑔𝑖.𝑎𝑢𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑠 then 𝑡.𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑎) else 0;

# Finally, we rank the groups in T. The rank values can have
duplicates.

foreach 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇: 𝑡.𝑐_𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘 ← order of 𝑡 in 𝑇 ordered by 𝑠𝑢𝑚(𝑡.𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑠);
return 𝑇;

Algorithm 4: Algorithm for selecting the split group to add the given
author group.
function best_group
Input :𝐺: split groups,

𝑡: group of examples (grouped by author tuple),
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑐_𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘: threshold for maximal author overlap,
𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑: desired group size: ideally 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒(𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡)

𝑘 ,
𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑: desired class ratio: ideally same as original dataset

Output :𝑔: chosen split group
𝑔𝑚 ← group with minimum conflicts with 𝑡;
if 𝑔𝑚.𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑠(𝑡) > 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑐_𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘 then

return ∅;
𝑔𝑛 ← group with maximum |𝑔𝑛.𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 − 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑|with 𝑡;
𝑔𝑜 ← group with maximum |𝑔𝑛.𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 − 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑|with 𝑡;
𝑔 ← select from {𝑔𝑚, 𝑔𝑛, 𝑔𝑜}with most votes, if tied then take 𝑔𝑚;
return 𝑔
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a) b)

Fig. 5: Model performance comparison using a performance metric ℳ (see
Lemma 1) and a holdout set 𝒟ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑜𝑢𝑡, where utterances are authored by a
disjoint set of authors than in 𝒟𝑛𝑒𝑤. In a), 𝒟𝑛𝑒𝑤 is randomly split into (𝑟𝑥, 𝑟𝑦).
The model trained and tested on (𝑟𝑥, 𝑟𝑦) shows artificially higher measured
performance than the more reliable measured performance of the same model
tested on 𝒟ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑜𝑢𝑡. In b), where 𝒟𝑛𝑒𝑤 is split using dialog_k_fold, we can see the
significantly closer performance, proving the effectiveness of our algorithm.

5 Discussion and Limitations

We have experimentally proven that dialog_k_fold effectively improves the mea-
sured performance reliability. However, we have not given formal proof of the
algorithm correctness or time complexity.We leave this for future work. Further-
more, the function best_group defined in Algorithm 4 leads to amulti-criteria op-
timization problem, which in our current implementation, we have solved with
a rule-based, heuristic approach. We suggest finding an optimal solution in fur-
ther work. The function also needs to calculate the authorship overlap of each
utterance with each other in 𝒪(𝑛2) time which is expensive for large datasets.

6 Conclusion

We have presented practical methods for structuring, storing, and retrieving
dialogue data. We have also presented an algorithm for constructing training
examples from such data. Furthermore, we presented a novel k-fold algorithm
for the stratified splitting of datasets of dialogue data. We have demonstrated
that using our dialog_k_fold algorithm improves the reliability of performance
measurements when compared to naive splitting methods.

Acknowledgements. This work has received funding from the Czech Science
Foundation, project no. 19-27828X.
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Abstract. In this paper we present a cheap and fast semi-manual ap-
proach to annotation of topics and genres in web corpora.
The main feature of our method is assigning the same topic or genre label
to all web pages coming fromwebsitesmost represented in the corpus.We
assume that web pages within a site share the topic of the whole domain.
According to the evaluation of texts coming from sites that were manually
assigned a topic label, our hypothesis holds in 92%of cases. In otherwords,
the noise in these semi-manually labelled web pages is just 8%. That is
clean enough to train a classifier of texts from websites not seen in the
process.
The procedure of fast manual topic and genre labelling of web domains
is described in this paper. Recommendations for training a topic or genre
classifier using semi-manually labelled texts from large websites follow.

Keywords: web corpus, text corpus, topic, genre, text annotation

1 Introduction and Motivation

According to [1], text corpora built from texts from the internet are used for
language modelling, information retrieval, question answering, automatic pop-
ulation of ontologies, translating terms and language teaching. Text collections
large enough to find evidence of scarce language phenomena in natural lan-
guage context have to be compiled from the largest, free and easy-to-use data
source – the web.

Understanding the sources of a web corpus and its content is important
for users of web corpora. However, the internet is not organized by linguistic
properties of the text or text types so one has to add the desired metadata by
manual or automated ways. This paper is based on our experience with adding
information about text topic and genre to web pages in the TenTen family of web
corpora [2] for corpus manager Sketch Engine [3].
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Once the information about text types is inserted, Sketch Engine allows the
users to see the size of data within a corpus, as document count, sentence count,
or token count by topic or by genre. For example, genre news or topic religion
usually belong to the most represented text types in corpora in languages with
a small presence on the web.

The users can also limit their search queries or other corpus based analyses
to a subcorpus made from a single text type or from a combination of text types.
For example, terminologists may require working just with documents labelled
by topic nature & environment. Another example could be a language model for
a typing prediction software. The model would benefit from texts labelled by
genre discussion. On ther other hand, genre legal should be avoided or reduced
in this case of corpus use.

This paper is a follow-up to our recent work on semi-manual methods of
computer generated text removal and annotation of topics and genres in web
corpora.Weproposed a semi-manual approach consisting ofmanually checking
the largest sources of data and training a non-text classifier, using this data, for
the rest of the corpus in [4, p. 85]. Our assumption in [5] was that all pages in a
web domain shared the same properties with regards to text quality. We noted
such hypothesis could lead to mistakes and noisy training data for a text quality
classifier while there were two clear advantages of the approach: Millions of
training samples for the classifier and a low cost of manually annotating the
whole websites. [6] applied the approach to document metadata, namely the
text topic.

An extension of the method to both topics and genres is described in this
paper. Our aim is to reliably annotate a large part of a web corpus with only a
small human effort, thus cheaply. The procedure of fast manual topic and genre
labelling of web domains is documented in detail in the following chapters.

2 Determining a Set of Topics and Genres Feasible to
Recognize

We understand the topic of a text as its subject, recognizable mostly by lexical
properties of the text, i.e. its words. The genre is determined by both syntactic
and lexical features of the text, i.e. defined by the style of writing.

While Dewey Decimal Classification provides a wide tree of subjects or text
topics (by design tenmain categories, eachwith ten subcategories and eachwith
ten third level labels) and while there are 24 main genres with 31 subgenres in
BNC 1994 or 8 main genres with 37 subgenres in BNC 2014 [7], web corpora are
not constructed in a deliberate way and the internet is not populated by texts
selected in order to belong to a pre-designed topic or genre hierarchy.

When determining topic or genre of web texts, we have to deal with large
grey zones between class definitions. There are texts belonging to multiple
classes, e.g. a post about a recent release of a football computer game in a
personal site. – Is it a news, a blog, or both? Is the topic sports, games, or
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both? How much text can form a separate topic to recognize in a multi-topic
document?

To address the issue of grey zones and find a set of topics and genres
feasible to recognize, we merged the definition of categories with the process
of manually labelling texts. We started with a large English web corpus1, the list
of topics in web directory Curlie.org (formerly DMOZ.org)2 and with Sharoff’s
Functional text dimensions for large web corpora [8]. We merged categories
that caused problems to decide in which of them real web documents belong
or where there was a small number of such texts, even though their definition
in an annotationmanual seemed clear. The real texts were just neither white nor
black but grey. We did not want to keep labels with a low annotator agreement.

On the other hand, we introduced topic labels that were easy to recognize.
We addedmore words in category names too to help understand which content
belongs there. This approach is comparable to text types in Estonian National
Corpus – [9, p. 215–216], in fact we were inspired by some of their topics but
sincewewanted to keep a high content varietywithin each class, labels assigned
to documents from a low number of websites were discardeed – that is why we
kept less categories than ENC in the end.

The list of topics and genres recognized in the English web corpus can be
found in Table 1 and in Table 2, respectively. Classes with a low number of
source websites were disregarded. When we applied the same label selection
process to smaller corpora (in other languages than English), more classes were
discarded to keep a variety of sources within each class.

3 Fast Manual Topic and Genre Labelling of Web Domains

The procedure of manual topic and genre labelling of the content of whole
websites follows.

First, web domains represented in the corpus are ranked by the count of
tokens they contributed. Top ranking sites, i.e. the largest sources of text, are
examined thoroughly while the time spent by examining smaller sources drops
with the domain size. 3,000 largest domains in the English web corpus were
inspected. These sources cover 40 % of corpus tokens. For other languages,
the count depends on the corpus size – usually between 300 and 1,500 largest
domains, covering at least 60 % and even up to 90 % of corpora – by checking
just a small part of websites to keep the process efficient.

Documents from a single domain sharing frequent prefixes of paths can
be examined separately, independently on the rest of documents within the
domain, to adapt towebsiteswithmultiple topics. This techniqueworks for sites
with path prefixes such as “/sports/”, “/culture/”, etc.
1 The corpus was enTenTen21, obtained from the web in 2021, comprising of 65 billion
tokens at this stage of processing in which sources of bad texts are identified and text
types are determined.

2 https://curlie.org/

https://curlie.org/
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Table 1: Topics recongized in a large English web corpus. Out of top 3,000
websites that were inspected, 887 were assigned a topic. Note four categories
marked by the red colour that were not represented by enoughwebsites so their
labels were discarded in the final revision of the data.

Topic Websites Tokens
arts 12 169 655 242
beauty & women 6 45 899 006
cars & bikes 49 268 201 168
construction & real estate 1 4 610 212
culture & entertainment 123 695 609 769
economy, finance & business 62 387 271 125
education 15 79 155 574
food & drinks 2 9 774 572
gambling & casinos 1 7 839 308
games 52 324 004 431
health 59 426 786 724
history 24 176 510 675
hobbies 18 111 828 110
home, family & children 7 47 126 547
lifestyle 0 0
nature & environment 6 64 495 602
pets & animals 9 33 432 198
politics & government 27 243 239 797
reference/encyclopedias 10 4 210 237 110
religion 71 424 919 420
science 51 594 461 579
sex 10 209 398 259
sports 103 647 268 352
technology & IT 138 887 566 212
travel & tourism 31 162 020 069
Total 887 10 231 311 061
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Table 2: Genres recongized in a large English web corpus. Out of top 3,000
websites that were inspected, 611 were assigned a genre.

Genre Websites Tokens
blog 99 748 208 188
discussion 194 1 327 118 539
fiction 55 1 009 319 746
legal 37 507 984 084
news 226 1 284 058 175
Total 611 4 876 688 732

Second, an annotator records the topic and/or the genre in an inspection
table. The table is generated by a script from the list of largest sources of the
corpus provided by the corpus manager. Each row of the table is dedicated to
inspecting one website. To increase the efficiency of the process, the quality of
the site content is checked in this phase, together with determining text types.

There are the following columns in the table:
1. The hostname (e.g. “www.bbc.com”) – Names with suspicious or long
words, generic or foreign TLDs, language code in TLD are checked for
generated content.

2. A link to the landing page of the site (e.g. “https://www.bbc.com/”)
– The page is checked in a web browser for low quality text, no text,
hijacked/unrelated content, selectors with too many language mutations
(high chance of machine translated (MT) content, MT scripts in the source
code. A dead site is suspicious too (a high quality content does not get shut
down often).

3. A link to 100 random triples of consecutive sentences in context displayed in
Sketch Engine – 3 to 10 sentence triples are inspected, the rest is briefly seen
and consulted more in case of doubtful content in the sentences that were
read well or in case of a dubious hostname or a suspicious live site. Machine
generated text, clusters of nonsense characters, unrelated phrases stitched
together are indicators of bad content and lead to the removal of the whole
source from the corpus. Each sentence triple can be tracked to the original
web page within the domain (if the page still exists) to see the live content
in a web browser.

4. Topic and genre – The annotator should be able to decide if the content
shows lexical or syntactic features typical for a recognized text type. No
label is given if the person is not sure. No class is given instead of assigning
multiple labels to pages sites with many text types.

5. The size of the site in tokens – used to estimate how much time should be
spent inspecting the source.

The procedure does not require an expert linguist or computer scientist. Any
person with a bit of a sense of language and a common web browsing skill is
sufficient. The inspection table is a guide easy to follow. In our experience, the
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annotator does not even need to understand the language after some exposure to
the task in a language they are familiarwith. Photos in live pages tellmuch about
the topic, e.g. sports or health, and the structure of the page can indicate the
genre, e.g. a discussion forum, without understanding a word. Browser plugins
connected to Google Translate or DeepL translating the page content help in
other cases.

Depending on the rank of the website, a human annotator can spend
between several minutes to as less as 20 seconds with each item to inspect.
Not assigning any labels is encouraged to reduce noise in the annotations.
Altogether, the procedure is quite efficient because it is fast and simple:

– A large part of a corpus is covered just by checking a small amount of
random sentences from the most contributing sources and checking the live
sites,

– all documents from a website are labelled with the same text type as the
whole site,

– and no expert skill is required.

4 All for One, and One for All? The Evaluation

[6] comparedmanually assigned topic labels to 960 documents (a label assigned
separately to each document, regardless the site labels) with the labels of their
source sites. The document labels reportedly matched the respective domain
labels in 92% of cases. An estimated noise of just 8% in the annotated data
enabled training a topic classifier using the semi-manually obtained labels.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we presented a semi-manual procedure to annotate topics and
genres in large web corpora. Unlike manually inspecting each sample and
training a classifier on 100% clean data – which is the usual approach – our
method relies on seeing just random sentences and a few live web pages to
represent up to tens of thousands of texts. The schemewas designed to decrease
the time an annotator needs to check one website.

According to the evaluation, the noise in the labelled texts is small enough
to allow using the data for training a text type classifier. The classifier can be
applied to documents coming from websites that were not inspected manually
thus covering thewhole corpus.We recommend to balance the training samples
in order to keep a wide diversity of the set, e.g. by limiting the count of
documents from a single web domain. We also suggest disregarding classes
consisting of samples from less than 10 websites. Alternatively, one can find
additional sites in the ranked list just to boost the size and variety of under-
represented text types.

An example of a language analysis benefiting from text type labels produced
by our method can be seen in Figure 1. Word Sketch, the report shown in the
screenshot, is used by publishing houses to produce dictionaries.
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The main contribution of our work is showing how to reliably annotate a
large part of a web corpus with only a small human effort.

Fig. 1: Word Sketch of noun test in a large English web corpus from 2020. Fre-
quent phrases and frequent text types are shown. The counts of co-occurrences
of “test” with collocates are displayed too. Note the phrase “the test’s sensitiv-
ity” is specific to topic health while the phrase “the test’s specificity” is not more
specific to topic health than to topic science. Indeed, health researchers seem to
be more interested in the sensitivity of tests than general researchers. Also note
that “Pearson chi-square tests” occur usually in texts on health or science while
“Pyongyang’s nuclear tests” can usually be found in the news. The information
about text types in Word Sketches is appreciated by lexicographers.
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Abstract. Tokenization is one of the first processing steps in most natural
language processing applications. The papper introduces a new tokenizer
Utok which follows the Unitok tokenizer in the form of simplicity of
configuration for different languages and is much faster in processing
speed.

1 Introduction

Tokenization is a process of breaking down text data into minimal meaningful
elements called tokens. That gives themachine ability to analyze each element in
the context of other elements. It is one of the first tasks in theNLP text processing
pipeline.

Most basic tokenizers use a simple idea of splitting text based onwhitespace.
That works well enough for some cases. The rest of the cases are more compli-
cated, language-dependent, and require special treatment.

Examples of tokens we might want to recognize are:

– Words
– Numbers
– Dates
– Punctuation characters such as ( ) . , [ ] { }
– Abbreviations (Etc., Jan., Mr., Gov.)
– Email
– URL
– SGML tags (HTML, XML, ...)

Tokens can also contain metadata. Most basic metadata would be a token
position in the original text. Some tokenizers even categorize tokens into groups
(e.g., POS tagging). We will focus on tokenizers that only separate tokens.
Additional metadata can be added later upon further processing.

This paper introduces a new tokenizer: utok. It tries to solve tomain problem
of the unitok tokenizer: a slow processing of certain types of inputs. The paper
also describes differences between unitok and utok tokenizers.
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2 Tokenizers

2.1 Unitok

Unitok [4] is a tokenizer that takes text stream and outputs tokens separated
by a newline. It is written in python language and uses the native python
library for regular expressions (regexes). That results in not ideal performance.
Configuration for a specific language is defined in the python code. Therefore
configuration files are not universal and cannot be used out of the box in a
different tokenizer.

Unitok supports many languages, such as Czech, Danish, Dutch, English,
French, Finnish, German, Greek, Hindi, Italian, Maldivian, Spanish, Swedish,
Yoruba. Other languages can be processed with default settings.

Glue tag In cases where there are two tokens next to each other, not separated
with whitespace, a special glue tag <g/> is used.

An example of such case would be a dot at the end of a sentence. The last
word in the sentence and the dot at the end is not separated with whitespace.
Unitok produces tokens: last_word <g/> .

Using the glue tag makes the tokenization reversible. It is possible to recon-
struct original text from unitok output (same for utok).

Configuration files The unitok requires a configuration file for each language.
It contains a list of regular expressions representing different types of tokens
and the order of evaluation of that reqular expressions. The form configuration
file has a form of a Python source file, any Python constructs could be used.

Configuration of many languages uses advanced techniques like look-ahead
to define some tokens. For example the following regular expression is used to
describe order numbers in English:

ORDINAL = ur"""
(?<![-\w])

( \d+th | \d*(1st|2nd|3rd) )
(?![-\w])
"""

Processing method The main part of the Unitok algorithm processes the input
line by line and tries to find selected tokens in the line and splitting the line on
that tokens. Then the smaller parts of the line are processed the same way in
recurrence. That special tokens are selected in the order defined in the language
configuration file.
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2.2 Utok
Utok is a tokenizer created as a better version of unitok. It offers faster processing
and a better, more universal configuration method.

For now, there is support for English and Czech language. Supporting a
new language is pretty straightforward and basic configuration file (3.2) is good
starting point.

Under the hood, utok is written in C++ and uses re2 regex library [2].
This library uses finite-state automaton and does not support advanced regex
options that need to use functionality like backtracking (e.g., backreferences,
look-around). That guarantees linear time complexity for every regex search.

Utok also supports ”glue tag” and special ”split” feature (3.1).

3 Utok configuration

Configuration is specified in a separate file. Each non-empty line contains a
regex expression. All these regexes are parsed and concatenated into one big
regex, that is then compiled using the re2 library. The configuration file supports
comments using # symbol at the start of a line.

Each supported language has its own configuration file. Section 3.2 describes
basic configuration file. It can be easily extended with language-specific tokens
like abbreviations.

3.1 Split feature
Utok supports a special ”split” feature. It is annotated with *SPLIT at the start
of a line in a config file.

Utok goes through the text and tries to match one of the regexes from the
config file. After a match is found, it tries to match regexes annotated with
*SPLIT in order to split the tokenmore and connect the parts with glue tag <g/>.

In English configuration it is used to separate apostrophe at the end of a
word. For input “don’t”, the output tokens are do <g/> n't

This functionality produces significant slow down (see benchmarks 1). Utok
performance is good, but it should be considered if the configuration for
language needs to use this split feature.

3.2 Basic configuration
The example of what could be considered the default configuration for most
languages is in Figure 1.

When creating a new language configuration, this configuration can be
extendedwith language specific rules such as clitics, abbreviations, specialword
characters and emojis. The following example shows such extension for English
which uses the SPLIT feature to separate English clitics as individual tokens.

*SPLIT (?i)(.+)('s|'re|'ve|'d|'m|'em|'ll|n't)
*SPLIT (?i)(can)(not)
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# SGML tags
<[/?!]?[a-zA-Z][-.:\w]*\s*/?.*>
<!--.*?-->

# XML entity
&(amp|lt|gt|quot|apos);

# URL
(https?|ftps?|file)://\S*
\bwww\.([-a-zA-Z0-9]+\.)+[a-zA-Z]{2,}(/\S*)?
\b[a-zA-Z]([-a-zA-Z0-9]+\.)+(com|org|net|edu|gov|co\.uk)(/\S*)?

# Email
\w[-'.\w]*@([-a-zA-Z0-9]+\.)+[a-zA-Z]{2,}

# Hashtag
[#@][a-zA-Z][a-zA-Z0-9]+

# Numbers
\d+([-+/.,]\d+)*

# U.S.A.
([A-Z]\.)+\B

# Words
([\pL\pM\pN]|[\pL\pM\pN])+(['\-\p{Pc}][\pL\pM\pN]+)*

# Puctuation = any non-word, non-space
[?!]+
''
\.+|\*+|:+|=+
[^\pL\pM\pN\pZ]

Fig. 1: Basic configuration of utok

Table 1: Running time of Utok and Unitok on inputs of different size.
Program English

(17 MB)
English
(91 MB)

Lorem ipsum
with html (96
KB)

Czech
(369 MB)

Utok 2.0s 16.7s 56.9ms 25.8s
Utok (no split) 1.0s 7.5s 49.9ms 25.8s
Unitok 12.3s 224.3s 426.3ms 621.6s

4 Benchmark

We have done basic evaluation of the speed of both Unitok and Utok on
English and Czech texts. The results are summarized in Table 1. We can see the
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slowdown of Utok with the SPLIT feature in the configuration file. The Czech
configuration does not uset the SPLIT feature.

5 Differences in output

During the creation of a utok configuration, the unitok was used as a baseline
of good tokenization. However, there are cases in which it is harder to decide
what behavior is better. In this section, we will explore a few differences
found on English texts when comparing Unitok and the first version of Utok
configuration.

The most frequent differences in our test data are the following:

1. Double symbol: for double symbols such as “// $$ %% --” unitok keeps
them together // . On the other hand utok separates symbols with the glue

tag / <g/> / .
2. When hash symbols is used like hashtag “#hashtag”, both tokenizers keep

it as one token. Difference is when the hash symbols is between two words
“word#hashtag”.Unitok separates the hash symbolwith the glue tag on both
sides word <g/> # <g/> hashtag . Utok keeps the hash symbol with

the second word word <g/> #hashtag .
3. When talking about years in English we might encounter input “1980’s”.

Unitok keeps it as one token.Utok separates itwith the glue tag 1980 <g/>

's
4. Apostrophe in non-usual places, for example foreign name “Tour de l’Aude”.

Unitok separates apostrophe from both sides with glue tag Tour de l

<g/> ' <g/> Aude . Utok keeps the word together Tour de l'Aude .
5. Two dots at the end of a sentence in input “Title G. A. S..”. Unitok keeps the

two dots together Title G. A. S <g/> .. . Utok has more natural

behavior Title G. A. S. <g/> . .

We can see that the differences are small and in many cases we think that
Utok tokenization is better.

6 Conclusion

Utok is a tokenization tool that is built upon the previous work on unitok.
The main advantage is speed and ease of configuration. Utok is an order of
magnitude faster than Unitok. With even the basic configuration, it works well
enough for unsupported languages.
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In the future work we will adapt configuration files for all languages in
Unitok to respective configuration in Utok. We will also experiment with other
regular expression engines or implementation in other programming languges.
We also plan to compare the tokenization of Utok with some highly used
tokenizers for English ([1,3]).
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Abstract. Conversion of scanned images to the text form, denoted as
optical character recognition or OCR, for contemporary printed texts
is widely considered a solved problem. However, the optical character
recognition of early printed books and reprints of medieval texts remains
an open challenge.
In our previous work, we developed an end-to-end image-to-text pipeline
(via optical character recognition) for medieval texts, named ahisto ocr,
andwe released it togetherwith our test dataset under open licenses. How-
ever, the published system relied on the closed-source Google Vision ai
service as one component, which made the experiments less reproducible.
In this work, we replace Google Vision ai with an open-source ocr
algorithm named PERO and we show that this not only makes the ahisto
ocr pipeline open, but also improves the performance of the system. We
release the updated ahisto ocr systemand its test results again under open
licenses.

Keywords: optical character recognition, OCR, medieval texts, AHISTO
project

1 Introduction

In recent decades, public access to historical artifacts and documents has im-
proved greatly via generally accessible photo banks and scanned sources such
as the database of the Czechmedieval sources online [7] provided by the Centre
for Medieval Studies of the Czech Academy of Sciences. The utility the of pub-
lished documents further increases in case the data are not provided just in the
image form but also with the recognized texts accessible to further content anal-
ysis via human search and automated natural language processing techniques.

The aim of the ahisto project [1] is to make documents from the Hussite
era (1419–1436) available to the general public through a web-hosted searchable
portal and database. Although scanned images of modern letterpress reprints
from the 19th and 20th century are available, accurate optical character recog-
nition (ocr) algorithms are required to extract searchable text from the scanned
images.

In our previous work [8,10], we have developed the ahisto ocr pipeline
for the image-to-text conversion of medieval texts in multilingual settings. We
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have shown that the open-source Tesseract 4 ocr algorithm [14] was the second
fastest and the most accurate among five different algorithms. [8] We have also
shown that we can further improve the performance of the ahisto ocr system
by using Tesseract 4 for one-column pages and the closed-source Google Vision
ai service [2] for two-column pages. [10] However, using a closed-source ocr
service made our results difficult to investigate and reproduce.

In the current article, we present a new version of the ahisto ocr pipeline
where the Google Vision ai component is replaced with the open-source pero
ocr system [13].We show that this not onlymakes the pipeline completely open,
but the change also improves the performance of ahisto ocr.

In Section 2,we introduce pero ocr. In Section 3,we describe the experiments
we have conducted and the dataset andmeasures that we used in our evaluation.
In Section 4, we report the results of the evaluation. In Section 5, we summarize
our contribution and outline the ideas for future work in the OCR of medieval
texts.

2 Related Work

At icdar 2021, Michal Hradiš and his colleagues from the Brno University of
Technology have presented different aspects of the new pero ocr system [13,12].
Kodym and Hradiš [5] have introduced a page layout analysis algorithm for
early modern and modern hand-written texts. Their algorithm achieved results
comparable to state-of-the-art algorithms on a baseline detection task.

Kišš, Beneš, and Hradiš [4] have presented self-training and masked aug-
mentation techniques for ocr algorithms. Their techniques led to significant im-
provements in performance on the optical character recognition of earlymodern
and modern hand-written and printed texts.

Kohút and Hradiš [6] have showcased an adaptive instance normalization
technique that can reconcile different transcription styles in ocr datasets pro-
duced by different annotators. Their technique makes it possible to use hetero-
geneous datasets to train ocr algorithms.

The pero ocr system uses the above mentioned techniques for the optical
character recognition of earlymodern andmodern texts. The system is available
as a web demo [13] and also as an open-source code at GitHub [12] with pre-
trained models [3].

3 Methods

In our current work, we replace the Google Vision ai component of the ahisto
ocr system with two variants of the pero ocr system: the web demo, with
cloud-like service hosted at the Brno University of Technology, and the open-
source code at GitHub with pre-trained models prepared for deployment at an
independent server. In our previous work, we used the Google Vision ai model
from October 2, 2020. To provide a fair comparison, we also report results with
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a more recent model from August 11, 2022. As a baseline, we also report results
for Google Vision ai and pero ocr alone.

To evaluate the performance of the new ahisto ocr version, we use the word
error rate (wer) on the 120 human-annotated pages from the ahisto dataset [11].
As in our previous work, we lower-cased and deaccented the texts in the dataset
and in the predictions of our system to simulate a full-text search use case.

4 Results

In Table 1, we show that replacing Google Vision ai with pero ocr improved the
ahisto ocr wer by 1.06%, to a very acceptable 2.08%, even when the more recent
Google Vision ai model from 2022 is used in the comparison.

The main complication in direct application of the two tested ocr systems
was caused by the special format of two-column pages that appear in the
scanned document collection with a non-negligible frequency. Whereas Google
Vision ai achieved an extremely high wer of 78.35% on two-column pages with
the earlier model from 2020, the more recent model is much better in analysing
these page formats reaching an acceptable wer of 10.52%. To provide a fair
comparison of pero and Google Vision, we use ahisto ocr with the 2022 Google
Vision ai model in the evaluation.

The two variants of pero ocr achieved different wer. This shows that the web
demo of pero ocr is not necessarily equivalent to the open-source code from
GitHub with the published pre-trained models. To honor our intention to keep
the ahisto ocr system open-source, we employ the GitHub version of pero ocr
in the published ahisto ocr pipeline.

Compared to themore recent Google Vision ai model alone, ahisto ocrwith
pero ocr improved wer by 1.54%. Compared to the web demo of pero ocr alone,
ahisto ocr with pero ocr improved wer by 3.97%.

Table 1: Word error rates (%) of Google Vision ai, pero ocr, and ahisto ocr
evaluated on the ahisto dataset [11]. For ahisto ocr with Google Vision ai (the
second column from the right), we report results with the more recent model
from2022-08-11. For ahisto ocrwith pero ocr (the rightmost column),we report
results with the open-source variant of pero ocr available at GitHub and using
the published pre-trained models. Best results in each row are bold.

Google Vision ai pero ocr ahisto ocr
2020-10-02 2022-08-11 Demo GitHub with Google with pero

One column (103) 4.88% 3.79% 2.83% 2.08% 3.79% 2.08%
Two columns (17) 78.35% 10.52% 31.51% 49.38% 7.43% 9.93%

All pages (120) 16.23% 4.83% 7.26% 9.39% 4.35% 3.29%
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5 Conclusion

In thiswork,we have shown thatwe can replace the closed-sourceGoogleVision
ai service with the open-source pero ocr system to make the results of the
image-to-text ahisto ocr pipeline reproducible and also to improve the overall
performance of the ocr system. We release the updated ahisto ocr system [9]
and its test results [11] under open licenses.
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Abstract. Knowledge extraction frommedical text in small languages like
Czech, Polish or Slovak is challenging due to the insufficiency of language-
specific medical resources (pretrained models, ontologies, dictionaries).
This paper is a survey of noteworthy options for researchers targeting
these languages, divided into two sections. First, since the UMLSMetathe-
saurus for English is by far themost extensive and detailedmedical knowl-
edge resource in Western medicine, appreciable results can be achieved
by machine-translating the mined text to English – therefore, the relevant
English components of UMLS are introduced. Second come the language-
specific resources for each language, detailing the publishing institutions,
current website locations, contents, and file formats. The contribution of
this paper is in collecting and pre-screening widely disparate sources
needed for successful medical knowledge extraction in Central European
Slavic languages.

Keywords: EHR, electronic health records, healthcare text, UMLS, ICD-
10, SNOMED CT, MedDRA, MeSH, NLP, natural language processing,
Slavic languages, Polish, Czech, Slovak

1 Introduction

In small, low-resourced languages, producing a well-trained deep learning
model for knowledge extraction frommedical text is often impossible, the main
culprits being limited data availability and evenmore limited capacity for expert
annotation. Therefore, even as medical records in English have been revealing
their secrets, small languagemedical corpora have remained a largely untapped
resource of valuable information for both science and medical practice.

In small languages, vocabulary-based knowledge extraction methods are
the keystone of all other efforts, identifying the literal occurrences of known
medical concepts and, wherever possible, linking them to an existing ontology
of medical knowledge.

Since it is highly labor-intensive to create new medical vocabularies that
are properly linked to ontologies, the natural first step is to leverage existing
resources, optimizing them for the task of medical knowledge extraction. This
paper is a survey of major resources available for Czech, Polish, and Slovak and
of the opportunities and limitations inherent in them.

A. Horák, P. Rychlý, A. Rambousek (eds.): Proceedings of Recent Advances in Slavonic Natural Language
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If not stated otherwise, the focus is on resources that make it possible to lo-
cate medical concepts and entities with an unambiguous identifier within exist-
ing global coding/classification systems (ICD, ATC) or other major integrative
initiatives (UMLS). This is to increase interoperability and enable international
comparison in medical knowledge extraction.

2 UMLS: International resources for machine translation
approaches

Even though the Unified Medical Language System [2], maintained by the
United States National Library of Medicine, does have limited subset transla-
tions for individual Slavic languages, the full contents of the English UMLS
Metathesaurus with millions of concepts and synonyms is the gold stan-
dard of vocabulary-based medical knowledge extraction (also used by Apache
cTAKES [5], a leading clinical text analysis system) and its utility transcends the
boundaries of English.

As can be seen in Table 1, the sheer advantage English has in concept counts
and ready-made synonym permutations is so great that in some cases, instead
of piecing the small-language-specific system together from comparatively tiny
translated resources, it might well be rational to machine-translate all text to
English and annotate it with the UMLS Metathesaurus.

Although a license is required to access the UMLS, there are several iden-
tity providers to choose from and its usage is free. Downloads1 include the
MRCONSO.RRF file, which contains all concepts, and is the key resource for
string-based knowledge extraction (other UMLS files aremostly concernedwith
concept relationships, attributes, and indexes). Apart from the CUI (Concept
Unique Identifier) which secures interconnection among the entire network of
meanings, every concept is marked by its language and originating vocabulary,
so text-mining researchers can easily filter it for the subset they are looking for.

All of the following resources for English are included in the UMLS release
mentioned above.
1 https://nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/licensedcontent/umlsknowledgesources.
html

Table 1: UMLS Metathesaurus entry counts for relevant languages
Language Entry count Relative size

English 11,855,838 100%
Czech 212,304 1.8%
Polish 57,682 0.5%
Slovak 0 0%

MRCONSO.RRF
https://nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/licensedcontent/umlsknowledgesources.html
https://nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/licensedcontent/umlsknowledgesources.html
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Fig. 1: ICD-10 code structure [6]

2.1 ICD

The International Classification of Diseases [9], maintained by the World
Health Organization, is one of the most widely known classification systems in
medicine. This paper deals with ICD-10, its tenth revision, as it has been in use
for all or most of the time when electronic health records were being produced
in the relevant countries.

ICD uses diagnostic codes (Figure 1) to classify diseases, symptoms, or
abnormal findings. Depending on the granularity of representation, the ICD-10
may contain as many as 72,184 codes for different conditions [1]. Czech, Polish
and Slovak each have a translation of the ICD-10.

The primary difficulty in using ICD-10 for knowledge extraction is the length
of diagnosis names - unlike a traditional dictionary, full ICD-10 names rarely
occur in the text and targeted approaches are necessary to atomize the long
strings and locate their constituents. This problem will be addressed further in
subsections devoted to individual languages.

2.2 SNOMED CT

The Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms, or SNOMED
CT [3], maintained by SNOMED International, a not-for-profit organization, is
“the most comprehensive, multilingual clinical healthcare terminology in the
world” [7]. As can be seen in Figure 2, it contains a much broader range of
concepts than ICD-10, including diagnostic procedures, body structures or sub-
stances.

The 2020 international edition of SNOMEDCT included 352,567 concepts [7].
Unfortunately, SNOMED CT has not been translated into any of the languages
surveyed in this paper.

2.3 MedDRA

The Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities (MedDRA), maintained by
the International Council for Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for
Pharmaceuticals for Human Use (ICH), is an international medical terminology
dictionary-thesaurus translated into several languages including Czech. Its
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Fig. 2: Breakdown of concepts in SNOMED CT[7]

primary use is in regulatory communication in the biopharmaceutical industry,
describing concepts in the clinical research of medicinal products, including
adverse events. There are 115,479 EnglishMedDRA concepts in the UMLS. They
are organized as a five-level hierarchy:

– SOC (System Organ Class)
– HLGT (High-Level Group Term)
– HLT (High-Level Term)
– PT (Preferred Term)
– LLT (Lowest Level Term)

2.4 MeSH

Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) [4] is a “controlled and hierarchically-organi-
zed vocabulary” [8] produced by theUnited StatesNational Library ofMedicine.
Its primary use is indexing of journal articles and books in the life sciences, so it
can be expected to have less utility in discovering detailed medical information
about patients than the previously mentioned vocabularies.

From the languages relevant for this paper, MeSH has been translated into
Czech and Polish.

3 Czech

3.1 MedDRA

Unlike Polish or Slovak, Czech provides the option of a MedDRA translation
included in theUMLS release listed above. It contains 76,255 unique strings in an
interconnected and hierarchical collection of 111,573 entries, the average length
of unique entries being 3.74 words. This is relatively high for string lookup, as
the probability of unmodified occurrence decreases sharply above 3 words and
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the CzechMedDRA contains 31,083 unique entries longer than 3 words. Table 2
shows entry counts according to hierarchy level.

3.2 MeSH

Like MedDRA, the Czech MeSH is also included in the complete UMLS release.
Czech MeSH is maintained by the Czech National Medical Library. It contains
100,731 entries, 100,618 of them unique, and the average length is 2.28 words,
which is fortunate for exact string lookup.

3.3 Registered drug list

The Czech State Institute for Drug Control maintains several drug-related data-
bases2. The most relevant resource is the current version of the list of registered
drugs3. The ZIP file contains several CSV files, of which the most important one,
currently named dlp_lecivepripravky.csv, contains structured information
for each drug organized into 41 columns including the ATC code, which can
serve as an international identifier.

There are 63,066 entries in the drug list including different strengths and
packagings of the same drug, which boils down to just over 7,500 unique strings.

3.4 ICD-10 translation

The Institute of Health Information and Statistics of the Czech Republic pub-
lishes4 the Czech translation of the ICD-10, referred to as MKN-10.

The files available for download are in a ZIP file referred to as “CSV
strukturované podklady” and they are divided into UTF-8 and Windows 1250
versions. The main file (01_MKN10_5E_2022_cp_w1250.csv or 01_MKN10_5E_
2022_utf8.csv in the most recent version) contains the concepts ordered by
code, starting with A00.
2 https://opendata.sukl.cz
3 https://opendata.sukl.cz/?q=katalog/databaze-lecivych-pripravku-dlp
4 https://uzis.cz/index.php?pg=registry-sber-dat--klasifikace--mezinarodni-klasifikace-nemoci-mkn-10#publikace

Table 2: Czech MedDRA structure
Hierarchy level Hierarchy code in UMLS release Concept count

1 - SOC OS 27
2 - HLGT HG 337
3 - HLT HT 1,737
4 - PT PT 25,077
5 - LLT LLT, OL 84,139

dlp_lecivepripravky.csv
01_MKN10_5E_2022_cp_w1250.csv
01_MKN10_5E_2022_utf8.csv
01_MKN10_5E_2022_utf8.csv
https://opendata.sukl.cz
https://opendata.sukl.cz/?q=katalog/databaze-lecivych-pripravku-dlp
https://uzis.cz/index.php?pg=registry-sber-dat--klasifikace--mezinarodni-klasifikace-nemoci-mkn-10#publikace
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However, identifying ICD-10 concepts in text is a major challenge due to the
long, detailed names of the conditions, extremely unlikely to be found verbatim.
As can be seen in Table 3, the average diagnosis name length is 4.65 words,
with 19,007 diagnoses (48.6%) of 5 words and more. However, the release of
the Czech translation of ICD-10 contains separate files (CSV files with names
containing “Abecední seznam”) which contain an alphabetically ordered index
of concepts split into a hierarchy. Table 4 demonstrates this, showing also that
corresponding ICD codes are present in no particular order. With some rule-
based processing that removes redundant or impractical text (such as references
like ”viz” and the contents of parentheses), lemmatizes words, and potentially
splits subconcepts into subsubconcepts based on commas, the resulting strings
end up much shorter and much more likely to be found in texts on their own.
Table 3 shows the dramatic decrease of string lengthwith the index file andwith
further automated optimization. Together with a cluster searching method that
finds collocated subconcepts, this makes the ICD systemmuch better suited for
lookup in messy text where diagnoses hide in jumbled or incomplete forms.

Table 3: Czech ICD-10 translation file usability
File Average item length (words)

Main file ordered by code 4.65
Hierarchical index 2.75

Optimized hierarchical index 1.57

Table 4: Czech ICD-10 alphabetical hierarchy example
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 ICD-10

code

Absorpce
bílkovin, porucha K90.4
dusíkatých látek –
viz Uremie
glycidů,
sacharidů,
porucha

K90.4

chemikálie T65.9
transplacentární
(plodem nebo
novorozencem)

P04.9

látky z výživy P04.5
látky z životního
prostředí

P04.6
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4 Polish

4.1 MeSH

The major Polish subset of the UMLS Metathesaurus (available in the UMLS
release mentioned above) is MeSH, published by the Polish Central Medical
Library. It is smaller than the Czech one with 53,542 entries and an average
length of 2.29 words, comparatively suitable for string search.

4.2 Databases published by the Ministry of Health

The Polish Ministry of Health publishes several relevant medical concept data-
bases at 5, including the list of registered drugs and the Polish translation of
ICD-10.

Registered drug list The list of registered drugs is available as a XLSX6 or a
CSV7 file. There are 24 columns containing information about each entry, includ-
ing extraction-relevant strings like product name, active ingredient, strength,
packaging variants, and the internationally recognized ATC code.

There are 22,231 entries in the file, boiling down to just over 20,000 unique
names.

The drug names included in this list only need minor automated editing
(such as the optional isolation of name alone from manufacturer names, e. g.
“GSK” in “NitrazepamGSK”, or quantities, e. g. “150 mg” in “Ranisan 150 mg”)
and the resulting vocabulary becomes a highly accurate tool for locating drug
name mentions.

ICD-10 translation The Polish translation of ICD-10 can be downloaded8 as
an XML file with hierarchically organized nodes based on the granularity of
representation (Figure 3).

11,314 diagnosis names can be extracted from this file and the average length
is 5.33 words, which indicates that most of the strings are not ready to be
searched for in medical text. An alphabetically sorted, hierarchical file is not
available for Polish, so other automated techniques (such as word separation
and cluster search) have to be used to locate ICD-10 concepts in real-world use.
5 https://rejestrymedyczne.ezdrowie.gov.pl
6 https://rejestrymedyczne.ezdrowie.gov.pl/api/rpl/medicinal-products/
public-pl-report/get-xlsx

7 https://rejestrymedyczne.ezdrowie.gov.pl/api/rpl/medicinal-products/
public-pl-report/get-csv

8 section “Pliki do pobrania” at https://rsk3.ezdrowie.gov.pl/resource/
structure/icd10/00CD10/011/url

https://rejestrymedyczne.ezdrowie.gov.pl
https://rejestrymedyczne.ezdrowie.gov.pl/api/rpl/medicinal-products/public-pl-report/get-xlsx
https://rejestrymedyczne.ezdrowie.gov.pl/api/rpl/medicinal-products/public-pl-report/get-xlsx
https://rejestrymedyczne.ezdrowie.gov.pl/api/rpl/medicinal-products/public-pl-report/get-csv
https://rejestrymedyczne.ezdrowie.gov.pl/api/rpl/medicinal-products/public-pl-report/get-csv
https://rsk3.ezdrowie.gov.pl/resource/structure/icd10/00CD10/011/url
https://rsk3.ezdrowie.gov.pl/resource/structure/icd10/00CD10/011/url
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Fig. 3: Polish ICD-10 translation data example

5 Slovak

5.1 Registered drug list

The Slovak State Institute for Drug Control maintains several drug-related
databases at 9, including an up-to-date list of drugs registered in Slovakia10.
It can be downloaded as an easily processable XLS file with multiple columns
where the structure is similar to that of the Czech registered drug list, including
an ATC code which can be used to link the specific drug to all its associated
concepts within the UMLS.

There are 51,314 entries in the file, out of which 9,090 are unique strings.

5.2 ICD-10 translation

The SlovakNational Health Information Center publishes the Slovak translation
of ICD-10, referred to as MKCH-1011. Like Polish, there is only one file where
diagnoses are ordered by code and no granularized file is available.

The multi-sheet XLS file has 20,029 lines of diagnoses and diagnostic cate-
gories, with an average length of 7.68 words, making further automated subdi-
vision necessary for successful string search to be feasible.

6 Conclusion

The available resources for Czech, Polish and Slovak indicate a clear direction for
medical knowledge extraction, but they are far from making it straightforward,
either due to machine translation issues (when using English resources) or as a
result of differences between concepts in dictionaries and actual strings found in
medical text. Some information, such as drug names, are easy to extract thanks
9 www.sukl.sk/verejne/
10 www.sukl.sk/verejne/Zoznam_liekov/zoznam_liekov.zip
11 www.nczisk.sk/Standardy-v-zdravotnictve/Pages/Medzinarodna-klasifikacia-chorob-MKCH-10.aspx

www.sukl.sk/verejne/
www.sukl.sk/verejne/Zoznam_liekov/zoznam_liekov.zip
www.nczisk.sk/Standardy-v-zdravotnictve/Pages/Medzinarodna-klasifikacia-chorob-MKCH-10.aspx
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to them being mostly one- or two-word strings occurring together. Others, such
as ICD diagnoses, are very difficult to find and require dedicated methods
of preprocessing of the longer names into subconcepts and special ways of
searching for their collocation.

However, if medical informaticians focused on Slavic languages coordinate
their efforts, develop pipelines that transform available resources into vocabular-
ies usable for string search, and publish the newly created resources to facilitate
an accumulative effect, the resulting systems have the potential to be a major
leap in the area of Slavic medical text processing. Poland, the Czech republic,
and Slovakia have a combined population of almost 55 million, and this would
open up decades of this whole region’s health documentation, public or private,
to automated analysis, semantic filtering, and statistical research.
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Abstract. The present study deals with Russian secondary prepositions,
primarily focusing on multiwords. Secondary prepositions are units moti-
vated by content words (nouns, adverbs, verbs), which may be combined
with primary prepositions to form multiword prepositions (MWPs). Mul-
tiword prepositions perform the grammatical function of a preposition in
a certain position of a syntactic structure in some contexts and can be a free
word combination in others. This paper is devoted to analysis of the use of
secondary multiword prepositions with causal meaning. We analyze the
repertoire of Russian MWP causal prepositions and describe their statisti-
cal representation in corpora.

Keywords: Russian language, secondary prepositions, multiword prepo-
sitions, causal meaning, corpus statistics, parsing

1 Introduction

This study is part of a project whose goal is to create the first corpus semantic-
grammatical description of Russian prepositional constructions. The Russian
linguistic tradition implies the division of the class of prepositions into primary
and secondary in origin, as well as into simple (single-word) and complex
(multiword) units in structure. While the subclass of primary prepositions is
relatively well studied and well documented, secondary prepositions have not
received the same attention in the linguistic literature, despite making up the
majority of prepositions as a class. The preposition is a common part of speech
in many languages. It has been established that prepositions in Russian make
up, on average, 10% of all tokens in each text [1].
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The vague and complex semantics of prepositions underlies much of the de-
bate about the nature of prepositions. Primary prepositions are very ambiguous.
For example, the Russian preposition в ‘in’ has 23 meanings in the Dictionary
of the Russian Language [2]. In other cases, the primary preposition is part of
the secondary preposition. In total, there are several hundred secondary prepo-
sitions in the Russian language. Most often they can be considered as synonyms
for primary ones.

We understand a prepositional meaning as a relation that occurs in prepo-
sitional constructions, where it should be considered as a special type of re-
lationship between meaningful words. We consider this concept as a semi-
grammatical component of the language, linking fuzzy lexico-semantic classes
of words. These relationships are established by a combination of a specific
preposition, the semantic type of the lexeme that attaches the prepositional con-
struction, and the case and the semantic class of the dependent word. Therefore,
to describe and analyse causal prepositions, we provide parsing and identify the
semantic classes of dependent words.

2 Related Work

Perhaps the most well-structured inventory of Russian secondary prepositions
can be found in the Russian Grammar [3]. It is noted by the author(s) that
a lot of the units listed are entities of uncertain part-of-speech status due to
their preserved ability to include determiners and combine selectively with the
other parts of the potential prepositional phrase [3, §1661]. The Explanatory
Dictionary of Functional Parts of Speech of the Russian Language [4] contains
less than 300 secondary prepositions. Much fewer, just 157, are found in the
Explanatory Dictionary of Combinations Equivalent to a Word [5].

When speaking about causal relationship, a lot of studies are devoted to this
type of relation ([6,7,8] and many others) and only several studies deal with
causal prepositions [9,10,11]. However, these studies are not based on corpora.
Our study relies on statistics on the use of these prepositions in large text
material and on syntactic parsing.

3 Secondary Multiword Prepositions with Causal Meaning

Secondary prepositions are words and phrases that have assumed the function
of a preposition. Structurally, these units can be divided into simple and com-
plex (multiword) ones. Simple secondary prepositions are usually fully homony-
mous with some word form of their motivating content word or a different
part of speech sharing the same root. The same words and word units may per-
form as prepositions as well as other parts of speech (e.g.: силами ‘by force of’ –
preposition, noun, снаружи ‘outside’ – preposition, adverb, исключая ‘excluding’
– preposition, verb (participle).

Multiword prepositions (MWPs) make up a large part of secondary prepo-
sitions. Structurally speaking, a multiword preposition is a combination of a
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content word and one or two simple adpositions. MWPs can be divided into
nominal, adverbial or verbal units based on the part of speech of the motivating
content word. Most MWPs contain only one adposition preceding or following
the content word (e.g.: рядом с ‘close to’, в результате ‘as a result’), but some
include two adpositions enclosing the content element (e.g.: в соответствии с
‘in accordance with’, по направлению к ‘toward, in the direction of’). The most
commonly observed structural patterns of MWPs are Prep+N, Prep+N+Prep
and Adv+Prep, where Prep stands for preposition, N for noun, Adv for adverb.
Much like simple secondary prepositions, multiword prepositional units per-
form as prepositions in some contexts and as free word combination in others
(e.g., preposition + noun: в форме ‘in the form of’, conjunction + preposition: что
до ‘as for’; verb + preposition: начиная с ‘starting with’).

As a rule, the distinction between these ambiguous entities is outlined
neither in grammar books nor in dictionaries. The great variety of MWPs on all
language levels implies the necessity of an in-depth analysis of their common
features. In otherwords,we need to understand, firstly, what unites such diverse
entities in order to be able to discern free combinations from MWPs.

As has already been stated, prepositional multiword entities do not always
function unambiguously as MWPs. Although our current paper is devoted to
causal prepositions, in order to define limits of all MWPs, we have formulated
the following preliminary list of the main characteristic features of multiword
prepositions:

– MWP performs the grammatical function of a preposition in a certain
syntactic position as part of a prepositional phrase; that is, it governs a noun
or a nominalised word (sometimes an infinitive).

– MWP inherits the semantics of the notion word (noun, verb); it derives
from as well as its valency (на основе ‘on the grounds of’ – основа чего? ‘the
grounds of what?’; в зависимости от ‘depending on’ – зависеть от чего? ‘to
depend on what?’; с целью ‘with the aim to’ – цель что сделать? ‘aim to do
what?’).

– As a rule, it contains one or two primary prepositions.
– Its nominal components tend to have abstract semantics.
– It has a relatively high frequency among multiword units of the same
structural type.

– It is idiomatised, i.e., its nominal component loses its lexical meaning to an
extent (which is why MWPs are sometimes called “prepositional idioms”).

– The grammatical number of the noun cannot be changed (it is either singular
or plural).

– It has a primary preposition as a synonym.
– In most cases, it does not allow for insertion or separation (as a rule, the
noun cannot have a possessive or adjectival determiner).

– All of these features are characterised by significant statistical regularity.
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4 Material

Causal preposition meaning is the meaning of constructions where the prepo-
sitional group indicates the cause of an action or the influencing factor. The
word ’cause’ is the basic term used to interpret the whole lexical composition,
which is associated with the category of determining the cause. Dictionaries of
a language divide twomeanings of this word: 1) cause as a phenomenon that in-
advertently causes another phenomenon, ontological cause; 2) cause as a basis,
precondition for the realization of an event, action, i.e., subjective, explainable
cause. The meaning of prepositions is based on that description. Among ways
to express causal relations, the most common are prepositional-case forms and
complex sentences with a subordinate causal part, and most of causal conjunc-
tions come from prepositions.

Causal relationships can be expressed in Russian by some primary preposi-
tions and a large number of secondary ones. They can enter into connectionwith
nouns and pronouns in genitive, dative, accusative and instrumental. The lists
of causal prepositions differ in different sources. According to our analysis, the
list is as follows: за, из, из-за, на, от, по, под, после, при, с, через (primary prepo-
sitions), благодаря ‘thanks to’, в зависимости от ‘depending on’, в ответ на ‘in
response to’, в результате ‘as a result of’, в свете ‘in light of’, в связи с ‘due to’, в
силу ‘by force of’, за счёт ‘on account of’, исходя из ‘drawing from’, на основании
‘on the basis of’, на основе ‘based on’, на почве ‘on the ground of’, по причине ‘be-
cause of, for the reason of’ (secondary prepositions). (Here we provide English
equivalents only for the secondary prepositions because themeanings of the pri-
mary ones are highly context-dependent). These prepositions form clusters of
synonymy. Different prepositions can express the samemeanings and grammat-
ical relations when used in the same phrases. In the sentences Он не пришел по
причине болезни – Он не пришел из-за болезни – Он не пришел вследствие болезни
(‘He did not come because of the disease’) it is possible to interpret the preposi-
tions as synonyms.

Our selection consists of 13multiword preposition candidates that have been
observed to express causal or causal-adjacent relations:

– в зависимости от ‘depending on’
– в ответ на ‘in response to’
– в преддверии ‘on the eve of, at the forefront of’
– в результате ‘as a result of’
– в свете ‘in light of’
– в связи � ‘due to’
– в силу ‘by force of’
– за счёт ‘on account of’
– исходя из ‘drawing from’
– на основании ‘on the basis of’
– на основе ‘based on’
– на почве ‘on the ground of’
– по причине ‘because of, for the reason of’
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The results of the statistical analysis presented in this article have been
acquired on the Russian National Corpus (RNC, www.ruscorpora.ru). This
corpus was chosen due to its considerable size (about 375 million tokens). For
parsing and manual (intelligent) analysis, random samples of 500 sentences
were taken from the RNC for each preposition.

5 Results

5.1 Structural Features of Causative MWPs

The first set of features to observe is the structure of the MWPs in question. 10
out of 13 units are bigrams of a content word and a simple adposition, which
appears to be the most typical MWP structure. 9 of the bigram units follow the
structural pattern of Prep+Noun, one has the less commonpattern of Verb+Prep.
The remaining 3 out of 13 units are trigrams consisting of a noun between two
adpositions.

As has been noted by us in [12] the three simple adpositions most commonly
used as elements of multiword prepositions are в, на, по. Out of the 13 items
under current study, 7 contain the preposition в, 4 contain на, 1 contains по.

Most of the content words in the causative MWPs refer to the two nodes of
causal relations: the reason (основание ‘foundation’, основа ‘base’, почва ‘ground’,
причина ‘reason’) and the effect (ответ ‘response’, результат ‘result’), as well
as the relation itself (зависимость ‘dependency’, связь ‘connection’, сила ‘force’).
The semantics of the motivating content words corresponds with the observed
tendency of MWP component nouns to lean towards abstraction.

5.2 Statistical Analysis of Causative MWPs

Another point of interest is the use (frequency) of the content (base) words
as multiword unit (MWU) components in comparison to their general corpus
frequency. The table below demonstrates the frequencies of the content words
in question as well as the frequencies of themultiword unit themselves (Table 1).

As demonstrated by the table, most of the content words retain their relative
independence as they are not bound to the other parts of the MWUs. Only two
of them, в преддверии and исходя из, appears to be a set phrase in which the
motivating word is not almost used without the corresponding preposition.

To gain a clearer understanding of how prepositional units function as
MWPs or free combinations we have studied the use of the causative prepo-
sitional units in the corpus. The results are presented in Table 2.

The results show that these word combinations are mostly used as prepo-
sitions and not free word combinations. MWPs which demonstrate a relatively
low percentage of prepositional sense have a strong sememe as the base word
that retains its original meaning even as part of a preposition. For example, in
the preposition на основе ‘on the basis of’, the base word ‘base’ tends to retain
approximately the same meaning both in the preposition and outside it.
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Table 1: Frequency counts ofMWUs in relation to baseword frequencies in RNC
Base word Multiword unit (MWU) MWU, count Base word, count MWU/base word, %
Исходя4 Исходя из(о) 5314 5788 91,8
Преддверие5 В преддверии 1134 1373 82,6
Зависимость В зависимости от(о) 9859 21604 45,6
Результат В результате 29745 93454 31,8
Счёт За счё/ет 16113 52693 30,6
Связь В связи с(о) 23496 96248 24,4
Основа На основе 12764 52299 24,4
Основание На основании 11296 48353 23,4
Почва На почве 2929 25772 11,4
Сила В силу 14884 266166 9,0
Ответ В ответ на 6723 77869 8,6
Причина По причине 4557 81422 5,6
Свет В свете 5727 156587 3,7

Table 2: Percentage of prepositional use of MWP candidates in Russian National
Corpus

MWP % of prepositional use
Исходя из(о) 100.0
В результате 100,0
По причине 100,0
В зависимости от(о) 99.8
В связи с(о) 99.4
На основании 99.8
В ответ на 99.8
В преддверии 98.4
За счё/ет 96.2
На почве 96.6
В силу 83.6
На основе 79,0
В свете 49.2

For example, на основе was found to be a free word combination in contexts
referring to the physical basis of an entity, e.g. [X] “на основе гиалуроновой
кислоты” (‘hyaluronic acid-based [X]’); similarly, word combination в свете ‘in
light of’ was used literally in contexts where the governee belonged to the
semantic class of objects capable of emanating light, e.g. “в свете заходящего
солнца” (‘in the light of the setting sun’). The MWP candidate в силу ‘by force
of, due to’ was found to be used occasionally as a free combination ([верить] в
силу ‘[believe] in the force’) and as part of an adverbial idiom ([вступить] в силу
‘come into power’), which led to the relatively lower observed percentage of its
prepositional use as well.

A special point of interest is the separability of MWPs, that is, the allowance
for modifier insertion into the MWP structure. To study this phenomenon, we
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have examined context samples of some causative MWP candidates with and
without content word modifiers. Overall, our presupposition that insertion is
atypical for MWPs has been proven true. Since most of the content words in
our MWP candidate selection are nouns, it was primarily adjectival modifiers
thatwere found splitting the original prepositional unit structure. As it was said,
the nominal component ofMWPs loses often its lexicalmeaning.Whenmodifier
insertion takes place, the semantic weight of the whole construction figuratively
shifts back to the modified noun, which retains its original lexical meaning.
Therefore, the resulting structure can no longer perform the prepositional
function and can only be regarded as a free word combination. Some nominal
causative MWPs do not seem to lose their function in the case of anaphoric use
of personal pronouns, such as на его почве ‘on his [its] ground’, в её преддверии
‘on her [its] eve’.

Themeaning of a secondary preposition depends sometimes on themeaning
of semantics of a governing word and of a governee (dependent word). We
have obtained governee lists (see Table 3) for each of the prepositional units
in question by the SemSin parser [13], which builds a dependency tree for each
sentence and detects types of relations between its nodes. The parser relies on
a semantic-syntactic dictionary and a classifier, both of which are extensions of
the semantic dictionary by V.A. Tuzov.

The most frequently occurring dependent words for each set phrase often
quite clearly illustrate the meaning of construction, whether it is a preposition
or not. It is also noticeable that for the preposition with the lowest percentage
of prepositional meaning, в свете ‘in the light of’, one of the most frequent
dependent words is ‘campfire’: it becomes obvious that this phrase is often used
as free combination. Dependent word classes influence the fact of whether the
word is used as a preposition component within the MWP: the more dynamic
themeaning of the semantic class is, the more likely it is to be non-prepositional.

6 Conclusion

To conclude, it can be noted that analyzed MWUs quite often perform the func-
tion of prepositions (MWPs). We can conclude also that causative MWPs gener-
ally do not allow for insertion (modification of the content component) except
when the modifier is a personal pronoun modifying the nominal component
or a particle modifying the verbal component. Whether this rule applies to the
entirety of the MWP class is subject to further investigation.

The most frequent governors in prepositional usage cases belong to the
group of verbs and verbal nouns expressing change of state, e.g., получить
‘receive’, возникать ‘appear’, образоваться ‘form’, or expressing difference, e.g.,
меняться ‘change’, варьироваться ‘vary’, отличаться ‘differ; for the preposition
в зависимости �� ‘depending on’. For the preposition в силу ‘due to, by force
of’ the governors were useful in identifying free usage cases, e.g., вступление
‘entry’, вступить ‘come’, верить ‘believe’ [in(to) (the) power]. Inversely, the
homonymy resolution of the MWP candidates в свете, в преддверии was more
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Table 3:Most frequent governees and governees semantic slasses in causalMWP
constructions
MWP The most frequent governees The most frequent semantic

classes
В преддверии выборов ‘elections’

года ‘of the year’
юбилея ‘anniversary’

Обладание ‘Possession’
Конкретное_время ‘Specific_time’
Занятие ‘Occupation’

В зависимости от(о) того ‘that’
условий ‘conditions’
типа ‘like’

Спецкласс_для_ТО_и_ЭТО ‘Spe-
cial_class_for ТО_and_ЭТО’
Событие ‘Event’
Качество ‘Quality’

Исходя из(о) этого ‘that’
того ‘that’
опыта ‘experience’

Сообщение ‘Message’
Этот-Другой’ ‘This_Other’
Дух ‘Spirit’

За счё/ет средств ‘means’
использования ‘of using’
того ‘that’

Деньги ‘Money’
Изменение ‘Change’
Занятие ‘Occupation’

В связи с(о) этим ‘by this’
развитием ‘development’
делом ‘case’

Этот-Другой ‘This_Other’
Событие ‘Event’
Дело ‘Business’

На основе анализа ‘analyses’
данных ‘data’
опыта ‘experience’

Науки ‘Science’
Сообщение ‘Message’
Документы ‘Documents’

На основании данных ‘data’
того ‘that’
анализа ‘analysis’

Сообщение ‘Message’
Нечто ‘Something’
Документы ‘Documents’

В результате которой ‘which’
работы ‘work’
деятельности ‘activity

Изменение ‘Change’
Сообщение ‘Message’
Нечто ‘Something’

По причине того ‘that’
отсутствия ‘absence’
болезни ‘illness’

Событие ‘Event’
Дух ‘Spirit’
Душа ‘Soul’

В ответ на вопрос ‘question’
это ‘this’
просьбу ‘request’

Сообщение ‘Message’
Этот-Другой ‘This_Other’
Душа ‘Soul’

На почве любви ‘love’
ревности ‘jealousy’
отношений ‘relations’

Душа ‘Soul’
Дух ‘Spirit’
Борьба ‘Struggle’

В свете событий ‘events’
сказанного ‘said’
костра ‘campfire’

Событие ‘Event’
Сообщение ‘Message’
Стихия ‘�lement’

В силу причин ‘reasons’
того ‘that’
обстоятельств ‘circumstances’

Событие ‘Event’
Причина ‘Cause’
Дух ‘Spirit’

successful in the presence of their governees. As such, contexts with the gov-
erness фары ‘headlights’, фонари ‘streetlamps’, луна ‘the moon’ for the preposi-
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tion в свете ‘in light of’ and рот ‘mouth’, влагалище ‘vagina’ for the preposition
в преддверии ‘at the forefront of’ were found to be free word combinations. An-
other interesting observation is that high number of the causative prepositional
units were found to take the initial position in a sentence, or a clause as evi-
denced by the inclusion of punctuation marks and conjunctions.

In the future, we plan to describe MWPs with other meanings.
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Abstract. Document Visual Question Answering is a relatively new ex-
tension of Visual Question Answering. The aim is to understand the doc-
uments and to be able to obtain information that corresponds to the ques-
tion that was asked. This proposition aims to approach the problem of
the lack of datasets and a model for Slavic languages. Therefore we would
like to create a model and dataset for Document VQA suitable for the non-
English language. This paper overviews the field of Question Answering
and also describes the first Czech Document VQA dataset and model.
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1 Introduction

Document processing and analysis is a rapidly growing field. It applies not only
to analysts who try to obtain and analyze critical information. It is also used in
economic sectors, where they speed up the processing of legal documents and
invoices. Several newworks approach the document information extraction task
through Visual Question Answering, due to which Document Visual Question
Answering is created nowadays. This domain is very young; therefore, most of
themodels and datasets are only in English. This paper proposes a plan to create
a system that can improve non-English Document understanding, specifically
for the Czech language. First, we are trying to form the first Czech dataset for
Document VQA. Furthermore, we plan to develop the first model for DVQA,
which will process Czech invoices. Last but not least, we propose to address
three research questions extending the applicability of general document extrac-
tion technology to non-English languages.

2 Background

This section discusses the current situation in Document processing and Ques-
tion answering. The first part focuses on a general overview of Intelligent
Document Understanding and Visual Question Answering. Subsequently, we
overview available datasets and models in these fields.
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2.1 Intelligent Document Understanding

With Intelligent Document Understanding (IDU), machines are able to compre-
hend and analyze unstructured data. Earlier works for document understand-
ing [8,12] stood on a predefined set of rules. Therefore they required an exact def-
inition of a template for every type of document that they were processing. [17]

IDU combines Natural Language Processing (NLP), Computer Vision, Ma-
chine Learning, andDeep Learning. Transformers are best suited for these tasks;
for example, simple transformers are practical for NLP and Computer Vision
tasks. On the other hand, Layout-aware Transformers are used for IDU because
they can comprehend the layout information for the given document. As a re-
sult, LayoutLM [19] combines text, document layout, and visual information to
extract practical knowledge from a document.

2.2 Visual Question Answering

Question Answering (QA) [3] models work with text and retrieve answers
to the given question [13] based on the information they got from the text.
This process is a combination of natural language processing and information
retrieval fields. On the other hand, Visual Question Answering (VQA) focuses
on understanding the visual data. Even if the images contain some text, this text
is not considered when answering the given questions. However, there is also
a combination of QA and VQA, which incorporates text from the scene of the
images.

Document Visual Question Answering [7] seeks to obtain knowledge from
documents to answer questions. The asked questions may relate to different
parts of the examined document, not only the text part; for example, they
may refer to inserted images, tables, and forms, but they may also refer to
the overall arrangement of the text. Therefore, for Document VQA, we also
need to incorporate the detection of scene objects and an understanding of the
document’s layout and the relations between different parts of the layout.

Presently, there is lacking coverage of non-English models for Document
Visual Question Answering. For this reason, we would like to expand the
coverage of the models on Document VQA by the Czech language model.

Figure 1 presents an overview of our proposed system for document process-
ing based on VQA. The model will be trained on our Czech dataset for Docu-
ment VQA. The system will be able to answer the entered questions by writing
the required answer and highlighting this answer in the document. Highlight-
ing in the document is essential, mainly because the text of the correct answer
may be in several places in the document, but the correct answer is only one of
them. On the other hand, it is also possible that the correct answer will be found
more than once in the text, and it is crucial to highlight all the right answers.

2.3 Datasets

This section describes datasets used for Document Question Answering or
Named Entity Recognition.
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Answer=+Question

Dataset

Model

Jaký je IBAN dodavatele?

Fig. 1: Top-level approach for Document Visual Question Answering

Question Answering (QA) Nowadays, there are Question Answering datasets
available in multiple languages. The most significant datasets are in English.
These datasets differ in the size of question-answer pairs as well as the origin
of these datasets. A large part uses texts from Wikipedia or newspaper articles,
which are used to find answers to professional questions. Next, some datasets
focus on technical areas, for example, on mathematical questions are also worth
mentioning.

The first frequently used English dataset is the StanfordQuestionAnswering
Dataset (SQuAD) [13]. The original version of this dataset consists of over
100 000 questions posed on a set of more than 500 Wikipedia articles. The
second version of the dataset has an additional 50 000 unanswerable questions.
Conversational Question Answering (CoQA) [14] is another dataset in English.
As is mentioned in the name of this dataset, it consists of more than 8 000
conversations and contains 127 000 questions, which also include evidence for
answers. Answers can be free-form text.

The French Question Answering Dataset (FQuAD) [5] is an example of a
dataset that is not in the English language. This french dataset is similar to
the SQuAD dataset; both use Wikipedia articles. There are also two versions
of FQuAD. The first one contains over 25,000 samples, and the second one is
bigger, with more than 60,000 samples.

Although these datasets work with text, they cannot be used directly on
Document VQA, given that they do not contain a visual stand. In Document
VQA, it is crucial to look at the document from its visual standpoint; different
parts of documents have different meanings. With the text-only QA datasets,
this information is lost.

Visual Question Answering (VQA) In the VQA datasets, we can use the same
images for different languages. This is possible because we focus on the objects
in the picture, not the text it contains. One of the English datasets is VQA
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dataset [1], which includes 204,721 images from the MS COCO dataset [10]
with 614,163 questions and 7,984,119 answers. This dataset also possesses 50,000
abstract scenes with 150,000 questions and 1,950,000. The Image-Set Visual
Question Answering (ISVQA) [2] dataset went one step further and focused on
a multi-image setting. The dataset consists of 141,096 questions about objects
and relationships in one or more images. In total ISVQA has 60,884 image sets.

The Indic Visual Question Answering dataset [4] is an example of a non-
English VQA. The exciting thing about this dataset is that it focuses on three
languages: Hindi, Kannada, and Tamil. This Indic dataset consists of 3.7 million
image-question pairs for each of these three languages on the same set of images.

Named Entity Recognition (NER) Named Entity Recognition aims to locate
and identify entities in the given text. One of the datasets for this task is the
CoNLL-2003 dataset [15], which consists of two languages: English andGerman,
and four types of named entities. The English data originate from Reuters
Corpus, composed of 22,137 sentences. The German part consists of 18,933
from the ECI Multilingual Text Corpus, precisely from the German newspaper
Frankfurter Rundschau. Another dataset for NER is Few-NERD [6]; this dataset
is more extensive than CoNLL-2003 and consists of 188,238 sentences from
Wikipedia, eight coarse-grained types, and 66 fine-grained types.

There are also datasets for legal documents, which are closer to our task.
An example of one of these datasets, which is also non-English, is a Dataset of
German Legal Documents for NER [9]. This dataset contains 66,723 sentences
and two versions of annotations. The first version consists of 19 fine-grained
semantic classes, and the second has seven coarse-grained classes.

Document Visual Question Answering datasets Only a few Document VQA
datasets have been created recently, primarily in English. These datasets consist
of web pages, scanned documents, or born-digital documents, and also various
pages are from textbooks or posters.

Currently, the best dataset on Document VQA is DocVQA [11]. This dataset
consists of several documents from the UCSF Industry Documents Library [18].
The important thing is that it also contains invoices, and all answers can
be retrieved directly from the document’s text. This is similar to the task
of our future model; processing and analyzing invoices and developing an
extractive model. As for the quality of the documents used, the dataset contains
born-digital documents, scanned documents, and handwritten or typewritten
documents. The reason why there are handwritten or typewritten documents
is that the documents are from the period between 1960 and 2000. Overall the
dataset consists of 50,000 questions over 12,767 document images, which are
extracted from 6071 scanned documents. [11]Of the 50,000 questions, 36,170 of
them are unique questions.

Visual Machine Reading Comprehension (VisualMRC) [16] is an example of
a dataset consisting of screenshots of web pages. Another difference between
this dataset and DocVQA is that it has images from different sources, which
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increases its diversity and usability. Altogether the VisualMRC [16] consists of
30,562 questions, where 29,419 are unique.

2.4 Models

This section will discuss some applicable models for our Document Question
Answering model and the models we are using for the baseline.

Question Answering models Question Answering models can retrieve the
response to a question from a text. There are two different types ofmodels based
on their answers. The first type is ExtractiveQA; in this type, answers are directly
written in the text. The second type is Generative QA, where the answer is a free
text based on the context of the text. An example of a model for QA is the BERT
Base model [3], which was fine-tuned on the SQuAD dataset.

LayoutLM family models The LayoutLM family consists of three generations of
multimodal Transformer models, which were pre-trained on the IIT-CDIP Test
Collection containing English scanned documents. Additionally, the LayoutLM
family also offers one multilingual model trained in 53 languages, including
Czech and Slovak.

3 Czech Document Visual Question Answering Dataset

This sectionwill introduce ourDocument Visual QuestionAnswering dataset in
the Czech language. We will focus on collecting documents, creating questions,
and mapping them to desired answers.

3.1 Data Collection

Our dataset contains 6,849 documents, the vast majority of which are invoices.
The documents are primarily in the Czech and Slovak languages, but it also has
Polish and Slovene languages. However, there are also non-Slavic languages like
English, German, and Hungarian.

For each invoice, we asked questions about 15 entities it contains. For each
entity,we created several different types of questions, coveringmultiple variants.
This also helps the model to learn to answer more than one type of question for
each entity.

In Figure 2, we can see how we created our dataset. At first, we have an
invoice with several entities. We have chosen the 15 most important from them,
for example, IBAN, account number, total sum to be paid, or invoice number.
From annotators, we have obtained the exact positions of these entities on our
invoices. Next, we created the questions for these entities, which were then
mapped to the bounding boxes with the correct one or multiple answers.
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Answer=+Question

Dataset

Fig. 2: Visual question answering dataset design: the green rectangle is the box
that contains the information crucial to answer the question.

4 Research Proposal

This section introduces three research questions that we propose to study in our
future work.

4.1 How can Textual QA and Visual QA datasets improve Document
Understanding?

Ourmodelwill be trained on the CzechDocument VQAdataset, which contains
a large number of relevant, but narrow questions regarding the document’s
content. We hypothesize that if we first introduce our model to much more
general and comprehensive QA datasets, the resulting model might be more
robust in the unseen evaluation scenarios and hence, perform better as a result.
Given that the textual QA datasets contain no layout, we propose to experiment
with (i) a synthetic text layout and (ii) where applicable, the retrieval of the QA
contexts from their original sources over the internet websites. Analogically, we
would like to use the VQA dataset to see how it can improve the understanding
of the document as an image. Finally, we would like to try all the relevant
datasets and examine the results.

We will compare the performance of our Document VQA models to the
baselines of (i) a competitive textual QA model, such as XLM-RoBERTa-Large,
and (ii) the Visual Named Entity Recognitionmodel, such as LayoutLM, trained
solely on our Document VQA dataset. We will experiment with three models
from the LayoutLM family: LayoutLMv2 Base, LayoutLMv2 Large, and Layout-
XLM model.

4.2 How well can Document VQA models generalize beyond training
entity types?

Conventional Named Entity Recognition models, for example, token classifica-
tion, can identify only a closed set of entity types present in the training set and
must be retrained when a new entity needs to be recognized. QA models can
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theoretically circumvent this limitation by having the question as a part of the
input. However, our model will be trained using a closed set of questions – one
or a few for each entity type.

Therefore, it remains unclear whether such a QA model will be able to
answer questions that are beyond the scope of its training set. We measure how
well our model can generalize to unseen entities by selecting entity types as
either training or evaluation and splitting the dataset accordingly.

To provide a reference to the results, we will compare our model with a
competitive text-only model for QA and a model for the Visual Named Entity
Recognitionmodel from the LayoutLM family trained on the evaluation entities.

4.3 How much can Document VQA in non-English languages benefit from
English datasets?

Lastly, we will quantify the benefit of utilizing English Document VQA datasets
for document understanding in other languages. In this set of experiments, we
will compare the model performance on a target language, i.e., a language of
the final application, trained using (i) English data only, (ii) using a mixture of
English and the target-language data, and (iii) using solely the target-language
data. Details of the experimental setup can be found in Section 4.1.

Notably, the evaluation of the approach will assess the applicability of our
models to unseen languages, which is necessary for relevancy in a vast majority
of the world languages.

Our evaluation setup will include target languages where any document-
understanding datasets are currently available. Thanks to our dataset, thesewill
includeCzech.Also, small-scale datasets forDocumentNERorQAare available
in French and German.

5 Conclusion

This paper offers a basic overview of systems and datasets for Document Visual
Question Answering. We created the first Czech dataset for Document VQA.
Last but not least, we pose three research questions outlining future work:
(i) improvement of Document Understanding, (ii) generalizing Document VQA
beyond training entity types, (iii) benefit of English datasets for non-English
Document VQA.
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Abstract. The rampant spread of manipulative texts purporting propa-
ganda, disinformation or surveillance, requires the readers to take heed
of the actual reasoning behind and the real purpose of the newspaper
texts. The capability to recognize a malignant content asks for more and
more concentration and background knowledge. A support offered by au-
tomated content analysis tools forms an important part of such protective
approaches.
In the presented text, we introduce a new approach to detecting a set of
manipulative stylistic techniques in Czech newspaper texts by exploiting
stylometric methods in conjunction with deep learning text classification.
We show that the stylometric analysis with almost 20,000 features allows
to improve the results formost of the techniques. The results are evaluated
with a previously published Czech Propaganda dataset.

Keywords: stylometry, propaganda detection, manipulative style analy-
sis, Propaganda dataset, Czech

1 Introduction

The current accessibility and popularity of the Web, along with the ease of
creating new content, takes freedom of expression to a whole new level, which
is considered a positive development. An adverse side effect of this makes
it straightforward to create websites and online news outlets that publish
manipulative content. Disinformation through online news outlets creates an
illusion of the information being reliable, affecting a much broader population
than from the other sources [7]. Due to the immense and dynamic nature of the
Internet, manual detection is difficult to grasp, and automated tools are desired
to protect or warn readers of the manipulative content.

In 2019, a shared task was held in Workshop on NLP4IF: censorship, disinfor-
mation, and propaganda1 [4]. The task consisted of two different problems based
on the Propaganda Techniques Corpus [5] dataset. The dataset consists of fine-
grained annotations that range from techniques that leverage emotions (for exam-
ple Loaded Language, an act of using phrases with strong connotations) to logical
1 http://www.netcopia.net/nlp4if/2019/
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fallacies (like Straw Man, where writer refutes an argument not presented by the
opposition). From 25 submitted approaches, the best-performing ones utilized
BERT contextual embeddings. Other successful approaches exploited contex-
tual embeddings of RoBERTa, ELMo, or context-independent representations
based on lexical, sentiment, or TF-IDF features [4].

In the current paper, we present recent results in manipulative style recog-
nition of Czech texts. In Section 2, we describe the specifics of the currently used
benchmark dataset. Section 3 proposes a set of stylometric text features crafted
using Czech linguistic tools. Section 4 presents a deep neural architecture based
on XLM Roberta [3] that combines both the contextless stylometric features and
the context-specific representation based on transformer models. In the last sec-
tion, we evaluate and compare the approach that uses the proposed features
and a similar model that does not.

2 Dataset Description

The Propaganda benchmark dataset, originally proposed by Baisa et al. [2], is
a collection of 8,644 documents extracted from Czech news outlets that were
previously investigated for spreading Russian propaganda [1]. The benchmark
dataset is annotatedwith 21 diverse attributes, where 16 of them are relevant for
analysis presented in this paper. The scope of annotation ranges fromdocument-
wide attributes to span level attributes that mark a specific segment of the text
as an occurrence of a specific stylistic technique. The documents were tokenized
and morphologically annotated using unitok [8], majka [11] and desamb [13]
tools.

Among the annotated attributes, eight of them refer tomanipulative techniques.
The techniques are labeled at both the document and the span level.

– Argumentation: author presents an argument (yes/no)
– Blaming: author is blaming someone (yes/no)
– Demonization: author refers to individuals, groups, or political bodies as
evil (yes/no)

– Emotions author uses emotivewriting (fear, anger, indignation, compassion,
other, missing)

– Fabulation: author spreads false rumors and exaggerates problems
(yes/no)

– Fear Mongering: author appeals to fear, uncertainty, or certain threat
(yes/no)

– Labelling: authors labels an entity with a short, pejorative phrase (yes/no)
– Relativizing: author either relativizes negative actions of Russia or positive
actions of the opponent (yes/no)

Document-level attributes describe the expected structure and content of the
document, so it is not reasonable to annotate them on the span level. These
attributes are Genre (3 categories), Topic (13 categories), Scope (4 categories),
Location (8 categories), and Overall Sentiment (3 categories).
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Other attributes have annotations present on the span level, but they are not
described as manipulative techniques. The listed attributes are Expert (yes/no),
Opinion (yes/no), and Russia (5 categories).

3 Stylometric Text Features

In this section, we describe the proposed features that can be observed in Table 1.
Overall, there is a lack of consensus for an ideal, universal set of stylometric
features as they depend on the currently analyzed task and domain. The process
of extracting such features requires linguistic analysis at various levels: lexical,
syntactic, semantic, structural, content-specific, and idiosyncratic [6]. The current
feature extraction implementation is inspired by the features proposed by [9].

Word and Sentence length distributions are implemented in three ways
for both tokens and lemmas. The naive version is not adjusted to the real
distribution present in the dataset and directly assumes word lengths 1 through
15 andmore. Improved analysis creates bins of variable length derived from the
data. The N-Gram approach analyzes naive word length 𝑛-grams.

Word Class N-Gram frequencies are extracted using annotations by majka
and desamb. The 𝑁 parameter ranges between 1 and 5, and only the 𝑛-grams
with a relative frequency above 0.1% are considered. Morphological Tags
N-gram frequencies consider more information than word classes. The full
version uses the entire morphological tag, whereas the simplified omits the
infrequent parts of the tag.

Word Repetition metrics are analyzed on multiple levels. Average repeti-
tion features compute frequency histogram for each unique token/lemma in
the document, where the mean relative frequency is the resulting feature. Bag
of Words repetition turns documents into TF-IDF normalized bag of words rep-
resentation where stopwords and words with too low relative frequency are
omitted. Word Class Repetition is a normalized word class histogram where
for each token and its corresponding word class, the word class count is incre-
mented for each sentence the token is repeated in. Probabilistic Word Class
Repetition computes the probability of word class being repeated from the ref-
erential corpus and returns the difference between the referential probabilities
and the probabilities from the provided document.

Letter Casing features are composed of two different methods. The first
method computes 𝑛-grams of capital letters according to their position in the
word and sentence using fixed rules. The indexed version also considers the
exact position of the token in the sentence.

The parametrized version of word suffixes computes relative frequencies
of the last 𝑛 characters of each token document-wide. The stemmed version at-
tempts to guess the word suffix based on the provided word and its correspond-
ing lemma.

Word Richness considers two methods of computing vocabulary richness.
Simpson’s Diversity Index [10] is computed on all alphanumerical and alpha
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tokens. Coefficient of Colligation, as known as Yule’s K [12] is computed with the
𝑘 values of 10, 100, 1,000 and 10,000.

Punctuation frequency examines the presence of various punctuation
marks in the document. Theposition frequency version also considers the place-
ment of punctuation marks. Finally, the 𝑛-gram version observes 100 most com-
mon punctuation 𝑛-grams with a relative frequency above 0.2%.

Fixed Typography is an idiosyncratic feature that checks for typography
rules violations and various patterns related to typography that are checked
using 11 regular expressions. Dynamic Typography observes the 𝑛-gram fre-
quencies of non-alphanumeric tokens.

Character N-gram frequencies are extracted for at most 1,000 unique items
with preferred document frequency around 50%. Emoticon Presence checks for
the presence of pre-defined emojis in the presented document.

Table 1: Overview of proposed stylometric text features
Feature Type Feature Subtype # features Language

Independent

Word Length
naive 30 ✓
improved 77 ✓
n-grams 30 ✓

Sentence Length
naive 25 ✓
improved 127 ✓
n-gram 25 ✓

Word Repetition

avg. repetition per sent. 1 ✓
avg. repetition per doc. 1 ✓
word class repetition 13
prob. word class repetition 13
word repetition distance 12 ✓
bag of words repetition 100 ✓

Word Class N-Grams 1 to 4-grams 514

Morphological Tags N-Grams full 10,000
simplified tags 200

Letter Casing 1 to 3-grams 77 ✓
indexed 1 to 3-grams 417 ✓

Word Suffixes stemmed 100 ✓
parametrized n-grams 325 ✓

Word Richness richness metrics 6 ✓
Stopwords for lemmas 300 ✓

for tokens 300 ✓

Punctuation
frequency 11 ✓
position frequency 60 ✓
n-gram frequency 76 ✓

Typography fixed rules 11 ✓
dynamic 100 ✓

Character N-Gram Distribution 1 to 5-grams 6,550 ✓
Emoticons Presence n-grams 28 ✓

Total 19,529
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Fig. 1: Deep neural architecture for manipulative style detection

4 Detection Approach

The following section proposes an approach for manipulative style recognition
using both stylometric text analysis and deep neural transformer models. A vi-
sual schema of this architecture is depicted in Figure 1.

4.1 Architecture Description

The input document is tokenized using unitok and morphologically annotated
using majka and desamb tools. The resulting tokens, lemmas, andmorphological
tags are used to extract a feature vector using the stylometric analysis described
in Section 3. The representation is then passed to a single feedforward layer.
The resulting, more dense representation highlights the essential features for
classification and represents the writing style used in the input document.

In tandem with the previous paragraph, the input text document is pro-
cessed using XLM Roberta Large [3] deep transformer model that was pre-
trained on 100 languages, the Czech language included. The model was pre-
trained on sequences with a maximum token length of 512, so parts of the input
document that exceed this limit are removed. The CLS token vector is extracted
from the first item in the resulting sequence and it is then concatenated to the
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hidden stylometric representation. In the final step, the concatenated representa-
tion is passed through the final feedforward layer, whichmodels the predictions
for each class in the attribute. The final prediction is selected using the argmax
function.

4.2 Training Description

The proposed model is trained using the HuggingFace framework on 20 epochs.
Hyperparameter values for the training were empirically determined. We use
the learning rate of 3 × 10−6 and the linear warmup ratio of 0.1 for the AdamW
optimizer. Due to the lack of training examples and label unbalance in some
classes, more aggressive values for generalization were chosen. We use the
dropout probability 𝑝 = 0.5 for each presented feedforward layer, and a weight
decay of 0.01 is used. The training computations were accelerated using GPU
with a batch size of 32 and gradient accumulation to fit the GPU memory
adequately.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we compare the proposed approach with two other approaches.
The dummy baseline approach described in [1] always predicts themajority class.
The second approach uses XLM Roberta Large with a standard HuggingFace
classification head, where all the stylometric features are omitted.

The dataset is not split identically to Baisa et al. [1] because they use a
different version of the Propaganda dataset. New train/test split was defined
for the final version of the dataset, where 1,000 test examples are reserved
for evaluation purposes. The testing set is identical throughout all evaluated
attributes. Also, 500 examples were split as a development set for early stopping.

The experiments are performed for all the attributes mentioned in Section 2,
where each setup is trained three times. The average weighted F1 metric is
computed from the three performed runs to factor in the label imbalance.

5.1 Results

Table 2 summarizes the performance of the proposed techniques for all at-
tributes. The results showed that the dummy baseline was outperformed by a
large margin in most categories. Notable exceptions can be seen inDemonization
and Relativization, where the binary label imbalance is considerably higher than
in other attributes.

The average weighted F1 score of the stylometric approach is lower than
the text-only classification in cases of Argumentation, Topic, and Labelling. Ar-
gumentation is considered a complex and noisy attribute with a relatively low
inter-annotator agreement. The current definition of Argumentation allows for
anything from simple reasoning to a solid argument, along with some logical
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Table 2: Summary of weighted F1 scores in % for the presented techniques.
XLMR refers to XLM Roberta. Diff refers to the difference between the stylo-
metric and non-stylometric XLM Roberta approach.

Attribute Dummy XLMR Large XLMR Large with Stylometry Diff
Argumentation 42.46 70.69 70.64 -0.05
Blaming 60.67 74.55 74.92 0.37
Demonization 95.67 96.13 96.19 0.06
Emotions 77.82 81.81 82.63 0.82
Fabulation 74.87 80.57 80.92 0.35
Fear Mongering 88.89 91.71 91.85 0.14
Labelling 76.7 83.37 83.09 -0.27
Relativizing 92.27 92.75 92.84 0.09
Genre 85.99 96.46 96.8 0.34
Topic 10.22 71.93 71.12 -0.81
Scope 41.03 89.36 90.15 0.79
Location 20.45 82.95 83.77 0.82
Sentiment 74.59 83.14 83.06 -0.08
Expert 39.03 76.1 77.42 1.32
Source 44.39 52.06 55.46 3.4
Opinion 80.52 87.61 88.35 0.74
Russia 53.12 82.88 83.63 0.75

fallacies, to be included in this class. Due to such high variation, the Argumen-
tation may be challenging to grasp using automated machine learning methods.
The difference between approaches is 0.05% in favor of the non-stylometric one,
which is considered a non-significant difference.

Topic results report 0.81%difference in the favor of non-stylometric approach.
The reason behind this difference may be that the attribute dwells in the
semantics and the content of the document, but the proposed features specialize
in non-content features. Thus in the learning process here, stylometric features
may present overabundant information that degrades the overall performance.

The Labellingmanipulative technique usually refers to a small segment of the
text containing short, powerful phrase. Stylometric features, on the other hand,
summarize the writing style of the entire document. The reason behind the
0.27% decrease in the performance metric may be that the stylometric features
could not properly capture this attribute’s characteristics.

The most notable performance increase of 3.4% can be seen with the Source
attribute. The most important features responsible for the improvement relate
to the presence and position of capital letters, as cited sources tend to be
capitalized. Similar reasoning can apply to the Expert attribute, where a notable
improvement is also present.

Another significant improvement of 0.82% can be noticed with the Emotions
attribute. The emotive writing style differs considerably from regular news,
allowing for improved detection capabilities using the proposed features.
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6 Conclusions and Future Directions

In the paper, we have evaluated a deep neural architecture that combines
transformermodels and stylometric text features to solve themanipulative style
recognition task. We have introduced 13 feature categories from various levels
of linguistic analysis, resulting in a feature vector of almost 20,000 dimensions.
The results show that the proposed approach increases the performance for
most Propaganda benchmark dataset attributes. The most notable increase
was observed in the Source and Expert attributes, followed by the Emotions
manipulative technique. It was also discovered that for some attributes (mainly
Topic), the extracted non-content features do not relate to the specifics of the
attribute, introducing noise and subsequently decreasing performance.

In the future development of the approach, we aim to increase the set of
explored style attributes in both language independent and dependent features
and evaluate the approach with other datasets and languages.
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Abstract. The aim of the paper is to verify the influence of the used ma-
chine translation system on the level of sentiment in the translated text
from Slovak to English using the available systems Google Translate and
DeepL. The experiment was carried out on a parallel corpus created from
subtitles of movies of different styles. The raw parallel corpus contained
subtitles in Slovak and English. IBM Watson Natural Language Under-
standing service was used to identify the sentiment in the subtitles of ten
movies of different genres. The paper also describes the methodology of
preparing the dataset suitable for sentiment analysis using the IBM NLU
service. The research showed a high correlation between human text and
machine translation of subtitles for both translation systems. The research
results show a high level of consistency of sentiment levels in both forms
of translation. Based on the results obtained, the results of sentiment in
machine translation can be generalized for the twomostwidely used trans-
lation systems.

Keywords: Machine translation, Natural language processing, Sentiment
analysis, Slovak language

1 Introduction

The quality of machine translation depends on many factors. The text has
many characteristics that need to be preserved in translation. However, there
are also properties such as gender [1] or other regional formal habits that are
not transferable between languages. A human translator can transfer some but
machine translation has a problem with them.

An important characteristic of the text is the sentiment and the related
emotion that the text should evoke. This is especially important in artistic texts
such as poetry, prose, or film scripts. Emotion can also be captured in a text
by observing an actor’s performance. Sentiment and emotion can be identified
in different ways. One of the most widely used is a tool from IBM that uses
the IBM Watson supercomputer. For this purpose, the IBM Tone Analyzer tool
was a service launched as an application programming interface (API) by IBM
Corporation [2]. The IBM Watson™ Tone Analyzer service will be completely
shut down in 2023 and is currently being replaced by the IBM Watson™
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Natural LanguageUnderstanding service on IBMCloud as part of IBM’s service
offerings. In the area of Natural Language Processing, researchers [3] compared
DialogFlow, LUIS, andWatson, where Watson performed the best. IBMWatson
Natural Language Understanding (IBMNLU) is a machine learning system that
uses linguistic models to break free text into important words and phrases,
called keywords. The program then calculates a general sentiment score for
each keyword [4]. The sentiment_score variable indicates the sentiment measure,
which takes values from -1 to 1.

Sentiment analysis is the field of studying and analyzing people’s opin-
ions, sentiments, evaluations, appraisals, attitudes, and emotions [5]. Many re-
searchers are investing a lot of energy in developing a sentiment analysis tool
for different languages. This analysis has to take into account the creation of a
large dictionary, the use of artificial intelligence, and so on. If it would be possi-
ble to use an already established tool, such as IBMWatson NLU service, for the
Slovak language, these resources could be used more efficiently. The problem
of using resource-rich languages [6,7] (typically English) for text identification
in low-resource languages is dealt with in the area of cross-lingual sentiment
analysis or classification [8].

The aim of this paper is to comparewhether the results of sentiment analysis
in machine translation differ between the two most widely used tools. For
the analysis, it is necessary to obtain a parallel corpus of the Slovak language
texts and the corresponding English human-written text. For this purpose, in
this research movie subtitles will be used. However, this research will not use
community-created subtitles but professional subtitles from a streaming service.
These are high-quality human translations, which are also used, for example in
English language teaching [9].

For the human translations, machine translations were obtained using the
twomostwidely used onlinemachine translation systems, Google Translate and
DeepL. Their outputs were compared in the analysis. Using the IBM Watson™
Natural Language Understanding service were identified the sentiments of
each segment in different versions of the translations: human-written text (EN),
Google Translate machine translation from Slovak to English (GT), and DeepL
machine translation from Slovak to English (DL).

The structure of the paper is as follows. The second section contains related
work in the field of sentiment analysis. The third section describes the experi-
mental setup, used dataset and applied research methodology. The subsequent
section focuses on the research results based on the sentiment analysis and eval-
uation of the research problem. The fourth section offers a discussion of the
results.

2 Related work

Sentiment analysis can be considered as a sub-field of information extrac-
tion [10]. Several commercial systems exist for sentiment analysis as Ama-
zon Web Services Amazon Comprehend, Dandelion Sentiment Analysis API,
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Google Cloud Platform Natural Language API, IBMWatson Natural Language
Understanding, Lexalytics Semantria API, MeaningCloud Sentiment Analysis
API, Microsoft Azure Text Analytics, ParallelDots Sentiment Analysis, Repus-
tate Sentiment Analysis, Text2data Sentiment Analysis API, TheySay PreCeive
API or twin word Sentiment Analysis API [11]. IBM Watson NLU is one such
system, which provides sentiment analysis scores with great accuracy based on
the information presented to it [12] and that was the reason it was used in the
research. IBMWatson has been used by researchers in sentiment analysis often
for different types of reviews [4] or social media posts [13].

Kapusta et al. [14] aimed to explore the influence of sentiment analysis
on fake news identification. The most important finding was that there are
statistically significant differences in the article sentiment where the fake news
articles were identified with more negative sentiment. The authors used a basic
sentiment classification method. Evaluating the assessment of the truthfulness
of a text and its sentiment has also been addressed by Reichel et al. [15].

The scientific field that deals with sentiment analysis using multiple lan-
guages and machine translation is called Cross-lingual sentiment analysis
(CLSA). CLSA leverages one or several source languages to help the low-
resource languages perform sentiment analysis tasks. The models used in the
CLSA methodology can be significantly refined if it is possible to find the best
range of source languages for a given target language. The authors see the limi-
tation mainly in the wrong models and data available for some languages, such
as the Slovak language [16]. This area has been addressed by researchers for
different languages or combinations of languages.

A comparative study [17] verifies sentiment classification fromChinese texts
(reviews) using sentiment analysis in English. The authors compare sentiment
from human translation and machine translation of publicly available services
such as Google Translate, Yahoo Babel Fish, and Windows Live Translate.

3 Experimental setup

We addressed the following research question in the experiment:
RQ: Is there a significant difference between the translation systems Google

Translate and DeepL in the accuracy of identifying sentiment scores compared
to human texts?

We can infer the null hypothesis from it.
H0: There is no statistically significant difference between the correlation

of sentiment level in human text and in Google Translate machine translation
compared to the correlation of sentiment level in human text and in DeepL
machine translation.

Through an experiment, we measure how much the sentiment score in the
source text and the sentiment score in the machine translation from Google
Translate match. In the same way, we will evaluate the level of agreement in
sentiment between the original text and themachine translation from theDeepL
system. We then compare these values. If the sentiment rates match across
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translators, this will mean that the results of further analyses of sentiment in
machine translation can be generalized to all common translation systems. A
more detailed description of the research process is given in the following steps:

1. Data preparation
(a) Source corpus preparation

i. Alignment of Slovak and English subtitles into a coherent parallel
corpus.

ii. Removal of erroneous, inconsistent, repetitive, or unnecessary
records.

iii. Segmentation - Merging sentences that have been split to multiple
subtitles back into a single segment.

(b) Generating a machine translation for each of the subtitles using Google
Translate and DeepL machine translation systems.

(c) Identification of keywords and their sentiment using IBMWatson NLU
service.

(d) Transforming the sentiment of the keywords into a coherent dataset of
sentiment scores of each segment for the three sets:
i. Human text (EN),
ii. Machine translation from Google Translate (GT),
iii. Machine translation from DeepL (DL).

2. Data analysis
(a) Verification of the level of correlation of the identified sentiment of the

machine translations (GT, DL) with the reference sentiment from the
human text (EN).

(b) Comparison of results from Google Translate and DeepL.
3. Verification and interpretation of results

(a) Verification of research hypothesis H0.

Table 1: Sample of the dataset with subtitles and their machine translations from
Google Translate and DeepL
id Text_sk Text_en Text_gt Text_dl
0 Blake. Blake. Blake. Blake.
5 Zabalili nám jedlo? Did they feed us? Did they pack our

food?
Did they pack us
food?

6 Nie. Len poštu. No. Just mail. Not. Just mail. No. Just mail.
7 Je čas na čaj! Time for some tea!

Tea’s up!
It’s tea time! It’s tea time!

8 Myrtle bude mať
šteniatka.

Myrtle’s having
puppies.

Myrtle will have
puppies.

Myrtle will have
puppies.

10 Somhrozne hladný.
Ty nie?

Oh, I’m bloody
starving. Aren’t
you?

I’m terribly hungry.
You do not?

I’m terribly hungry.
Aren’t you?
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3.1 Machine translation generation

The corpus that was used contained 11 601 subtitles from 10 movies of different
styles (war, fairy tale, action, sci-fi, comedy). The raw data had to be cleaned of
erroneous entries, incorrectly paired parallel corpus pairs, and duplicate pairs.
After resolving all errors, we obtained a parallel corpus of subtitles in English
and Slovak. The created dataset contained 8551 segments.

To obtain themachine translation, the twomost used onlinemachine transla-
tion systems were chosen: Google Translate, and DeepL. Therefore, in the case
of equality of results, it will be possible to generalize the results for machine
translation obtained from different machine translation systems.

For further analysis, only the variables id (id of the segment), Text_sk, Text_en,
and two variables Text_gt (machine translation obtained from Google Translate)
and Text_dl (machine translation obtained from DeepL) were needed (Table 1).

3.2 Sentiment analysis

A tool IBM NLU was used for sentiment analysis. Each segment’s sentiment
analysis resulted in the identification of keywords and the determination of their
sentiment. These results were transformed from JSON format into 3matrices for
each translation group (EN,GT,DL). Therewere 3 fileswith identified keywords
for each segment and an associated sentiment_score value (Table 2). The output
matrix from IBM NLU contains an identified sentiment_score for each keyword
but for the same sentence (id) they match. Thus this is the sentiment_score of the
sentence not of the keyword itself.

Table 2: Sample output from IBM NLU in the form of a matrix
id keyword text_en sentiment_score
5 food Did they feed us? 0
6 mail No. Just mail. 0
7 tea time Time for some tea! Tea’s up! 0.842084
8 Myrtle Myrtle’s having puppies. 0.849348
8 puppies Myrtle’s having puppies. 0.849348
12 priesthood It was the only reason I decided against the

priesthood.
-0.839655

The results from the analysis using IBMNLU showed that there are approxi-
mately 18% fewer keywords in the machine translation compared to the human
text (Text_en – 8419, Text_gt – 6886, Text_dl – 6923). After combining all three
categories based on identified/unidentified sentiment, 4076 segments were ex-
tracted. These records were further manually cleaned of erroneous unpaired
segments from sentences split into multiple subtitles. The resulting dataset con-
tained 3768 segments.
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Fig. 1: 2D scatterplots for the correlation of the variable sentiment_score_en and
a) sentiment_score_gt, b) sentiment_score_dl.

3.3 Results

RQ aims to verify whether there is a difference between Google Translate and
DeepL in the results obtained. H0 predicts that there is no statistically signif-
icant difference between the correlation of sentiment level in human text and
in Google Translate machine translation compared to the correlation of senti-
ment level in human text and in DeepL machine translation. Correlation anal-
ysis was used to verify the dependence. Correlation analysis verifies, in a sim-
plistic way, that if sentiment is high in human text, it is also high in machine
translation and vice versa. To determine the correct method for correlation anal-
ysis, the distribution of each group of EN, GT and DL was verified. The sen-
timent_score variable does not have a normal distribution. This is confirmed by
the results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for all 3 variables: sentiment_score_en
(𝐷(3768) = 0.256, 𝑝 < 0.01), sentiment_score_gt (𝐷(3768) = 0.276, 𝑝 < 0.01) and
sentiment_score_dl (𝐷(3768) = 0.272, 𝑝 < 0.01). Since enough cases are available,
the parametric method can be used: Pearson’s correlation coefficient was used.
The calculation was performed at a 5% significance level.

Results of correlation analysis (Fig. 1):

– EN/GT: 𝑟(3768) = 0.73, 𝑝 < 0.01,
– EN/DL: 𝑟(3768) = 0.74, 𝑝 < 0.01.

From the graph (Fig. 1), quite a large number of pairs contain the value 0 in
at least one of the variables. This means that sentiment has not been identified
in any of the translations (of the pair). If we exclude these segments from the
analysis in order to mainly evaluate the match in identified sentiment, then the
results look like the following (Fig. 2):

– EN/GT: 𝑟(1497) = 0.86, 𝑝 < 0.01,
– EN/DL: 𝑟(1539) = 0.86, 𝑝 < 0.01.

Considering the correlation results between the human text and themachine
translations (0.73 and 0.74 in the unadjusted dataset (Fig. 1); 0.86 and 0.86 in the
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Fig. 2: 2D scatterplots for the correlation of the variable sentiment_score_en and
a) sentiment_score_gt, b) sentiment_score_dl except for segments with neutral
sentiment.

adjusted dataset (Fig. 2)), it can be argued that there is no significant difference
between them. H0 is thus not rejected. Hence, the results of Google Translate
are significantly similar to the results of DeepL and therefore it is relevant to
use only one of these systems in further analysis. Based on the rejection of H0,
these results can be generalized.

4 Conclusion

We tested whether there is a significant difference in sentiment analysis for
texts translated by Google Translate and DeepL. The results say that there is no
difference. Thismeans that for further sentiment analysis inmachine translation,
it is not necessary to do duplicate analyses for multiple translation systems but
just choose which one suits better based on text style. The results of the research
can be generalized for machine translation from Slovak to English.

By evaluating RQ, it was verified that there is no significant difference
in sentiment transfer in machine translation between the most widely used
machine translation systems, i.e. Google Translate and DeepL. It is therefore
possible to generalize the results for machine translations in general.
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